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AN ELASTIC CAPACITY ADJUSTED FOR FIBERED
STRUCTURES. APPLICATIONS TO HOMOGENIZATION.
MICHEL BELLIEUD
Abstract. We study a variant of the notion of capacity introduced in [8] that
is found appropriate to describe the concentrations of strain energy produced
by infinitesimal rigid displacements of fibers of tiny cross-sections embedded
in an elastic matrix. As an application, we analyze the effective behavior
of an elastic medium comprising a very small volume fraction of extremely
stiff fibers. The relative averaged displacements and rotations of the fibers
with respect to the matrix generate a concentration of strain energy in their
neighborhood characterized in terms of the aforementioned capacity. This
phenomenon is attended by the emergence of a concentration of extensional,
bending and torsional energies within the fibers. This study is set in the
context of a simplified model of small deformation nonlinear elasticity also
governing the quasistatic evolution of perfectly viscoplastic materials.
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2 MICHEL BELLIEUD
1. Introduction
An interesting feature of composites comprising small volume fractions of ma-
terials with extreme physical properties lies in the possible emergence of a concen-
tration of energy around the strong constituents [6, 12, 16, 18, 21, 22, 24, 35, 40].
This phenomenon, which also arises in the study of Dirichlet problems in varying
domains [2, 5, 23, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34, 41], depends on some capacity
specific to the considered equations and the geometry of the strong components.
A notion of capacity related to elasticity has been introduced in [8], in the spirit
of Villaggio [48], to describe the concentration of elastic energy generated by rigid
displacements of tiny grain-like inclusions immersed in an elastic matrix. A variant
of this notion adjusted for fibered structures is obtained by considering, for any
couple pS, V q of open subsets of R2 such that S is bounded and connected and
S Ă V , the family pcapf pa,α;S, V qqpa,αqPpR3q2 given by
capf pa,α;S,V q :“ inf
$&%
ż
V
fpeypψqqdy,
ψ PW 1,p0 pV ;R3q,
ψ“a` 2
diamS
α^py y´Sq in S
,.-, (1.1)
where f : S3 Ñ r0,`8q is a convex function, ey is the operator defined by (2.1) and
yS stands for the geometrical center of gravity of S. The capacity cap
f pa,α;S, V q
differs from [8, (1)], essentially, in that the displacements ψ in (1.1) take their val-
ues in a space of a different dimension from V . The mapping (1.1) characterizes
the strain energy associated to the three-dimensional infinitesimal rigid displace-
ment of reduction elements ta, 2diamSαu at yS of a two-dimensional rigid body S
immersed in a two-dimensional elastic space V . Its original feature, compared to
other notions of capacity found in the literature [5, 33, 34, 36, 42], is that the min-
imizers of (1.1) coincide in S not with constant vectors fields, but with elements
of the kernel of ey. Given pa,αq ­“ p0, 0q, the presence of the rescaling term 1diamS
in the minimization problem (1.1) guarantees that the minimizers remain order 1
on BS when the diameter of S converges to zero. In the homogenization problem
presented below, this tool is found suitable to study the concentration phenomena
arising in an elastic composite comprising a small volume fraction of extremely stiff
fibers.
Given a bounded Lipschitz cylindrical domain Ω :“ Ω1 ˆ p0, Lq of R3 and two
strictly convex functions f , g satisfying a growth condition of order p P p1,`8q
(see (3.1)), we consider the problem$’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’%
inf
uεPW 1,pb pΩ;R3q
Fεpuεq ´
ż
Ω
f .uεdx,
Fεpuεq :“
ż
ΩzTrε
fpepuεqqdx` lε
ż
Trε
gpepuεqqdx,
epuεq “ 1
2
p∇uε `∇Tuεq, f P Lp1pΩ;R3q, 1
p
` 1
p1
“ 1,
W 1,pb pΩ;R3q :“
 
ψ PW 1,ppΩ;R3q, ψ “ 0 on Ω1 ˆ t0u( .
(1.2)
The solution uε to (1.2) represents the displacement field in a hyperelastic medium
in the context of a simplified model of small deformation nonlinear elasticity. It also
describes the steady creep in a perfectly visco-plastic solid satisfying the Norton-
Hoff law [37, 46]. The set Trε consists of an ε-periodic distribution of disjoint
3cylinders of cross-sections of size rε such that rε ! ε ! 1 (see fig. 1). Problem
(1.2) has been investigated in [15] by the author with I. Gruais in the setting of
linear isotropic elasticity, that is when f and g take the form (3.33). It was shown
in particular that, when the shear modulus of the fibers, or equivalently the stiff-
ness parameter lε in (1.2), is of the order of the inverse of their volume fraction,
a discrepancy between the effective displacement in the matrix and the averaged
effective displacement in the fibers possibly appears, generating a concentration of
strain energy around the fibers attended by the emergence of extensional energy
within the fibers. Our analysis unveils new effects hinging on the rate of growth p
of the stored energy function: we discovered that when p ă 2, the energy arising
around the fibers may also depend, besides their averaged displacements, on their
rotations with respect to their principal axes. These rotations generate in parallel
the emergence of a concentration of torsional energy within the fibers, which adds
up to the aforementioned extensional energy. When the fibers are stiffer, their ro-
tations are smaller and do not contribute to the energy arising in their external
neighborhood, yet may still induce, for whatever value of p, the appearance of tor-
sional energy within them, then combined with bending and extensional energies.
When linear elasticity is considered, this torsional contribution is characteristic of
anisotropic media (see Remark 5 (v), (vi)), still may also appear in isotropic ones
provided large applied body forces are considered (see Remark 8). Our results,
partially announced in [9], can be generalized to non-periodic or random distribu-
tions of fibers (see Sections 5.1, 5.2), and apply to other types of high contrast
homogenization problems (see Section 5.3).
More precisely, we prove that the limit problem associated with (1.2) depends
on the density function cf
8,p
defined on R3 ˆ R in terms of the capacity (1.1) by
cf
8,ppa, ζq :“ lim
εÑ0
1
ε2
capf
8,ppa, ζe3; rεS,RεDq, (1.3)
where f8,p denotes the p-recession function of f (see (4.6)), D the open unit disk
of R2, S the rescaled section of the fibers (see (4.3)), and pRεq is an appropriate
sequence of positive real numbers (see (3.43)). The function cf
8,p
corresponds to
the limit of the sum per unit surface of the images under capf
8,ppa, ζe3; ., .q of
the cross-sections of the fibers with respect to suitably larger sets. A critical case
occurs when cf
8,ppa, ζq takes positive finite values for some pa, ζq P R3 ˆ R. This
either happens when p ă 2 and r2´pεε2 is of order 1, or when p “ 2 and 1ε2| log rε|
is of order 1. Then, a gap between the effective displacements of the constituent
parts of the composite appears. We show that the displacement in the fibers is then
locally approximated to by a helicoidal vector field whose distinctive features are
characterized by the limit pv, θq of the sequence pvε, θεq defined in terms of uε by
(4.9). The field v locally approximates to the displacement on the principal axes of
the fibers, and diamS2rε θe3 to the resultant of this helicoidal vector field. The different
behaviors of the fibers and the matrix lead to the emergence of a concentration of
energy around the fibers, of the formż
Ω
cf
8,ppv ´ u, θqdx, (1.4)
where u represents the weak limit in W 1,ppΩ;R3q of the sequence puεq. The de-
termination of the density cf
8,p
necessitates an investigation into the properties of
the mapping capf which uncovers striking dissimilarities according to the choice of
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p. If 1 ă p ă 2, we obtain
cf
8,ppa, ζq “ γppqcapf8,ppa, ζe3;S,R3q, γppq :“ lim
εÑ0
r2´pε
ε2
.
In the case p “ 2, the sequence (1.3) shows different asymptotic behaviors de-
pending on whether ζ vanishes or not: we find that cf
8,2pa, ζq “ `8 if ζ ­“ 0,
and
cf
8,ppa, 0q “ γp2qcf8,20 paq, γp2q :“ lim
εÑ0
1
ε2| log rε| ,
for some convex function cf
8,2
0 P CpR3q of quadratic growth, independent of S,
defined in a variational manner in Corollary 3 and given in the linear isotropic
case by (3.38). As a consequence, the auxiliary field θ vanishes, yielding a notable
simplification of the effective problem. Finally, we obtain cf
8,ppa, ζq “ `8 if
2 ă p ă `8 whenever pa, ζq ­“ p0, 0q and cf8,pp0, 0q “ 0. In this case, v “ u, θ “ 0,
and the contribution (1.4) vanishes.
This phenomenon is attended with the emergence of a concentration of strain
energy within the fibers, whose nature is conditioned by the order of magnitude,
characterized by the parameters k and κ defined by (4.4), of the rigidity coefficient
lε introduced in (1.2). If lε is of the order of the inverse of the volume fraction of the
fibers, that is if 0 ă k ă `8, this contribution takes the form of a combination of
extensional and torsional strain energies given in terms of the effective longitudinal
displacement v3 and the rescaled angle of rotation θ byż
Ω
ghom
ˆ Bv3
Bx3 ,
Bθ
Bx3
˙
dx, (1.5)
where ghom is defined by (4.14). In this case, the fibers asymptotically behave
like elastic strings. When stiffer fibers are considered, that is when k “ `8,
the variables v3 and θ vanish and the form of effective energy stored in the fibers
depends on κ. Namely, it vanishes if κ P t0,`8u and, if 0 ă κ ă `8, consists of
the association of torsional, bending, and extensional strain energies given in terms
of the weak limits w and δ in LppΩq of the sequences
´
vε3
rε
¯
and
´
θε
rε
¯
byż
Ω
ghom
ˆB2v1
Bx23
,
B2v2
Bx23
,
Bw
Bx3 ,
Bδ
Bx3
˙
dx, (1.6)
where ghom is defined by (4.15). The field rεw approximates to the microscopic
extension of the fibers and diamS2 δ to their angle of rotation with respect to their
principal axes. The effective strain energy, given by (4.13), is the sum of the
contributions described above and of the effective energy stored in the remaining
part of the matrix.
2. Notations
In this paper, te1, e2, e3u stands for the canonical basis of R3. Points in R3 and
real-valued functions are represented by symbols beginning with a lightface mi-
nuscule (example x, i,detA...) and vectors and vector-valued functions by symbols
beginning with a boldface minuscule (examples: i, u, f , g, divΨ,...). Matrices and
matrix-valued functions are represented by symbols beginning with a boldface ma-
juscule with the following exceptions: ∇u (displacement gradient), epuq (linearized
strain tensor). The symbol In represents the nˆ n identity matrix. We denote by
5ui or puqi the components of a vector u and by Aij or pAqij those of a matrix A
(that is u “ ř3i“1 uiei “ ř3i“1puqiei; A “ ř3i,j“1Aijei b ej “ ř3i,j“1pAqijei b ej).
We do not employ the usual repeated index convention for summation. We denote
by A : B “ ř3i,j“1AijBij the inner product of two matrices, by εijk the three-
dimensional alternator, by u ^ v “ ř3i,j,k“1 εijkujvkei the exterior product in R3,
by Sn the set of all real symmetric matrices of order n, by 7A the cardinality of a
finite set A, by B (resp. D) the open unit ball of R3 (resp. R2), by Supp f the sup-
port of a function f . For any two vectors a, b in R3, we set adb :“ 12 pabb`bbaq.
For any two symmetric matrices A, B , we write A ď B if B ´A is semi-definite
positive. Given x P R3, we write x “ px1, x3q for x1 “ px1, x2q. For any two weakly
differentiable fields ψ : R2 Ñ R3 and u : R3 Ñ R3, we set
eypψq :“
2ÿ
α,β“1
1
2
ˆBψα
Byβ `
Bψβ
Byα
˙
eαb eβ `
2ÿ
α“1
Bψ3
Byα eα d e3, ψ
1 :“ ψ1e1 ` ψ2e2,
ex1puq :“
2ÿ
α,β“1
1
2
ˆBuα
Bxβ `
Buβ
Bxα
˙
eαb eβ `
2ÿ
α“1
Bu3
Bxαeα d e3, u
1 :“ u1e1 ` u2e2.
(2.1)
Given a topological space X, the symbol BpXq represents the σ-algebra of the Borel
subsets of X. For any Radon measure ν on X and any Banach space E, we denote
by LpνpX;Eq the set of E-valued Borel fields ψ on X such that
ş
X
|ψ|pEdν ă `8.
The letter C (resp. the symbol Cpaq if a dependence on some variable a is indicated)
stands for different positive constants whose precise values may vary.
3. Study of capf
In what follows, f : S3 Ñ R denotes a convex function satisfying
c|M |p ď fpM q ď C|M |p @M P S3, (3.1)
for some p P p1,`8q and some positive constants c, C. The symbol S represents a
nonempty bounded Lipschitz domain in R2 verifying
D Ă S, yS :“
ż´
S
ydy “ 0, (3.2)
and V an open subset of R2 such that S Ă V . It is convenient to rewrite (1.1) as
follows:
capf pa,α;S, V q “ inf
ψPWppa,α;S,V q
ż
V
fpeypψqqdy,
Wppa,α;S, V q :“
!
ψ PW 1,p0 pV ;R3q, ψ “ a ` 2diamSα ^ y a.e. in S
)
.
(3.3)
The infimum (3.3) may fail to be attained when V is not bounded (see Remark 1).
However, we prove below that, if 1 ă p ă 2, the capacity capf is equivalently de-
fined by a well-posed minimization problem deduced by substituting some suitable
Banach space for W 1,p0 pV ;R3q in (3.3). More precisely, denoting by Kp0 pV ;R3q the
closure of DpV ;R3q in the reflexive Banach space KppV ;R3q given by
KppV ;R3q :“
!
ψ P Lp‹pV ;R3q, ∇ψ P LppV ;R3 ˆ R2q
)
,
|ψ|KppV ;R3q :“
ˆż
V
|ψ|p‹dy
˙ 1
p‹ `
ˆż
V
|∇ψ|pdy
˙ 1
p
, p‹ :“ 2p
2´ p ,
(3.4)
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we prove in the following lemma that
capf pa,α;S, V q “ inf
ψPKppa,α;S,V q
ż
V
fpeypψqqdy if 1 ă p ă 2,
Kppa,α;S, V q :“
"
ψ P Kp0 pV ;R3q, ψ “ a `
2
diamS
α ^ y in S
*
,
(3.5)
and establish the attainability of the above minimization problem. We also address
the continuity and the lower semi-continuity of the mapping ψ Ñ ş
V
fpeypψqqdy,
the existence of smooth minimizing sequences for the problems (3.3), (3.5), discuss
the existence of minimizers for the problem (3.3), and examine the rate of growth
of the mapping capf pa,α;S, V q with respect to pa,αq. Notice that by the Poincare´
inequality, the space Kp0 pV ;R3q equals W 1,p0 pV ;R3q when V is bounded in one
direction. Otherwise, it may be larger.
Lemma 1.. (i) The functional ψ Ñ ş
V
fpeypψqqdy is strongly continuous and
weakly lower semi-continuous on W 1,ppV ;R3q, and on KppV ;R3q if 1 ă p ă 2.
(ii) The problems (3.3) and, if 1 ă p ă 2, (3.5) have minimizing sequences in
DpV ;R3q.
(iii) If 1 ă p ă 2, the assertion (3.5) holds. Besides, the following inequalities are
satisfiedˆż
V
|ψ|p‹dy
˙ p
p‹ď 3p
2´ p
ż
V
|∇ψ|pdy ď Cppq
ż
V
|eypψq|pdy @ψ P Kp0 pV ;R3q, (3.6)
for some positive constant Cppq independent of V . Moreover, the minimization
problem (3.5) is attained and, if f is strictly convex, its solution is unique.
(iv) If V is bounded in one direction, then, for all p P p1,`8q the following holdsż
V
|ψ|pdy ď Cpp,V q
ż
V
|∇ψ|pdy ď Cpp,V q
ż
V
|eypψq|pdy @ψ PW 1,p0 pV ;R3q. (3.7)
Besides, the minimization problem (3.3) is attained and, if f is strictly convex, its
solution is unique.
(v) There exists a positive constant CpS, V q such that
capf pa,α;S, V q ď CpS, V qp|a|p ` |α|pq @pa,αq P pR3q2, (3.8)
and, if 1ăpă2 or V is bounded in one direction, a positive constant cpS, V q such
that
cpS, V qp|a|p ` |α|pq ď capf pa,α;S, V q @pa,αq P pR3q2. (3.9)
Remark 1.. It turns out that capf pa, 0;S,R2q “ 0 if p ě 2 (see Remarks 3 (i) and
4), therefore the estimate (3.9) is not satisfied for V “ R2 and the infimum (3.3)
associated with capf pa, 0;S,R2q is not attained when a ­“ 0. This lack of solution
is related to the Stokes’ paradox in fluid Mechanics [47].
Proof. (i)-(ii) By (2.1) and (3.1), the convex functional ψ Ñ ş
V
fpeypψqqdy is
bounded on the unit ball of W 1,ppV ;R3q, hence strongly continuous, thus weakly
lower semi-continuous on W 1,ppV ;R3q. The same holds with KppV ;R3q in place of
W 1,ppV ;R3q if 1 ă p ă 2. Taking these continuities into account, the proof of the
assertion (ii) is similar to that of [8, Lemma 1].
7(iii) The assertion (3.5) results from (ii). The following Lp-version of the first Korn
inequality is proved in [39, Th. 4, p. 75]:ż
R2
|∇ϕ|pdy ď Cppq
ż
R2
|epϕq|pdy @p P p1,`8q, @ϕ P DpR2;R2q. (3.10)
Given ψ P DpV ;R3q, applying (3.10) to ϕ :“
ˆ
ψ1
ψ2
˙
, taking (2.1) into account, we
deduceż
V
|∇ψ|pdy ď 2p´1
ż
V
|∇ϕ|p ` |∇ψ3|pdy ď Cppq
ż
V
|epϕq|p ` |eypψq|pdy
ď Cppq
ż
V
|eypψq|pdy @p P p1,`8q, @ψ P DpV ;R3q.
(3.11)
By the Sobolev embedding theorem in R2 (see [20, Theorem 9.9]), we haveˆż
V
|ψ|p‹dy
˙ 1
p‹ď 3p
2´ p
ˆż
V
|∇ψ|pdy
˙ 1
p
@p P p1, 2q, @ψ PDpV ;R3q. (3.12)
By (3.11), (3.12), and the density of DpV,R3q in Kp0 pV ;R3q, the estimate (3.6)
is proved. Let punqnPN‹ be a sequence in Kppa,α;S, V q satisfying
ş
V
fpeypunqqdy
ď capf pa,α;S, V q ` 1n @n P N‹. By (3.5), Kppa,α;S, V q is convex and strongly
closed in KppV ;R3q, thus weakly closed. By (3.1), (3.4) and (3.6), the sequence
punqnPN‹ is bounded in KppV ;R3q, thus weakly converges, up to a subsequence, to
some u P Kppa,α;S, V q. Taking (i) into account, we deduce that capf pa,α;S, V q ďş
V
fpeypuqqdy ď lim infnÑ`8
ş
V
fpeypunqqdy “ capf pa,α; S, V q, therefore u is a
solution to the minimization problem (3.5). Its uniqueness when f is strictly convex
is straightforward.
(iv) The estimate (3.7) follows from (3.11) and the Poincare´ inequality. We conclude
by replacing (3.6) by (3.7) and Kp0 pV ;R3q by W 1,p0 pV ;R3q in the above argument.
(v) Let us fix ϕ P DpV q such that ϕ “ 1 on S. The field ψ P DpV ;R3q defined by
ψpyq :“ ϕpyq `a ` 2diamSα ^ y˘ belongs to Wppa,α;S, V q, thus, by (3.1) and (3.3),
we have
capf pa,α;S, V qď
ż
V
fpeypψqqdyď C
ż
V
|eypψq|pdyď Cp|a|p ` |b|pq
ż
V
|∇ϕ|pdy.
The assertion (3.8) is proved. Assume that 1 ă p ă 2 and let V1 be a bounded
Lipschitz domain of R2 such that S Ă V1 Ă V . Noticing that by Ho¨lder’s in-
equality we have |ϕ|LppV1;R3q ď |V1| 12 |ϕ|Lp‹ pV1;R3q @ϕ P Lp
‹pV1;R3q, we deduce from
(3.4) that |ϕ|W 1,ppV1;R3q ď p1 ` |V1| 12 q|ϕ|KppV ;R3q @ϕ P KppV ;R3q. In view of
the continuity of the trace operator from W 1,ppV1;R3q to LpH1pBS;R3q, we infer|ϕ|LpH1 pBS;R3q ď CpS, V q|ϕ|KppV ;R3q @ϕ P K
ppV ;R3q. Denoting by φ a solution to
(3.5), taking (3.1) and (3.6) into account, we deduceż
BS
ˇˇ
a ` 2diamSα ^ y
ˇˇp
dH1pyq ď CpS, V q|φ|pKppV ;R3q ď CpS, V q
ż
V
|eypφq|pdx
ď CpS, V q
ż
V
fpeypφqqdx “ CpS, V qcapfpa,α;S, V q.
Noticing that |a|p ` |α|p ď CpSq şBS ˇˇa ` 2diamSα ^ y ˇˇp dH1pyq for some CpSq ą 0,
the assertion (3.9) is proved for 1 ă p ă 2. The proof is similar when V is bounded
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in one direction. In the following lemma, we investigate the convexity and the
continuity of the mapping pa,αq Ñ capf pa,α;S, V q.
Lemma 2.. The mapping
pa,αq P pR3q2 Ñ capf pa,α;S, V q P R (3.13)
is convex (resp. strictly convex if f is strictly convex and either 1 ă p ă 2 or V is
bounded in one direction), hence continuous. The functional
pa,αq P pLppΩ;R3qq2 Ñ
ż
Ω
capf papxq,αpxq;S, V qdx (3.14)
is convex (resp. strictly convex under the above stated additional assumptions),
strongly continuous and weakly lower-semicontinuous on pLppΩ;R3qq2.
Proof. Let us fix λ P p0, 1q, t ą 0, and ppa1,α1q, pa2,α2qq P pR3 ˆ R3q2 such
that pa1,α1q ­“ pa2,α2q. By (3.3), there exists a couple pη1, η2q PWppa1,α1;S, V qˆ
Wppa2,α2;S, V q satisfyingż
V
fpeypηkqqdy ď capf pak,αk;S, V q ` t @k P t1, 2u. (3.15)
Observing that λη1 ` p1 ´ λqη2 P Wppλa1 ` p1 ´ λqa2, λα2 ` p1 ´ λqα2;S, V q, we
deduce from the convexity of f that
capf pλa1 ` p1´λqa2, λα1 ` p1´ λqα2;S, V q ď
ż
V
fpeypλη1 ` p1´ λqη2qqdy
ď λ
ż
V
fpeypη1qqdy ` p1´ λq
ż
V
fpeypη2qqdy
ď λcapf pa1,α1;S, V q ` p1´ λqcapf pa2;α2;S, V q ` t.
(3.16)
Hence, by the arbitrary choice of λ, t, ak, and αk (k P t1, 2u), the mapping (3.13)
is convex. Assume that f is strictly convex and 1 ă p ă 2, and let ηk now
denote, for k P t1, 2u, a minimizer associated with capf pak,αk;S, V q in (3.5) (see
Lemma 1 (iii)). Then, the inequalities (3.15) and (3.16) hold with t “ 0 and, since
eypη1q ­“ eypη2q, the second inequality in (3.16) is strict, thus the mapping (3.13)
is strictly convex. The same holds for the functional (3.14). By Lemma 1 (iv),
we obtain the same conclusion when V is bounded in one direction. By (3.8), the
convex functional (3.14) is bounded on the unit ball of pLppΩ;R3qq2, thus strongly
continuous, so weakly lower-semicontinuous. In the next lemma, whose proof
is straightforward, we address the monotonicity of capf pa,α;S, V q with respect to
V , S, and f .
Lemma 3.. (i) Let V1, V2 be two open subsets of R2 such that S Ă V1 Ă V2, and
S1, S2 two nonempty bounded Lipschitz domains of R2 such that S1ĂS2Ă V and
yS1 “yS2 “0. Then
capf pa,α;S, V1q ě capf pa,α;S, V2q @pa,αq P pR3q2,
capf
´
a, diamS1diamS2α;S1, V
¯
ď capf pa,α;S2, V q @pa,αq P pR3q2.
(3.17)
(ii) Let f1 and f2 be two convex functions on S3 such that 0 ď f1pM q ď f2pM q @M P
S3. Then, for all pa,α, λq P pR3q2 ˆ p0,`8q, the following holds
capf1pa,α;S,V qďcapf2pa,α;S,V q; capλf1pa,α;S,V q“λcapf1pa,α;S,V q. (3.18)
9(iii) We have
capf pa,α; t ` S, t ` V q “ capf pa,α;S, V q @t P R2. (3.19)
We examine below the asymptotic behavior of capf pa,α; ., .q with respect to
monotonous sequences of sets. We recall the following inequality (see [26, Prop.
2.32]), holding in particular for any convex function h : S3 Ñ R satisfying (3.1):
|hpM q ´ hpM 1q| ď C|M ´M 1|p1` |M |p´1 ` |M 1|p´1q @M,M 1 P S3. (3.20)
Lemma 4.. (i) Let pVnqnPN‹ be an increasing sequence of open subsets of R2 and
pSnqnPN‹ a decreasing sequence of bounded Lipschitz domains of R2 such thatď
nPN‹
Ò Vn “ V,
č
nPN‹
Ó Sn “ S, S1 Ă V1, ySn “ 0 @n P N‹. (3.21)
Then,
lim
nÑ`8 cap
f
`
a, diamSndiamS α;Sn, Vn
˘ “ capf pa,α;S, V q @pa,αq P pR3q2. (3.22)
Moreover, for all pa,αq P pLppΩ;R3qq2, we have
lim
nÑ`8
ż
Ω
capf
`
apxq, diamSndiamS αpxq;Sn, Vn
˘
dx “
ż
Ω
capf papxq,αpxq;S, V qdx. (3.23)
(ii) Assume that either p ă 2 or V is bounded in one direction and let pS1nqnPN‹ be
an increasing sequence of bounded Lipschitz domains such that
yS1n “ 0 @n P N‹ and
ď
nPN‹
Ò S1n “ S. (3.24)
Then,
lim
nÑ`8 cap
f
´
a,
diamS1n
diamS α;S
1
n, V
¯
“ capf pa,α;S, V q @pa,αq P pR3q2. (3.25)
Proof. (i) For every r ą 0, we set Sr :“ tx P R2, distpx, Sq ă ru. We fix two
positive real numbers t and ε, a function ϕt P DpV ; r0, 1sq such that
S2t Ă V, Supp pϕtq Ă S2t, ϕt “ 1 in St, |∇ϕt|L8pV q ď Ct ,
and a fieldψ PWppa,α;S, V qXDpV ;R3q satisfying capf pa,α;S, V q ď ş
V
fpeypψqqdy ď
capf pa,α;S, V q ` ε (see Lemma 1 (ii)). By (3.21), there exists n0 P N‹ such that
Sn Ă St and Suppψ Ă Vn, @n ě n0. We set ψt :“ ϕt
`
a ` 1diamSα ^ y ´ψ
˘ ` ψ.
One can check that
ψt PWp
`
a, diamSndiamS α;Sn, Vn
˘XDpV ;R3q @n ě n0,
|ψ ´ψt| ď Ct1S2tzS , |eypψq ´ eypψtq| ď C1S2tzS , |eypψtq| ď C.
Applying the inequality (3.20), we deduce that
ˇˇş
V
fpeypψqqdy ´
ş
V
fpeypψtqqdy
ˇˇ ď
C|S2tzS| ď Ct. Taking (3.17) and (3.21) into account, we infer
capf pa,α;S, V q ď capf `a, diamSndiamS α;Sn, Vn˘ ď ż
V
fpeypψtqqdy
ď
ż
V
fpeypψqqdy ` Ct ď capf pa,α;S, V q ` ε` Ct @n ě n0.
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By the arbitrary choice of ε and t, the assertion (3.22) is proved. If pa,αq P
pLppΩ;R3qq2, by (3.17) and (3.21) the following holds for a. e. x P Ω and all
n P N‹:
0 ď capf `apxq, diamSndiamS αpxq;Sn, Vn˘ ď capf `apxq, diamS1diamS αpxq;S1, V1˘ .
By (3.8), the function capf
`
ap.q, diamS1diamS αp.q;S1, V1
˘
belongs to L1pΩq. The asser-
tion (3.23) results from (3.22) and the dominated convergence theorem. (ii)
Assume that 1 ă p ă 2 and let ψn be a minimizer of (3.5) associated with
capf
´
a,
diamS1n
diamS α;S
1
n, V
¯
. By (3.17) and (3.24), we haveż
V
fpeypψnqqdy “ capf
´
a,
diamS1n
diamS α;S
1
n, V
¯
ď capf pa,α;S, V q, (3.26)
thus, by (3.1) and (3.6), the sequence pψnqnPN‹ is bounded in Kp0 pV ;R3q, hence
weakly converges in Kp0 pV ;R3q, and a.e. converges in V , up to a subsequence,
to some ψ. Since ψn P Kp
´
a,
diamS1n
diamS α;S
1
n, V
¯
, we deduce from (3.24) that ψ “
a ` 1diamSα ^ y a. e. in S, thus ψ P Kppa,α;S, V q and, by Lemma 1 (i), (3.5) and
(3.26),
capf pa,α;S, V q ď
ż
V
fpeypψqqdy ď lim inf
nÑ`8
ż
V
fpeypψnqqdy
ď lim sup
nÑ`8
capf
´
a,
diamS1n
diamS α;S
1
n, V
¯
ď capf pa,α;S, V q.
The proof of (3.25) when V is bounded in one direction is similar. In the next
lemma, of particular interest for the proof of the upper bound (see Section 7.4), we
inquire into the approximation of the functional (3.14), when pa,αq P pC8pΩ;R3qq2,
by integrals over ΩˆV of the image under f of the symmetrized gradient of smooth
fields. We set:
Wpbpa,α;S, V q :“#
η P C1pΩ;DpV ;R3qq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇηpx, .q PW
ppapxq,αpxq;S, V q @x P Ω,
η “ 0 on pΩ1 ˆ t0uq ˆ V
+
.
(3.27)
Lemma 5.. For any pa,αq P pC8pΩ;R3qq2, we haveż
Ω
capf papxq,αpxq;S, V qdx “ inf
ηPWpb pa,α;S,V q
ż
ΩˆV
fpeypηpx, yqqqdxdy. (3.28)
Proof. The set
H :“
"
gpxq “
ż
V
fpeypηpx, yqqqdy, η P Wpbpa,α;S, V q
*
is C1-inf-stable in the sense that for all finite family pgiqiPI of elements of H, and all
finite family pϕiqiPI of elements of C1pΩ; r0, 1sq satisfying ři“I ϕi “ 1, there exists
g P H such that g ď řiPI ϕigi: indeed, setting gipxq “ şV fpeypηipx, yqqqdy the
function gpxq :“ ş
V
fpeypřiPI ϕipxqηipx, yqqqdy belongs to H and, by the convexity
of f , satisfies the last-mentioned inequality. We deduce from [17, Lemma 4.3] (a
corollary from [19, Theorem 1]) thatż
Ω
ess inf
gPH gpxqdx “ infgPH
ż
Ω
gpxqdx,
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which, by Lemma 1 (ii), is equivalent to (3.28). We particularize below the
case of a positively homogeneous function f .
Lemma 6.. If f is positively homogeneous of degree p P p1,`8q, then for every
pa,αq P pR3q2, the following holds:
capf pλa, λα;S, V q “ λpcapf pa,α;S, V q @λ ě 0, (3.29)
capf pa,α;S, V q “ λ2´pcapf
ˆ
a,α;
1
λ
S,
1
λ
V
˙
@λ ą 0. (3.30)
Proof. The assertion (3.29) is straightforward. Let us fix pt, λq P p0,`8q2, pa,αq P
pR3q2, and ψ P Wppa,α;S, V q such that capf pa,α;S, V q ` t ě ş
V
fpeypψqqdy.
The field ϕpyq :“ ψpλyq belongs to Wppa,α; 1λS, 1λV q and satisfies eypϕqpyq “
λeypψqpλyq, therefore, by the p-positive homogeneousness of f and the change of
variables formula, we have
capf pa,α;S, V q ` t ě
ż
V
fpeypψqqdy “ λ2
ż
1
λV
fpeypψqpλyqqdy
“ λ2´p
ż
1
λV
fpeypϕqpyqqdy ě λ2´pcapf
ˆ
a,α;
1
λ
S,
1
λ
V
˙
.
The proof of the reverse inequality is similar. In the next
three propositions, we investigate the asymptotic behavior as r Ñ 0 of the sequence`
capf pa,α; rS,RrDq
˘
rą0 when pRrqrą0 satisfies the following estimates as r Ñ 0:
0 ă r ! Rr ! 1 and Rr ! 1a| log r| if p “ 2. (3.31)
We first particularize the case 1 ă p ă 2.
Proposition 1.. Assume that 1 ă p ă 2 and that f is positively homogeneous of
degree p. Let pRrq be a sequence of real numbers verifying (3.31). Then,
lim
rÑ0
capf pa,α; rS,RrDq
r2´p
“ capf pa,α;S,R2q @pa,αq P R3 ˆ R3. (3.32)
Proof. By (3.22) and (3.30), we have
lim
rÑ0
1
r2´p
capf pa,α; rS,RrDq “ lim
rÑ0 cap
f
ˆ
a,α;S,
Rr
r
D
˙
“ capf pa,α;S,R2q.

Remark 2.. If f is not positively homogeneous of degree p and satisfies (4.7), one
can show that limrÑ0 1r2´p cap
f pa,α; rS,RrDq “ capf8,ppa,α;S,R2q.
Turning to the case p “ 2, we set
fλ0,µ0pM q :“ λ02 ptrM q
2 ` µ0M : M @M P S3, λ0 ě 0, µ0 ą 0. (3.33)
Computations developed in [15, pp. 73-75] and [8, p. 147], based on the complex
representation of the general solution of the equations of the plane elasticity [44],
show that
capfλ0,µ0 pa, ζe3; rD,RrDq “
ˆ
a
ζe3
˙
¨Capfλ0,µ0 prD,RrDq
ˆ
a
ζe3
˙
, (3.34)
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where Capfλ0,µ0 prD,RrDq P S4 is diagonal and satisfies, as r Ñ 0,
Capfλ0,µ0 prD,RrDqαα “ 4piµ0λ0 ` 2µ0
λ0 ` 3µ0
1
| log r| p1` op1qq @α P t1, 2u,
Capfλ0,µ0 prD,RrDq33 “ 2piµ0
logRr ´ log r ,
Capfλ0,µ0 prD,RrDq44 “ 4piµ0R
2
r
R2r ´ r2 .
(3.35)
Taking (3.1), (3.17) and (3.18) into account, we deduce that
C1|a|2 ď | log r|capf pa, 0; rS,RrDq ď C2|a|2 @a P R3,
C1|ζ|2 ď capf p0, ζe3; rS,RrDq ď C2|ζ|2 @ζ P R,
(3.36)
for some C1, C2 P p0,`8q. We set
cf,Sr,Rr paq :“ | log r|capf pa, 0; rS,RrDq @a P R3. (3.37)
The next proposition is proved in Section 8.2.
Proposition 2.. Assume that p “ 2 and that f is positively homogeneous of degree
2. There exists a convex function cf0 : R3 Ñ r0,`8q satisfying (3.1) such that,
for any bounded Lipschitz domain S and any sequence pRrqrą0 verifying (3.31),
the sequence pcf,Sr,Rr q defined by (3.37) uniformly converges to cf0 as r Ñ 0 on every
compact subset of R3.
Remark 3.. By (3.31) and (3.35), the following holds
c
fλ0,µ0
0 paq “ a ¨ 2µ0pi
ˆ
2
λ0 ` 2µ0
λ0 ` 3µ0 pe1 b e1 ` e2 b e2q ` e3 b e3
˙
a. (3.38)
We deduce from (3.1), (3.22), (3.30), and (3.35),that
capfλ0,µ0 pa, ζe3;D,R2q “ 4piµ0ζ2 @pa, ζq P R3 ˆ R,
C1|ζ|2 ď capf pa, ζ;S,R2q “ capf p0, ζe3;S,R2q ď C2ζ2 @pa, ζq P R3 ˆ R.
(3.39)
We now consider the case p ą 2.
Proposition 3.. Assume that 2 ă p ă `8 and let pRrqrą0 be a sequence of
positive real numbers verifying (3.31). Then
capf pa, ζe3; rS,RrDq ě C
Rp´2r
ˆ
|a|p ` |ζ|p ´ C| log r|p{2
˙
@pa, ζq P R3 ˆ R.
(3.40)
Proof. Let η be a minimizer of (3.3) associated with capf pa, diamDdiamS ζe3; rD,RrDq.
By (3.1), (3.2), (3.6), and (3.17) we have
capf pa, ζe3; rS,RrDq ě capf
`
a, diamDdiamS ζe3; rD,RrD
˘
“
ż
RrD
fpeypηqqdy ě C
ż
RrD
|eypηq|pdy ě C
ż
RrD
|∇η|pdy. (3.41)
By applying to each component of η the estimate (see [12, Lemma A3])ż
RrDzrD
|∇ϕ|pdy ě C
Rp´2r
ˇˇˇˇż´
BRrD
ϕdH1 ´
ż´
BrD
ϕdH1
ˇˇˇˇp
@ϕ PW 1,ppRrDq,
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noticing that, by (3.3),
ş´
BRrDηdH1 “ 0 and
ş´
BrDηdH1 “ a, we deduce from (3.41)
that
capf pa, ζe3; rS,RrDq ě C
Rp´2r
|a|p. (3.42)
By Ho¨lder’s inequality we have η P W2pa, diamDdiamS ζe3; rD,RrDq, hence, by (3.1),
(3.17), (3.36), (3.41), and the quadratic nature of the mapping pa, ζq Ñ cap|.|2pa, ζ;
rD,RrDq (see (3.34)), the following holds:
ζ2 ď Ccap|.|2 `0, diamDdiamS ζe3; rD,RrD˘ ď Ccap|.|2 `a, diamDdiamS ζe3; rD,RrD˘` C|a|2| log r|
ď C
ż
RrD
|eypηq|2dy ` C| log r| ď CR
2pp´2q
p
r
ˆż
RrD
|eypηq|pdy
˙ 2
p
` C| log r|
ď CR
2pp´2q
p
r
ˆ
capf
ˆ
a,
diamD
diamS
ζe3; rD,RrD
˙˙ 2
p
` C| log r|
ď CR
2pp´2q
p
r
`
capf pa, ζe3; rS,RrDq
˘ 2
p ` C| log r| .
We infer that capfpa, ζe3; rS,RrDq ě CRp´2r
ˇˇˇ
ζ2 ´ C| log r|
ˇˇˇp
2
which, combined with
(3.42), yields (3.40). 
Remark 4.. A straightforward computation gives, for 2 ă p ă `8 and 0 ă R1 ă
R2,
inf
ϕPH1p0,R2q
#ż R2
R1
|ϕ1pρq|pρdρ, ϕ “ 1 in p0, R1q, ϕpR2q “ 0
+
“
ˆ
s
Rs2 ´Rs1
˙p´1
,
where s :“ p´2p´1 . The field ψ P W 1,p0 pR2D;R3q defined in polar coordinates by
ψpρ, θq :“ ϕpρqa, where ϕ is the solution to the above problem, satisfies ψ P
Wppa, 0;R1D, R2Dq, therefore cap|.|ppa, 0;R1D,R2Dq ď C
ş
R2D
|∇ψ|pdx ď C|a|ppRs2´Rs1qp´1 .
Setting R1 “ 1, sending R2 to `8, we deduce from (3.1), (3.18), and (3.22) that
cap|.|ppa, 0;D,R2q “ 0, and infer that capf pa, 0;S,R2q “ 0.
We reformulate below some results stated in Propositions 1, 2, 3 in an appropriate
way to the application developed in the next section.
Corollary 1.. Assume that f is positively homogeneous of degree p. Let pε, rε, Rεqεą0
be a sequence in p0,`8q3 satisfying, as εÑ 0:
0 ă rε ! Rε ! ε and
$’&’%
Rε ! r2´pε if p ă 2,
Rε ! 1a| log rε| if p “ 2. (3.43)
Assume that
lim
εÑ0 γ
ppq
ε prεq “ γppq P r0,`8s; γppqε prq :“
#
r2´p
ε2 if p ­“ 2,
1
ε2| log r| if p “ 2.
(3.44)
Then,
lim
εÑ0
1
ε2
capf pa, ζe3; rεS,RεDq “ cf pa, ζq @pa, ζq P R3 ˆ R, (3.45)
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where cf is defined by
cf pa, ζq :“ γppqcapf pa, ζe3;S,R2q, if 1 ă p ă 2,
cf pa, ζq :“ γp2qcf0 paq if ζ “ 0,
cf pa, ζq :“ `8 otherwise,
+
if p “ 2,
cf pa, ζq :“ 0 if pa, ζq “ p0, 0q,
cf pa, ζq :“ `8 otherwise,
+
if p ą 2,
(3.46)
the function cf0 being specified by Proposition 2.
4. Application to homogenization
Let Ω :“ Ω1 ˆ p0, Lq be a bounded Lipschitz domain of R3, S a bounded Lipschitz
domain of R2 verifying (3.2), and prεqεą0 a sequence of positive real numbers such
that
0 ă rε ! ε as εÑ 0. (4.1)
For any subset A of R2 and any real number bε ą 0, we set
Abε “
ď
iPIε
Aibε , A
i
bε “ εi` bεA. (4.2)
We consider the ε-periodic distribution of fibers defined by (see fig. 1)
Trε :“ Srε ˆ p0, Lq “
ď
iPIε
T irε , T
i
rε :“ Sirε ˆ p0, Lq
Iε :“ ti P Z2, Y iε Ă Ω1u, Y iε :“ εi` εY, Y :“
„
´1
2
,
1
2
˙2
.
(4.3)
We are concerned with the homogenization of the problem (1.2) when the functions
Figure 1. The fibered structure
f, g : S3 Ñ R are strictly convex and satisfy (3.1). We show that the limit problem
depends on the parameters γppq, k and κ defined by (3.44) and
k :“ lim
εÑ0 kε P r0,`8s; κ :“ limεÑ0 r
p
εkε P r0,`8s; kε :“ lε r
2
ε |S|
ε2
. (4.4)
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We focuse on the case (see Remark 5 (ii))
k ą 0 and γppq ą 0. (4.5)
Setting
f8,ppM q :“ lim sup
tÑ`8
fptM q
tp
; g0,ppM q :“ lim inf
tÑ0`
gptM q
tp
@M P S3, (4.6)
we suppose that the next estimates are satisfied:
|fpM q ´ f8,ppM q| ď Cp1` |M |p´ςq @M P S3 if 1 ă p ď 2,ˇˇˇˇ
gptM q
tp
´ g0,ppM q
ˇˇˇˇ
ď $ptq|M |p @M P S3, @t P p0, 1q if κ ą 0, (4.7)
for some ς P p0, pq and some function $ verifying
$ P L8p0, 1q, lim
tÑ0$ptq “ 0. (4.8)
Under these hypotheses, we show that the solution uε to (1.2) converges in a sense
defined below to u, the sequence pvε, θεq given by (see (6.4))
vεpxq :“
ÿ
iPIε
˜ż´
Sirε
uεps, x3qdH2psq
¸
1Y iε px1q, τ :“
2
ş´
S
|y|2dy
diamS
,
θεpxq:“
ÿ
iPIε
1
τ
ż´
Sirε
ˆ
´yε2
rε
uε1 ` yε1
rε
uε2 p˙s, x3qdH2psq1Y iε px1q,
(4.9)
converges, up to a subsequence to pv, θq, and, if κ ą 0,
´
1
rε
vε3,
1
rε
θε
¯
, converges up
to a subsequence, to pw, δq where, setting
vtuple :“ pv, θq if κ “ 0; vtuple :“ pv, θ, w, δq if 0 ă κ ď `8, (4.10)
the couple pu,vtupleq is a solution to (see Remark 5 (iii))
pPhomq : inf
pu,vtupleqPW 1,p
b
pΩ;R3qˆD
Φpu,vtupleq ´
ż
Ω
f .udx. (4.11)
Moreover, the field u is the unique solution to
inf
uPW 1,p
b
pΩ;R3q
F puq ´
ż
Ω
f .udx, F puq :“ inf
vtuplePD
Φpu,vtupleq. (4.12)
The functional Φ is defined by
Φpu,vtupleq :“
ż
Ω
fpepuqq ` cf8,ppv ´ u, θq ` ghompDpvtupleqqdx, (4.13)
in terms of cf
8,p
given by (3.46), and of ghom and D defined, if κ “ 0, by
Dpv, θq :“
ˆ Bv3
Bx3 ,
Bθ
Bx3
˙
,
ghom : pa, βq P R2 Ñ inf
qPW 1,ppS;R3q
k
ż´
S
g pLpq, a, βqq dy,
Lpq, a, βq :“ eypqq ` 2
diamS
βp´y2e1 d e3 ` y1e2 d e3q ` ae3 b e3,
(4.14)
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and, if κ ą 0, by
Dpv, θ, w, δq “
ˆB2v1
Bx23
,
B2v2
Bx23
,
Bw
Bx3 ,
Bδ
Bx3
˙
,
ghom : pζ1, ζ2, a, βq P R4 Ñ inf
qPW 1,ppS;R3q
κ
ż´
S
g0,p pJpq, ζ1, ζ2, a, βqq dy,
Jpq, ζ1, ζ2, a, βq :“ Lpq, a, βq ´
˜
2ÿ
α“1
ζαyα
¸
e3 b e3.
(4.15)
The set D introduced in (4.11) is the Banach space given by
D :“
!
pv, θq P LppΩ;R3q ˆ LppΩ1;W 1,pp0, Lqq,
v3 P LppΩ1;W 1,pp0, Lqq, v3 “ θ “ 0 on Ω1 ˆ t0u
)
if 0 ă k ă `8,
D :“  pv, θq P LppΩ;R3q ˆ LppΩq, v3 “ θ “ 0( if pk, κq “ p`8, 0q,
D :“
!
pv, θ, w, δq P LppΩ1;W 2,pp0, L;R3qq ˆ LppΩ1;W 1,pp0, Lqq3, v3“θ“ 0,
w“δ“vα “ BvαBx3 “ 0 on Ω
1 ˆ t0u pα P t1, 2uq
)
if 0ăκă`8,
D :“ tp0, 0, 0, 0qu if k “ κ “ `8.
(4.16)
Theorem 1.. Assume (3.1), (4.1), (4.5), (4.7), let uε be the solution to (1.2) and
vε, θε be defined by (4.9). Then, the sequence puεq weakly converges in W 1,pb pΩ;R3q
to u, the sequence pvε, θεq weakly converges in LppΩ;R3q ˆ LppΩq, up to a sub-
sequence, to pv, θq, and, if κ ą 0, the sequence p 1rε vε3, 1rε θεq weakly converges in
pLppΩqq2, up to a subsequence, to pw, δq, where pu,vtupleq, given by (4.10), is a
solution to (4.11) and u is the unique solution to (4.12).
Remark 5.. (i) The functional F defined by (4.12) is the Γ-limit of the sequence
pFεq in the weak topology of W 1,pb pΩ;R3q (see Remark 10). It is generally nonlocal
when 0 ă γppq ă `8. Its explicitly expression in the setting of linear isotropic
elasticity is given, for S “ D, in [15, Remark 2.2].
(ii) If γppq “ 0 or k “ 0, one can show that the solution uε to (1.2) weakly converges
in W 1,pb pΩ;R3q to the unique solution to: infuPW 1,p
b
pΩ;R3q
ş
Ω
fpepuqqdx´ ş
Ω
f ¨ udx.
(iii) If f8,p and g0,p are strictly convex, which is not implied by the strict convexi-
ties of f and g, and if p ­“ 2, the functional Φ defined by (4.13) is strictly convex,
the solution pu,vtupleq to (4.11) unique, and all convergences stated in Theorem 1
hold for the whole sequences. The same holds for p “ 2 if, in addition, cf8,20 is
strictly convex.
(iv) When the constituents of the composite consist of linear isotropic elastic ma-
terials, that is when f “ fλ0,µ0 and g “ fλ1,µ1 for some λ0, λ1 ě 0, µ0, µ1 ą 0 (see
(3.33)), the functions cf
8,p
and ghom and the functional Φ can be explicitly com-
puted. We find Φpu,vtupleq “ `8 if θ ­“ 0, and otherwise obtain, if 0 ă k ă `8:
Φpu,vtupleq “
ż
Ω
1
2σ0puq : epuq ` γp2qc
fλ0,µ0
0 pv ´ uq
` kµ1 3l ` 2
2pl ` 1q
ˇˇˇˇ Bv3
Bx3
ˇˇˇˇ2
dx,
(4.17)
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where σ0puq :“ λ0 trpepuqqI ` 2µ0epuq and cfλ0,µ00 is defined by (3.38). If 0 ă κ ă`8 and θ “ 0, we get
Φpu,vtupleq “
ż
Ω
1
2σ0puq : epuq ` γp2qc
fλ0,µ0
0 pv ´ uq
` κµ1 3l ` 2
2pl ` 1q
« ˇˇˇˇ Bw
Bx3
ˇˇˇˇ2
`
ˆż´
S
y21dy
˙ ˇˇˇˇB2v1
Bx23
ˇˇˇˇ2
`
ˆż´
S
y22dy
˙ ˇˇˇˇB2v2
Bx23
ˇˇˇˇ2
´ 2
ˆż´
S
y1y2dy
˙ B2v1
Bx23
B2v2
Bx23
ff
` κµ1m
2pdiamSq2
ˇˇˇˇ Bδ
Bx3
ˇˇˇˇ2
dx,
(4.18)
where m :“ infϕPH1pSq
ş´
S
´
Bϕ
By1 ´ y2
¯2`´ BϕBy2 ` y1¯2 dy. Notice that, by the Schwarz
theorem, m is a positive real number. When the infimum (4.11) is attained, the
couple pw, δq vanishes. It does not vanish in general in the case of anisotropic
media, as illustrated in (v) below, nor when large body forces applied on the fibers are
considered (see Remark 8). Formulae (4.17) and (4.18) agree with those obtained
in [15] in the case S “ D (see [15, Remark 2.2], where the energy stored in the
fibers should be multiplied by 2, due to minor mistakes).
(v) To exemplify the case of linear anisotropic fibers, let us assume that 0 ă κ ă `8
and consider the function g : S3 Ñ r0,`8q defined by gpM q :“ ř2α,β“1MαβMαβ `
M213`M233`M13M33`M223. Setting β˜ :“ 1diamSβ, the solution to the minimization
problem (4.15) is given by q :“ pζ1ϕp1q`ζ2ϕp2q`aϕp3q` β˜ϕp4qqe3, being ϕp1q, .., ϕp4q
the respective solutions in H1pSq{R of the Neumann problems
pPp1qq : ∆ϕp1q “ 1 in S, ∇ϕp1q ¨n “ y1n1 on BS,
pPp2qq : ∆ϕp2q “ 0 in S, ∇ϕp2q ¨n “ y2n2 on BS,
pPp3qq : ∆ϕp3q “ 0 in S, ∇ϕp3q ¨n “ ´n1 on BS,
pPp4qq : ∆ϕp4q “ 0 in S, ∇ϕp4q ¨n “ ´2
ˆ´y2
y1
˙
¨n on BS,
where n denotes the outer unit normal to BS. We deduce that ghompζ1, ζ2, a, βq “¨˚
˚˝ζ1ζ2
a
β˜
‹˛‹‚¨C
¨˚
˚˝ζ1ζ2
a
β˜
‹˛‹‚ for some matrix C P S4 whose entries only depend on ϕp1q, ..., ϕp4q.
In particular, we find
C33 “ κ, C44 “ κ
ż´
S
|y|2dy, 2C34 “ κ
ż´
S
1
2
Bϕp4q
By1 dy
2Cα3 “ κ
ż´
S
1
2
Bϕpαq
By1 dy, 2Cα4 “ κ
ż´
S
´ yα
´
1
2
Bϕp4q
By1 ´ y2
¯
dy @α P t1, 2u.
If pu,v, 0, w, δq is the solution to (4.11), then pw, δq is a solution to the minimization
problem infpw,δq Φpu,v, 0, w, δq. Setting δ˜ :“ 1diamS δ, we infer
ˆ
C33 C34
C34 C44
˙ˆ
w
δ˜
˙
“
ř2
α“1
˜
´Cα3 BvαBx3´Cα4 BvαBx3
¸
. In the case S “ D, noticing that ϕp4q “ 0 in H1pSq{R, we
obtain C14 “ C34 “ 0 and C44 “ 4C24, yielding δ “ ´ 12 Bv2Bx3 .
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5. Variants
5.1. Non-periodic distribution of parallel fibers. When no periodicity con-
dition is assumed, it is convenient to parametrize the sequence of problems by
using the size r of the cross-sections of the fibers. The distribution of fibers will
be described in terms of the image Gr of the set of their principal axes under the
orthogonal projection onto Ω1, by setting
TrpGrq :“
ď
tPGr
pt` rSq ˆ p0, Lq. (5.1)
We assume that pGrqrą0 is a family of finite subsets of Ω1 satisfying, as r Ñ 0,
r ! inf
t1,t2PGr,t1 ­“t2
|t1 ´ t2| ! 1; r ! distpGr, BΩ1q. (5.2)
We focuse on the case p P p1, 2s. With a view to take advantage of the notations
introduced in the periodic case, it is useful to fix an arbitrary positive real number
γppq and introduce the small parameter εr defined by
εr “ r
2´p
2`
γppq
˘1{2 if p P p1, 2q; εr “ 1aγp2q| log r| if p “ 2. (5.3)
By (3.44) we have γ
ppq
εr prq “ γppq for every r ą 0. Given a sequence of positive
real numbers plεr qrą0, we consider the sequence of problems pPrpGrqqrą0 formally
deduced from (1.2) by substituting TrpGrq for Trε and lεr for lε. The function
defined by
nGr px1q :“
ÿ
iPIεr
7 `Gr X Y iεr˘ 1Y iεr px1q @x1 P Ω1, (5.4)
where Iεr and Y
i
εr are given by (4.3), locally approximates to the number of fibers
crossing a square of size εr in the cross-section of Ω. We suppose that the sequence
pnGr qrą0 is bounded in L8pΩ1q and weakly‹ converges to some n as r Ñ 0. In view
of Remark 6 (ii), it is convenient to set µ :“ nL2
tΩ1
. By combining the argument of
the proof of Theorem 1 with that developed in [16] (see Remark 6 (iv)), one can
prove that the effective problem takes the form
pPhom, µq : inf
uPW 1,p
b
pΩq
Fµpuq ´
ż
Ω
f .udx; Fµpuq :“ inf
vtuplePDµ
Φµpu,vtupleq,
Φµpu,vtupleq “
ż
Ω
fpepuqqdx`
ż
Ω
cf
8,ppv ´ u, θq ` ghompDpvtupleqqdµb L1,
(5.5)
where cf
8,p
and ghom are given by (3.45), (4.14) and (4.15) in terms of γppq in-
troduced above and k, κ defined by substituting εr for ε in (4.4). The domain
Dµ is deduced from (4.16) by substituting LpµbL1pΩ;R3q for LppΩ;R3q, the spaces
LpµpΩ1;Eq for LppΩ1;Eq for any Banach space E, and by replacing the homogeneous
Dirichlet conditions on Ω1 ˆ t0u by homogeneous Dirichlet conditions µb δt0u-a.e.
on Ω1 ˆ t0u.
Theorem 2.. Under the assumptions stated above, the solution ur to pPrpGrqq
weakly converges in W 1,pb pΩ;R3q as r Ñ 0 to the unique solution u to (5.5).
Remark 6.. (i) Under the same assumptions, one can show that the measure m˜r,
defined by substituting TrpGrq for Srεˆp0, Lq and pr, εrq for prε, εq in (6.2), weakly‹
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converges to µbL1 in MpΩq, and that the sequences pv˜rm˜rq, pθ˜rm˜rq and, if κ ą 0,´
1
εr
v˜r3m˜r
¯
and
´
1
εr
θ˜rm˜r
¯
, where
v˜rpxq :“
ÿ
tPGr
ˆż´
t`rS
urps, x3qdH2psq
˙
1t`rSpx1q,
θ˜rpxq :“
ÿ
tPGr
1
τ
ż´
t`rS
ˆ
´ y˜r2
r
ur1 ` y˜r1
r
ur2 p˙s, x3qdH2psq1t`rSpx1q,
y˜rpx1q :“
ÿ
tPGr
ppx1 ´ t1qe1 ` px2 ´ t2qe2q1t`rSpx1q,
weakly‹ converge up to a subsequence in MpΩ;R3q and MpΩq, respectively, to vµb
L1, θµ b L1, wµ b L1, and δµ b L1, where vtuple, defined by (4.10), is a solution
to the minimization problem defining Fµpuq in (5.5).
(ii) Theorem 2 holds, in some cases, when pnGrL2tΩ1q is bounded in MpΩ
1q and
weakly‹ converges to some singular measure µ which vanishes on all Borel subset
of Ω
1
of p-capacity zero. For instance, assume that Ω1 “ p0, Lq2 and set
Gr :“
 pL{2, ε2riq, i P Z(X tL{2u ˆ pε2r, L´ ε2rq.
The set TrpGrq defined by (5.1) represents a family of fibers whose principal axes
are ε2r-periodically distributed on the surface Σ :“ tL{2u ˆ p0, Lq2. The sequence
pnGrL2tΩ1q defined by (5.4) is bounded in MpΩ
1q and weakly‹ converges to µ :“
H1ttL{2uˆp0,Lq. One can show, by combining the argument of the proof of Theorem 1
with that developed in [14], that Theorem 2 holds, as well as the convergences stated
above in (i).
(iii) Dirichlet problems in varying domains. Under the assumptions of Theorems 1
or 2 (or Remark 6 (ii)), the solution to the Dirichlet problem
inf
urPW 1,pb pΩ;R3q
"ż
Ω
fpepurqqdx´
ż
Ω
f .urdx, ur “ 0 in TrpGrq
*
, (5.6)
weakly converges in W 1,pb pΩ;R3q as r Ñ 0 to the unique solution to the problem
inf
uPW 1,p
b
pΩ;R3q
ż
Ω
fpepuqqdx`
ż
Ω
cf
8,ppu, 0qdµb L1 ´
ż
Ω
f .udx, (5.7)
simply deduced from (5.5) by substituting 0 for vtuple. If pnGr qrą0 is only assumed
to be bounded in L1pΩ1q and to weakly‹ i converge to some arbitrary measure µ,
we expect the limit problem associated with (5.6) to depend, not on µ, but, up to a
subsequence, on some possibly different measure µ0 defined, up to a multiplicative
constant, through a variant of the γ-convergence introduced in [31]. A large body of
work is available on this subject in the literature (see the bibliographies of the papers
[23], [29], [32]). In particular, compactness results ensuring the existence of a γ-
converging subsequence have been established in various contexts. Under (5.2), the
limit problem associated with (5.6) is likely to be deduced from (5.7), formally, by
substituting such a measure µ0 for µ. This suggests that the limit problem associated
with pPrpGrqq might possibly be obtained by doing the same with (5.5).
(iv) The assumption (5.3) on the choice of εr was omitted in [16]. In order the
results stated in [16] to be perfectly correct, one should either assume in [16, (17)]
that γppq is finite (hence 1 ă p ď 2), or in [16, (5)] that nε is bounded from
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below by a positive constant, otherwise the asymptotic behavior of the sequence
pγεprqnεq, whose knowledge is necessary to obtain for instance [16, (126)], would be
undetermined.
5.2. Random distribution of fibers. Assume that 1 ă p ď 2. Given a positive
real number d ą 0, we consider the family O of discrete subsets of R2 defined by
O :“
!
ω P 2R2 , @pω1, ω2q P ω2, ω1 ­“ ω2 ñ |ω1 ´ ω2| ě d
)
. (5.8)
One can check that the finite metric dO : pω, ω1q P O2 Ñ inft1, dHpω, ω1qu, where dH
stands for the Hausdorff distance, turns O into a complete metric space. Denoting
by BpOq the associated Borel σ-algebra on O, we consider a probability measure P
on pO,BpOqq satisfying
P pA` zq “ P pAq @ z P Z2, @A P BpOq.
We introduce the σ-algebra F and the random variable n0 on O defined by
F :“  A P BpOq, A` z “ A @z P Z2( , n0pωq :“ 7˜ω X „´1
2
,
1
2
„2¸
.
We denote by EFP n0 the conditional expectation of n0 given F with respect to P .
We fix a positive real number γppq and set
Grpωq :“ εrω X tx P Ω1, distpx, BΩ1q ě εru @r ą 0, @ω P O,
where εr is given by (5.3). The following statement is proved in [10, Th. 2.4.2]:
Theorem 3.. Under the assumptions stated above, there exists a sequence prkqkPN
converging to 0 and a P -negligible set N P BpOq such that, for each ω P OzN, the
sequence pnGrk pωqq defined by (5.4) weakly‹ converges in L8pΩ1q to the constant
function EFP n0pωq.
The assumptions (5.3) and (5.8) ensure that Grpωq satisfies (5.2). By combining
Theorems 2 and 3, we obtain:
Corollary 2.. There exists a sequence prkqkPN converging to 0 and a P -negligible
set N P BpOq such that, for all ω P OzN, the solution urkpωq to the problem
pPrkpGrkpωqqq defined in Section 5.1 weakly converges in W 1,pb pΩ;R3q to the unique
solution upωq to the problem pPhom, µpωqq defined by (5.5), where µpωq :“ EFP n0pωqL2tΩ1 .
5.3. Non-vanishing volume fraction of fibers embedded in a soft matrix.
We turn back to the periodic case. Assuming that rε “ eε for some e ą 0 such that
2eS Ă D, we consider the problem
inf
uεPW 1,pb pΩ;R3q
ż
ΩzTrε
εpfpepuεqqdx` lε
ż
Trε
gpepuεqqdx´
ż
Ω
f ¨ uεdx. (5.9)
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By combining the argument of the proof of Theorem 1 with the one developed in
[7, 13], one can show that the limit problem takes the form
inf
pu0,vtupleqPDsoft
ż
ΩˆY
fpeypu0qqdxdy `
ż
Ω
ghompDpvtupleqqdx´
ż
Ω
f ¨ udx,
Dsoft :“
#
pu0, vtupleq P LppΩ;W 1,p7 pY ;R3qq ˆD,
ż
Y
u0px, yqdy “ upxq,
u0px, yq “ vpxq ` 2
diamS
θpxqe3 ^ y in Ωˆ S
+
,
(5.10)
where D, ghom, and D are defined by (4.14), (4.15) and (4.16), and W 1,p7 pY ;R3q
denotes the set of all Y -periodic elements of W 1,ploc pR2;R3q. The solution u0 to (5.10)
is the limit of the solution uε to (5.9) in the sense of the two-scale convergence
defined by substituting L3tΩ for mε in (6.5).
Theorem 4.. If the solution uε to (5.9) is bounded in L
ppΩ;R3q (see Remark
7), then, up to a subsequence, it two-scale converges in the sense defined above to
u0, the sequence pvε, θεq defined by (4.9) weakly converges in LppΩ;R3q ˆLppΩq to
pv, θq, and, if 0 ă κ ă `8, p 1rε vε3, 1rε θεq weakly converges in pLppΩqq2 to pw, δq,
where pu0, vtupleq, given by (4.10), is a solution to (5.10). Moreover, puεq weakly
converges in LppΩ;R3q to upxq :“ ş
Y
u0px, yqdy.
Remark 7.. The relative compactness in LppΩ;R3q of the solution to (5.9) and the
existence and uniqueness of a field u0 satisfying (5.10) are guaranteed provided κ ą
0 (if in addition g0,p is strictly convex, the solution pu0, vtupleq to (5.10) is unique).
Otherwise, they can be for instance ensured by considering fibers distributed in three
independent directions (see [7, Proposition 5.2] for an analogous statement in the
linear case).
5.4. Applied body forces taking large values in the fibers. Given f P
Lp
1pΩ;R3q, g0 P CpΩˆ S;R3q and a0, β0 P CpΩˆ Sq, we consider the sequence
pf εqεą0 of elements of Lp1pΩ;R3q defined by
f εpxq “ f pxq ` |Ω||Trε |g0
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙
1Trε pxq if κ “ 0,
f εpxq :“f pxq ` |Ω||Trε |g0 xˆ,
yεpx1q
rε
˙
1Trε pxq `
1
rε
|Ω|
|Trε |hεpxq if 0 ă κ ă `8,
(5.11)
where yεpx1q is given below by (6.4), and
hεpxq:“
ÿ
iPIε
¨˚
˚˝˚´yε2px
1q
rε
β0
´
x, yεpx
1q
rε
¯
` ş´
Sirε
yε2psq
rε
β0
´
s, x3,
yεpsq
rε
¯
ds
yε1px1q
rε
β0
´
x, yεpx
1q
rε
¯
´ ş´
Sirε
yε1psq
rε
β0
´
s, x3,
yεpsq
rε
¯
ds
a0
´
x, yεpx
1q
rε
¯ ‹˛‹‹‚1T irεpxq.
Then, the limit problem associated to
inf
uεPW 1,pb pΩ;R3q
Fεpuεq ´
ż
Ω
f ε ¨ uεdx, (5.12)
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takes the form
pPhomq : inf
pu,vtupleqPW 1,p
b
pΩqˆD
Φpu,vtupleq ´
ż
Ω
f ¨ udx´ Lpvtupleq, (5.13)
where the operator L is defined, in terms of τ given by (4.9), by
Lpvtupleq “
ż
Ω
ˆż´
S
g0px, yqdy ¨˙v
`
ˆż´
S
g0px, yq¨ 2
diamS
e3 ^ ydy˙ θdx if κ “ 0,
Lpvtupleq“
ż
Ω
ˆż´
S
g0px, yqdy ¨˙ v ` τ
ˆż´
S
β0px, yqdy
˙
δpxq
`
˜ż´
S
˜
wpxq ´
2ÿ
α“1
Bvα
Bx3 pxqyα
¸
a0px, yqdy
¸
dx if 0 ă κ ă `8.
(5.14)
The proof of the following theorem is sketched in Section 7.2.
Theorem 5.. The statements deduced from Theorem 1 by substituting (5.12) for
(1.2) and (5.13) for (4.11) hold.
Remark 8.. In the linear isotropic case, under the assumptions of Remark 5 (iv),
when κ ą 0 and Φ is given by (4.18), the infimum (5.13) is attained for
δpxq “ τpdiamSq
2
κµ1m
ˆż´
S
β0px1, L, yqdy
˙ˆ
´x
2
3
2
` L
˙
,
wpxq “ l ` 1
κµ1p3l ` 2q
ˆż´
S
a0px1, L, yqdy
˙ˆ
´x
2
3
2
` L
˙
.
(5.15)
6. Asymptotic analysis of a sequence of bounded energy
This section is devoted to the study of the asymptotic behaviors of a sequence
puεq satisfying
sup
εą0
Fεpuεq ă `8, (6.1)
and of the auxiliary sequences pvεq, pθεq,
´
vε3
rε
¯
,
´
θε
rε
¯
defined by (4.9). Our main
results, stated in Section 6.4, will be deduced from a series of inequalities proved
in Section 6.3. In order to particularize the effective behavior of uε in the fibers,
we will study the sequences puεmεq and pepuεqmεq, where mε denotes the measure
supported on the fibers, weakly‹ converging in MpΩq to L3tΩ, defined by
mε :“ ε
2
r2ε |S|1Srεˆp0,LqL
3
tΩ. (6.2)
For that purpose, we will employ a variant of the two-scale convergence introduced
by G. Allaire [1] and G. Nguetseng [45], presented in Section 6.1. Notice that, since
f and g are both assumed to satisfy (3.1), by (1.2) and (4.4) the following holds
sup
εą0
Fεpuεq ă `8 ðñ sup
εą0
|uε|W 1,p
b
pΩ;R3q ` kε
ż
|epuεq|pdmε ă `8. (6.3)
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6.1. Two-scale convergence with respect to pmεq. Setting (see (4.3))
yεpx1q :“
ÿ
iPIε
ppx1 ´ εi1qe1 ` px2 ´ εi2qe2q1Y iε px1q, (6.4)
a sequence pϕεq Ă LppΩ;Rkq will be said to two-scale converge toϕ0 P LppΩˆS;Rkq
with respect to pmεq if
lim
εÑ0
ż
ϕεpxq ¨ η
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙
dmεpxq “ 1|S|
ż
ΩˆS
ϕ0px, yq ¨ ηpx, yqdxdy,
@η P CpΩˆ S;Rkq (notation: ϕε mεáϕ0).
(6.5)
The next lemma provides a criterion for convergence.
Lemma 7.. The following holds:
lim
εÑ0
ż
ψ
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙
dmεpxq “ 1|S|
ż
ΩˆS
ψpx, yqdxdy @ψ P CpΩˆ S;Rkq. (6.6)
Moreover, any sequence pϕεq in LppΩ;Rkq such that
sup
εą0
ż
|ϕε|pdmε ď C, (6.7)
two-scale converges with respect to pmεq, up to a subsequence, to some ϕ0. Besides,
setting ϕpxq :“ 1|S|
ş
S
ϕ0px, yqdy, the following implications holds:
ϕε
mεáϕ0 ùñ ϕεη
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙
mεá ϕ0η @η P CpΩˆ S;Rkq, (6.8)
ϕε
mεáϕ0 ùñ ϕεmε ‹á ϕL3tΩ weakly‹ in MpΩ;Rkq. (6.9)
Furthermore, for any convex function j : Rk Ñ R, we have
lim inf
εÑ0
ż
jpϕεqdmε ě 1|S|
ż
ΩˆS
jpϕ0qdxdy ě
ż
Ω
jpϕqdx. (6.10)
Proof. The proof of (6.6) is similar to that of [1, Lemma 1.3]. Let νε PMpΩˆ S;Rkq
be defined by
ş
ψ ¨dνε :“
ş
ϕεpxq ¨ψ
´
x, yεpx
1q
rε
¯
dmεpxq @ψ P CpΩˆ S;Rkq. By (6.7)
and Ho¨lder’s inequality, we haveˇˇˇˇż
ψ ¨ dνε
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C
˜ż ˇˇˇˇ
ψ
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙ˇˇˇˇp1
dmεpxq
¸ 1
p1
ď C|ψ|L8pΩˆS;Rkq, (6.11)
thus the sequence pνεq is bounded in MpΩˆ S;Rkq and weakly‹ converges, up to a
subsequence, to some ν PMpΩˆ S;Rkq. By passing to the limit as εÑ 0 in (6.11),
taking (6.6) into account, we obtain
ˇˇş
ψ ¨ dν ˇˇ ď C ´ş
ΩˆS |ψ px, yq|p
1
dxdy
¯ 1
p1
. We
deduce from the Riesz representation theorem that ν “ 1|S|ϕ0px, yqL5tΩˆS for some
ϕ0 P LppΩˆS;Rkq. By (6.5), the weak‹ convergence in MpΩˆ Sq of the sequence
pνεqεą0 to 1|S|ϕ0px, yqL5tΩˆS is equivalent to the two-scale convergence with respect
to pmεq of pϕεqεÑ0 to ϕ0. The assertion (6.8) is straightforward. By choosing in
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(6.5) test fields independent of y, we obtain (6.9). Denoting by j‹ the Fenchel
transform of j, we deduce from Fenchel’s inequality, (6.5), and (6.6), that
lim inf
εÑ0
ż
jpϕεqdmεpxq ě lim
εÑ0
ż
ϕε ¨ψ
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙
´ j‹
ˆ
ψ
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙˙
dmεpxq
“ 1|S|
ż
ΩˆS
ϕ0 ¨ψ ´ j‹pψqdxdy @ψ P CpΩˆ S;Rkq.
Noticing that by the convexity of j we have j‹‹ “ j, we infer (see Remark 11)
lim inf
εÑ0
ż
jpϕεqdmεpxq ě sup
ψPCpΩˆS;Rkq
1
|S|
ż
ΩˆS
ϕ0 ¨ψ ´ j‹pψqdxdy
“ 1|S|
ż
ΩˆS
sup
ψPRk
tϕ0 ¨ψ ´ j‹pψqudxdy
“ 1|S|
ż
ΩˆS
j‹‹pϕ0qdxdy “ 1|S|
ż
ΩˆS
jpϕ0qdxdy.
(6.12)
The second inequality in (6.10) results from (6.9) and Jensen’s inequality. 
Remark 9.. Combining Lemma 7 with [11, Lemma 4.2], one can derive a non-
periodic version of Lemma 7 adapted for the proof of Theorem 2.
6.2. Auxiliary sequences. For any Lipschitz domain A of R2 verifying
D Ă A Ă S, yA “ 0, (6.13)
we consider the operators on Lpp0, L;W 1,ppΩ1;R3qq defined by (see (4.2), (4.3),
(6.4)):
vAε pϕqpxq :“
ÿ
iPIε
˜ż´
Airε
ϕps, x3qdH2psq
¸
1Y iε px1q,
θ
A
ε pϕqpxq :“
ÿ
iPIε
diamS
2
ş´
A
|y|2dy
ż´
Airε
ˆ
´yε2
rε
ϕ1 ` yε1
rε
ϕ2
˙
ps, x3qdH2psq 1Y iε px1q,
rAε pϕqpxq :“ vAε pϕqpxq ` 2diamS θ
A
ε pϕqpxqe3 ^ yεpx
1q
rε
.
(6.14)
Except for the proof of (6.42), where the choice A “ D is used, we will assume that
A “ S. If uε is the solution to (1.2), the fields defined by (4.9) satisfy
vε “ vSε puεq, θε “ θSε puεq. (6.15)
The convenience of these fields lies in their weak relative compactness in Lp, derived
from (6.1), (6.3), (6.38) and (6.42) below, and in their weak differentiability with
respect to x3, resulting from the choice of surface integrals in (6.14). A major
step of the proof consists of expressing the two-scale limit of puεq with respect to
pmεq in terms of the weak limits v, θ in Lp of pvεq and pθεq (see (6.61)). To that
aim, we need to show that the sequence prAε puεqq satisfactorily approximates to the
displacement in the fibers. This task meets with technical complications that we
circumvent by considering an extra auxiliary sequence prεpuεqq constructed from
volume integrals instead of surface ones. Suitable estimates (see (6.34), (6.40),
(6.41)) will ensure that prεpuεqq appropriately accounts for the displacement in the
fibers and that the sequences prεpuεqq and prAε puεqq display analogous asymptotic
behaviors largely independent of the choice of A. Since the fibers are very stiff,
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we expect the restriction of uε to Trε to behave, at a microscopical scale, like an
infinitesimal rigid displacement. Setting (see (4.2), (4.3), fig. 2)
T ijrε :“ Sirεˆ∆jrε , ∆jrε :“ rε p2j ` p0, 2sq, Lε :“
 
j P Z, ∆jrε X p0, Lq ­“ H
(
,
zεpxq :“
ÿ
pi,jqPIεˆLε
1Sirεˆ∆jrε pxq
`
x ´ z ijε
˘
, z ijε “εpi1e1 ` i2e2q ` p2j ` 1qrεe3,
(6.16)
the field rεpuεq will be defined as the piecewise helicoidal vector field coinciding, in
each set pY iεˆ∆jrεqXΩ, with the best approximating infinitesimal rigid displacement
to uε with respect to the seminorm
´ş
T ijrε
|ϕ|2 dL3
¯ 1
2
, and vanishing elsewhere. This
field is described in terms of the operators on W 1,ppΩ;R3q given by
rεpϕq :“ vεpϕq ` 2
diamS
wεpϕq ^ zεpxq
rε
,
wεpϕqpxq :“
ÿ
pi,jqPIεˆLε
˜
diamS
2
M
ż´
T ijrε
ˆ
zεpsq
rε
^ pϕpsq˙ dL3psq¸1Y iεˆ∆jrε pxq,
θεpϕq :“ wε3pϕq, M :“
3ÿ
i,j,k“1
1
2
ε2ijk
ˆż´
T
z2i ` z2j dL3pzq
˙´1
ek b ek,
vεpϕqpxq :“
ÿ
pi,jqPIεˆLε
˜ż´
T ijrε
pϕpsqdL3psq¸1Y iεˆ∆jrε pxq.
(6.17)
where pϕ stands for the extension of ϕ to W 1,ppΩ1 ˆ p0, 2Lq;R3q defined by
pϕαpx1, x3q “ ´3ϕαpx1, 2L´ x3q ` 4ϕαˆx1, 2L´ x3
2
˙
@x P Ω1 ˆ pL, 2Lq,
pϕ3px1, x3q “ 3ϕ3px1, 2L´ x3q ´ 2ϕ3 ˆx1, 2L´ x3
2
˙
@x P Ω1 ˆ pL, 2Lq.
(6.18)
which brings meaning to the integrals over T
ijmε
rε in (6.17), where
jmε :“ maxLε, (6.19)
because in general T
ijmε
rε Ć Ω. The specific choice of this extension is justified by
the following estimate, holding for a. e. x P Ω1 ˆ pL, 2Lq:
|eppϕqpxq| ď C |epϕq| px1, 2L´ x3q ` C |epϕq|ˆx1, 2L´ x3
2
˙
, (6.20)
which will yield a useful inequality in the sequel (see (6.49)). The restriction
of rεpuεq to Y iε ˆ ∆jrε is an helicoidal vector field of resultant 2rεdiamSwεpuεq and
resulting momentum vεpuεq at the geometrical center of gravity z ijε of T ijrε . The
restriction of vεpuεq to Y iε ˆ ∆jrε describes the averaged displacement in T ijrε and
that of wεpuεq characterizes the rotating behavior of T ijrε . The second term of the
limit energy Φ defined by (4.13) will be determined in terms of the respective limits
v, θ of the sequences pvεq and pθεq and the limit u of the sequence puεpuεqq, where
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Figure 2. The set T ijrε .
uε denotes the operator on L
pp0, L;W 1,ppΩ1;R3qq defined by
uεpϕqpxq :“
ÿ
iPIε
˜ż´
Di
Rε
zDi
Rε{2
ϕps, x3qdH2psq
¸
1Y iε px1q, (6.21)
for some sequence pRεq satisfying (3.43) and (see Lemma 10)
lim sup
εÑ0
ż
DRε zD 1
2
Rε
ˆp0,Lq
|∇uε|pdx “ 0. (6.22)
The estimate (6.37) below will ensure that puεpuεqq is strongly adjacent to puεq in
LppΩ;R3q if γppq ą 0. The selection of integrals over DiRεzDiRε{2 in (6.21) and the
assumption (6.22) will yield a crucial estimate at a technical step of the proof (see
the proof of (8.19)).
In the next Lemma, we investigate the asymptotic behavior of the sequence
ppεpϕεqq, when pε denotes one of the operators introduced above, and pϕεq satisfies
(6.7). We show that ppεpϕεqq is then relatively compact in LppΩ;R3q and that,
except for pε P trAε , rεu, the weak limit in LppΩ;R3q of a converging subsequence of
ppεpϕεqq coincides with its two-scale limit with respect to pmεq and with the weak‹
limit in MpΩ;R3q of the corresponding subsequence of the sequence of measures
ppεpϕεqmεq. Moreover, we determine the two-scale limit with respect to pmεq of
the sequence prεpϕεqq in terms of the weak limits in Lp of the sequences pvεpϕεqq
and pwεpϕεqq (see (6.28)).
Lemma 8.. Let pε be a linear combination of the operators wε, vε, θεe3, v
A
ε ,
θ
A
ε e3, uε defined by (6.14), (6.17), (6.21), and let pϕεq be a sequence in LppΩ;R3q
satisfying (6.7).
(i) The following holds for all ϕ PW 1,ppΩ;R3q and all ε ą 0:ż
|pεpϕq|pdmε “
ż
Ω
|pεpϕq|pdx, (6.23)
ż
|pεpϕq|pdmε ď C
ż
Ω
|ϕ|pdmε,
ż
|vAε pϕq|pdmε ď |S||A|
ż
Ω
|ϕ|pdmε. (6.24)
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(ii) For any p P LppΩ;R3q, we have
ϕεmε
‹á pL3tΩ weakly‹ in MpΩ;R3q ðñ vSε pϕεqáp weakly in LppΩ;R3q
ðñ vεpϕεqáp weakly in LppΩ;R3q.
(6.25)
(iii) If ppεpϕεqq two-scale converges to p0 with respect to pmεq, then p0px, yq “ ppxq
a. e. in Ω ˆ S for some p P LppΩ;R3q. Furthermore, for any p P LppΩ;R3q, we
have
pεpϕεqmεáp ðñ pεpϕεqmε ‹á pL3tΩ weakly‹ in MpΩ;R3q
ðñ pεpϕεqáp weakly in LppΩ;R3q ùñ
ˆ
pεpϕεq ^ yεpx
1q
rε
˙
mεá p ^ y, (6.26)
and, if pε is a linear combination of wε, vε, θεe3,
pεpϕεqáp weakly in LppΩ;R3q ùñ
ˆ
pεpϕεq ^ zεpxqrε
˙
mεáp ^ y, (6.27)
where zεpxq is defined by (6.16). In particular, by (6.17), the following holds:
vεpϕεqáv weakly in LppΩ;R3q
wεpϕεqáw weakly in LppΩ;R3q
+
ùñ rεpϕεqmεáv ` 2diamSw ^ y. (6.28)
Proof. (i) Since pεpϕq is constant in each set Y iε ˆtx3u, by (4.3) and (6.2) we haveż
|pεpϕq|pdmε “ ε
2
r2ε |S|
ż
Trε
|pεpϕq|pdx “ ε
2
r2ε |S|
ÿ
iPIε
ż L
0
dx3
ż
Sirε
|pεpϕq|pdx1
“ ε
2
r2ε |S|
ÿ
iPIε
ż L
0
dx3
|Sirε |
|Y iε |
ż
Y iε
|pεpϕq|pdx1 “
ż
Ω
|pεpϕq|pdx.
We deduce from (6.2), (6.13), (6.14), and Jensen’s inequality, thatż
|vAε pϕq|pdmε “ ε
2
r2ε |S|
ÿ
iPIε
ż L
0
dx3
ż
Sirε
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż´
Airε
ϕps1, x3qdH2ps1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p
dx1
ď ε
2
r2ε |S|
ÿ
iPIε
ż L
0
dx3
|Sirε |
|Airε |
ż
Sirε
|ϕ|pps1, x3qdH2ps1q “ |S||A|
ż
Ω
|ϕ|pdmε.
The inequality
ş |pεpϕq|pdmε ď C şΩ |ϕ|pdmε is obtained in a similar way.
(ii) Let us fix ψ P DpΩ;R3q and set (see (6.16), (6.19))
ψpεqpxq :“
ÿ
pi,jqPIεˆpLεztjmε uq
˜ż´
Y iεˆ∆jε
ψdL3
¸
1Y iεˆ∆jεpxq. (6.29)
Since ψ is compactly supported in Ω, the following estimate holds:
|ψpεq ´ψ|L8pΩ;R3q ă Cε. (6.30)
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The field ψpεq take constant values on each set Y iε ˆ tx3u, therefore, by (6.2) and
(6.14),ż
ψpεq¨ vSε pϕεqdmε “
ÿ
iPIε
ż L
0
dx3
ε2
r2ε |S|
ż
Sirε
ψpεq¨
˜ż´
Sirε
ϕεps, x3qdH2psq¸ dx1
“
ÿ
iPIε
ż L
0
dx3
ε2
r2ε |S|
ż
Sirε
ψpεq ¨ϕεpx1, x3qdx1 “
ż
ψpεq ¨ϕεdmε.
We likewise find that
ş
ψpεq ¨ vεpϕεqdmε “
ş
ψpεq ¨ ϕεdmε. By (6.7), (6.24) and
Lemma 7 the sequences pϕεmεq, pvSε pϕεqmεq, and pvεpϕεqmεq weakly‹ converge in
MpΩ;R3q, up to a subsequence, respectively to p1L3tΩ, p2L3tΩ, and p2L3tΩ for some
pi P LppΩ;R3q. By passing to the limit as ε Ñ 0 in the last obtained equations,
taking (6.30) into account, we infer
ş
Ω
ψ ¨ p1dx “
ş
Ω
ψ ¨ p2dx “
ş
Ω
ψ ¨ p3dx and
deduce, by the arbitrariness of ψ, that p1 “ p2 “ p3. The equivalences (6.25) are
proved.
(iii) Assume that pεpϕεqmεáp0 for some p0 P LppΩ ˆ Y ;R3q. Since pεpϕεq is con-
stant in each set Y iε ˆ tx3u, for any Ψ P DpΩ ˆ S;R3 ˆ R3q we have
ż
pεpϕεq ¨
divyΨ
´
x,
yεpx1q
rε
¯
dmε “ 0. Passing to the limit as ε Ñ 0, we get 1|S|
ż
ΩˆS
p0 ¨
divyΨdxdy “ 0, and deduce from the arbitrary choice of Ψ that p0px, yq “ ppxq
a.e. in Ω ˆ S, where ppxq :“ ş´
S
p0px, yqdy P LppΩ;R3q. It then follows from (6.9)
that pεpϕεqmε ‹á pL3 weakly‹ in MpΩ;R3q. On the other hand, by (6.7), (6.23),
and (6.24), the sequence ppεpϕεqq is bounded in LppΩ;R3q and weakly converges,
up to a subsequence, to some p˜. To prove that p “ p˜, let us fix ψ P DpΩ;R3q. Since
ψpεq, defined by (6.29), and pεpϕεq take constant values on each set Y iε ˆ tx3u, we
have ż
ψpεq¨ pεpϕεqdmε “
ÿ
iPIε
ż L
0
ε2
r2ε |S|
ż
Sirε
ψpεq ¨ pεpϕεqpx1, x3qdx
“
ÿ
iPIε
ż L
0
dx3
ż
Y iε
ψpεq ¨ pεpϕεqpx1, x3qdx1 “
ż
Ω
ψpεq ¨ pεpϕεqdx.
By passing to the limit as εÑ 0 in the above equations, taking (6.30) and the last-
mentioned convergences into account, we obtain
ş
Ω
ψ ¨pdx “ ş
Ω
ψ ¨ p˜dx and deduce,
by the arbitrary choice of ψ, that p “ p˜. Conversely, if ppεpϕεqq weakly converges to
p in LppΩ;R3q, then by (6.7), (6.24), and Lemma 7, the sequence ppεpϕεqq two-scale
converges, up to a subsequence, to some element of LppΩ;R3q which, by virtue of
the last established implications, necessarily equals p. The equivalences stated in
(6.26) are proved. The implication stated in (6.26) is obtained choosing y ^η px, yq
as a test function for the two-scale convergence of ppεpϕεqq to p with respect to pmεq
(see (6.5)). To prove (6.27), assume that pε is a linear combination of wε, vε, θεe3,
and that ppεpϕεqq weakly converges to p in LppΩ;R3q. We fix η P DpΩˆS;R3q and
set (see (4.3), (6.16))
ηrεspx, yq :“
ÿ
pi,jqPIεˆpLεztjmε uq
˜ż´
Y iεˆ∆jε
ηps, yqdH3psq
¸
1Y iεˆ∆jεpxq. (6.31)
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Notice that
|η ´ ηrεs|L8pΩˆS;R3q ď Cε. (6.32)
By (6.24), we have
ş ˇˇˇ
pεpϕεq ^ zεrε
ˇˇˇp
dmε ď C
ş |ϕε|pdmε ď C, hence, by Lemma
(7), the sequence
´
pεpϕεq ^ zεrε
¯
two-scale converges with respect to pmεq, up to a
subsequence, to some q0. In each set Y
i
ε ˆ∆jε, the field pεpϕεq (resp. ηrεs
´
x, yεpx
1q
rε
¯
)
takes a constant value (resp. takes values independent of x3) and by (6.4) and (6.16)
we have
ş
∆jε
zεpx1, x3qdx3 “
ş
∆jε
yεpx1, x3qdx3 for each x1 P Y iε , thereforeż
Y iεˆ∆jε
ˆ
pεpϕεq ^ zεpxqrε
˙
¨ ηrεs
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙
dmεpxq
“
ż
Y iεˆ∆jε
ˆ
pεpϕεq ^ yεpx
1q
rε
˙
¨ ηrεs
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙
dmεpxq.
Summing this with respect to pi, jq over Iε ˆ pLεztjmε uq and passing to the limit
as ε Ñ 0, taking (6.32) into account and noticing that, by (6.26), the sequence´
pεpϕεq ^ yεpx
1q
rε
¯
two-scale converges with respect to pmεq to p ^ y, we infer
1
|S|
ż
ΩˆS
q0px, yq ¨ ηpx, yqdxdy “ 1|S|
ż
ΩˆS
pp ^ yq ¨ ηpx, yqdxdy,
and deduce, by the arbitrary choice of η, that q0px, yq “ p^y. The assertion (6.27)
is proved. The assertion (6.28) results from (6.17), (6.26), and (6.27). 
6.3. Key inequalities. In the next proposition, we collect a series of inequalities
which, combined with Lemmas 7 and 8, will yield in Section 6.4 a number of apriori
estimates and convergences for a sequence puεq verifying (6.1) and its associated
auxiliary sequences. We set
q :“ 3p
3´ p if p ă 3; q P pp,`8q if p ě 3,
cε :“ 1
γ
ppq
ε prεq
if p ­“ 2; cε :“ ε2 if p “ 2.
(6.33)
Proposition 4.. Let A be a bounded Lipschitz domains of R2 satisfying (6.13) and
α P t1, 2u. The following inequalities hold for every ϕ PW 1,ppΩ;R3q:ż
|ϕ ´ rεpϕq|p dmε ď Crpε
ż
|epϕq|pdmε, (6.34)ż
|ϕ ´ vεpϕq|p dmε ď Ccε
ż
Trε
|∇ϕ|pdx, (6.35)ż
|wεpϕq|pdmε ď Crpε
ż
|epϕq|pdmε ` Ccε
ż
Trε
|∇ϕ|pdx, (6.36)
ż
Ω
|ϕ ´ uεpϕq|pdx ď C
˜
1
γ
ppq
ε pRεq
` ε1´ pq
ż¸
Ω
|∇ϕ|pdx, (6.37)
ż
Ω
|ϕ ´ vAε pϕq|pdx ď C
˜
1
γ
ppq
ε prεq
` ε1´ pq
ż¸
Ω
|∇ϕ|pdx, (6.38)
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ϕ ´ rAε pϕq
ˇˇˇp
dmε ď Crpε
ż
|ex1pϕq|pdmε
@ϕ P Lpp0, L;W 1,ppΩ1;R3qq, (6.39)ż ˇˇˇ
θεpϕq ´ θAε pϕq
ˇˇˇp ` ˇˇˇvεαpϕq ´ vAεαpϕqˇˇˇp dmε ď Crpε ż |epϕq|p dmε, (6.40)ż ˇˇˇ
vε3pϕq ´ vAε3pϕq
ˇˇˇp
dmε ď Ccε
ż
Trε
|∇ϕ|p dx. (6.41)
The following inequalities hold for every ϕ PW 1,pb pΩ;R3q:ż
|θεpϕq|p dmε `
ż ˇˇˇ
θ
A
ε pϕq
ˇˇˇp
dmε ď C
ż
|epϕq|pdmε, (6.42)ż
|rεϕ1|p ` |rεϕ2|p ` |ϕ3|p dmε ď C
ż
|epϕq|p dmε, (6.43)ż ˇˇˇˇ
´yε2
rε
´
ϕ1 ´ vAε1pϕq
¯
` yε1
rε
´
ϕ2 ´ vAε2pϕq
¯ˇˇˇˇp
dmε ď C
ż
|epϕq|p dmε. (6.44)
Proof. Proof of (6.34), (6.35), (6.36). By (6.16), we have (see fig. 2)
T ijrε “ z ijε ` rεT, T :“ S ˆ p´1, 1s. (6.45)
We consider the operators r,v,w on W 1,ppT ;R3q defined by (see (6.17))
rpϕqpzq :“ vpϕq ` 2
diamS
wpϕq ^ z,
vpϕq :“
ż´
T
ϕpsqdL3psq, wpϕq :“ diamS
2
M
ż´
T
ps ^ϕpsqqdL3psq.
One can check that rpϕq “ ϕ @ϕ P R, where R is the space of infinitesimal rigid
displacements, hence the closed subspace of W 1,p
`
T ;R3
˘
defined by V :“ tϕ P
W 1,p
`
T ;R3
˘
, rpϕq “ 0u satisfies V XR “ t0u, therefore (see [39, Th. 4 p. 75])
|∇ϕ|LppT ;R3q ď C|epϕq|LppT ;R3q @ϕ P V. (6.46)
Let us check that
|ϕ|LppT ;R3q ď C|epϕq|LppT ;R3q @ϕ P V. (6.47)
Otherwise, there exists a sequence pϕnqnPN Ă V such that |ϕn|LppT ;R3q “ 1 and
limnÑ`8 |epϕnq|LppT ;R3q “ 0. By (6.46), pϕnq is bounded in W 1,ppT ;R3q thus
weakly converges in W 1,ppT ;R3q, and strongly in LppT ;R3q, up to a subsequence,
to some ϕ P V satisfying |ϕ|LppT ;R3q “ 1 and ∇ϕ “ 0. Since T is connected, we
deduce that ϕ is constant, hence ϕ “ rpϕq “ 0, a contradiction. The assertion (6.47)
is proved. For every ϕ PW 1,p `T ;R3˘, we have ϕ´rpϕq P V and epϕq “ epϕ´rpϕqq
@ϕ PW 1,p `T ;R3˘. Applying (6.47) to ϕ ´ rpϕq, we infer
|ϕ ´ rpϕq|LppT ;R3q ď C|epϕq|LppT ;R3q @ϕ PW 1,p
`
T ;R3
˘
. (6.48)
By making appropriate changes of variables, taking (6.45) into account, we deduce
that for every pi, jqP Iε ˆ Lε, the following holds:ż
T ijrε
|ϕ ´ rεpϕq|p dx ď Crpε
ż
T ijrε
|epϕq|pdx @ϕ PW 1,p `T ijrε ;R3˘ .
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Observing that (6.20) and the above inequality implyż
T
ijmε
rε
|pϕ ´ rεppϕq|p dx ď Crpε ż
T irε
|epϕq|pdx ϕ PW 1,ppΩ;R3q, @pi, jq P Iε ˆ Lε
(6.49)
we deduce (see (6.16), (6.19))ż
T irε
|ϕ ´ rεpϕq|p dx ď
jmε ´1ÿ
j“1
ż
T ijrε
|ϕ ´ rεpϕq|p dx`
ż
T
ijmε
rε
|pϕ ´ rεppϕq|p dx
ď Crpε
ż
T irε
|epϕq|pdx @ϕ PW 1,ppΩ;R3q, @i P Iε,
yielding (6.34). By applying a similar argument to the Banach space W :“ tϕ P
W 1,p
`
T ;R3
˘
, vpϕq “ 0u, which satisfies W XC “ t0u where C denotes the space of
constant vector fields, we obtain
ş |ϕ ´ vεpϕq|p dmε ď Crpε ş |∇pϕq|pdmε and, taking
(3.44), (6.2) and (6.33) into account, deduce (6.35).
To prove (6.36), we start from the elementary inequality |b|p ď C ş
T
|b^z |pdz @b P
R3. By making suitable changes of variables, we obtain (see (6.45))
|b|p ď C
r3ε
ż
T ijrε
ˇˇˇˇ
b ^ zεpxq
rε
ˇˇˇˇp
dx @b P R3, @pi, jq P Iε ˆ Lε.
Substituting for b the constant value taken by wεpϕq in each set T ijrε , taking (6.17)
into account, we inferż
|wεpϕq|pdmε ď
ÿ
pi,jqPIεˆLε
ż
T ijrε
˜
C
r3ε
ż
T ijrε
ˇˇˇˇ
wεpϕq ^ zεpxq
rε
ˇˇˇˇp
dx¸ dmε
ď C
ż ˇˇˇˇ
wεpϕq ^ zεpxq
rε
ˇˇˇˇp
dmε “ C
ż
|rεpϕq ´ vεpϕq|p dmε
ď C
ż
|ϕ ´ rεpϕq|p ` |ϕ ´ vεpϕq|p dmε,
which, combined with (6.34) and (6.35), yields (6.36). Proof of (6.37), (6.38).
We set Yε :“ ŤiPIε Y iε . By (6.14) and (6.21) the following holdsż
Ω
|ϕ ´ pεpϕq|pdx “
ż
Yεˆp0,Lq
|ϕ ´ pεpϕq|pdx`
ż
Ω1zYεˆp0,Lq
|ϕ|pdx @ pε P tvAε ,uεu. (6.50)
By (4.3) we have Ω1zYε Ă tx1 P Ω1,distpx1, BΩ1q ď
?
2εu, thus, since Ω1 is Lipschitz,
L2pΩ1zYεq ď Cε. By (6.33), W 1,ppΩ;R3q is continuously embedded into LqpΩ;R3q
(see [20, Corollary 9.14]), therefore by Ho¨lder’s and Poincare´’s inequalities we haveż
Ω1zYεˆp0,Lq
|ϕ|p dx ď |ϕ|pLqpΩ;R3q|Cε|1´
p
q ď Cε1´ pq
ż
Ω
|∇ϕ|p dx
@ϕ PW 1,pb pΩ;R3q.
(6.51)
Let E be a bounded Lipschitz domain of R2 such that BD Ă E. We prove below the
existence of C ą 0 such that, for every α P p0, 1s verifying αE Ă Y , the following
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holds:ż
Y
ˇˇˇˇ
ϕ´
ż´
αE
ϕds1
ˇˇˇˇp
dx1 ď Clpαq
ż
Y
|∇ϕ|pdx1 @ϕ PW 1,ppY q,
lpαq “ αp´2 if 1 ă p ă 2; lpαq “ 1` | logα| if p “ 2; lpαq “ 1 if p ą 2.
(6.52)
An elementary change of variables yields, for i P Iε and pdεq Ă R such that 0 ă
dε ! ε,ż
Y iε
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇϕ´
ż´
Ei
dε
ϕds1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p
dx1 ď Cεpl
ˆ
dε
ε
˙ż
Y iε
|∇ϕ|pdx1 @ϕ PW 1,ppY iε q,
where Eidε “ εi`dεE. Summing over i P Iε and integrating with respect to x3 overp0, Lq, choosing successively pE, dεq :“ pDzD{2, Rεq and pE, dεq :“ pA, rεq, noticing
that, by (3.44) and (6.52), εpl
`
dε
ε
˘ ď 1
γ
ppq
ε pdεq
, we inferż
Yεˆp0,Lq
|ϕ ´ uεpϕq|pdx ď C
γ
ppq
ε pRεq
ż
Ω
|∇ϕ|pdx,ż
Yεˆp0,Lq
|ϕ ´ vAε pϕq|pdx ď C
γ
ppq
ε prεq
ż
Ω
|∇ϕ|pdx.
Taking (6.50) and (6.51) into account, the estimates (6.37) and (6.38) are proved.
Proof of (6.52). A straightforward variant of [12, Lemma A4] yieldsż
Y
ˇˇˇˇ
ϕ´
ż´
BαD
ϕdH1
ˇˇˇˇp
dx ď Clpαq
ż
Y
|∇ϕ|pdx @ϕ PW 1,ppY q. (6.53)
Since E is a bounded domain and BD Ă E, one can check that the following estimate
holds:
ş
E
|ϕ´ ş´ BDϕdH1|pdL2 ď C şE |∇ϕ|pdL2 @ϕ PW 1,ppEq. We deduce thatż
Y
ˇˇˇˇż´
αE
ϕdL2 ´
ż´
BαD
ϕdH1
ˇˇˇˇp
dx ď
ż´
αE
ˇˇˇˇ
ϕ´
ż´
BαD
ϕdH1
ˇˇˇˇp
dx
“ 1
α2|E|
ż
αE
ˇˇˇˇ
ϕ´
ż´
BαD
ϕdH1
ˇˇˇˇp
dx ď Cα
p
α2
ż
αE
|∇ϕ|pdx ď Clpαq
ż
Y
|∇ϕ|pdx,
for all ϕ P W 1,ppY q, whenever αE Ă Y . This, along with (6.53), yields (6.52).
Proof of (6.39). We introduce the operators on LppS;R2q defined by
rApψqpyq:“vApψq` 2
diamA
θApψqe3 ^ y; vApψq :“
ż´
A
ψpyqdL2pyq,
θApψq :“ diamS
2
ş´
A
|y|2dy
ż´
A
p´y2ψ1pyq ` y1ψ2pyqq dL2pyq.
(6.54)
The two-dimensional version of the argument used to establish (6.48) yieldsż
S
|ψ ´ rApψq|pdL2 ď C
ż
S
|epψq|pdL2 @ψ PW 1,ppS;R2q. (6.55)
By the Poincare´-Wirtinger inequality in W 1,ppSq, we haveż
S
ˇˇˇˇ
η ´
ż´
A
ηdL2
ˇˇˇˇp
dL2 ď C
ż
S
|∇η|pdL2 @η PW 1,ppSq. (6.56)
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We consider the operators on LppT ;R3q deduced from (6.54) by setting
vApϕqpz3q “
2ÿ
α“1
vAα
ˆ
ϕ1p., z3q
ϕ2p., z3q
˙
eα `
ż´
A
ϕ3py, z3qdH2pyqe3
rApϕqpy, z3q :“
2ÿ
α“1
rAα
ˆ
ϕ1p., z3q
ϕ2p., z3q
˙
eα ` vA3 pϕqe3; θApϕqpz3q “ θA
ˆ
ϕ1p., z3q
ϕ2p., z3q
˙
.
Fixing ϕ P W 1,ppT ;R3q, applying (6.55), for a.e. z3 P p´1, 1q, to ψ :“
ˆ
ϕ1p., z3q
ϕ2p., z3q
˙
and (6.56) to η :“ ϕ3p., z3q, and integrating with respect to z3 over p´1, 1q, noticing
that, by (2.1), |epψq| ` |∇η| ď C|ex1pϕq|, we inferż
T
|ϕ ´ rApϕq|pdL3 ď C
ż 1
´1
dz3
ż
S
|ψ ´ rApψq|p `
ˇˇˇˇ
η ´
ż´
A
ηdL2
ˇˇˇˇp
dL2
ď C
ż 1
´1
dz3
ż
S
|epψq|p ` |∇η|p dL2 ď C
ż
T
|ex1pϕq|pdL3.
By making suitable changes of variables we deduce that, for all ϕ PW 1,ppΩ;R3q,ż
T ijrε
ˇˇˇpϕ ´ rAε ppϕqˇˇˇp dx ď Crpε ż
T ijrε
|ex1ppϕq|pdx @ε ą 0, @pi, jq P Iε ˆ Lε.
Summing over pi, jq P Iε ˆ Lε, noticing that pϕ “ ϕ in T ijrε if j ­“ jmε and, by
(6.18),
ş
T
ijmε
rε
|ex1ppϕq|pdx ď C şT irε |ex1pϕq|pdx, taking (6.2) into account, we obtain
(6.39). Proof of (6.40), (6.41). Given ϕ PW 1,ppΩ;R3q, applying (6.39) to ϕ1
(see (2.1)), observing that, by (6.14), rAε pϕ1q “
´
rAε pϕq
¯1
and |ex1pϕ1q| ď |epϕq|, we
infer ż ˇˇˇˇ
ϕ1 ´
´
rAε pϕq
¯1 ˇˇˇˇp
dmε ď Crpε
ż
|epϕq|p dmε. (6.57)
Noticing that, by (6.34), we have
ş ˇˇ
ϕ1 ´ prεpϕqq1
ˇˇp
dmε ď C
ş |ϕ ´ rεpϕq|pdmε ď
Crpε
ş |epϕq|pdmε, we deduceż ˇˇˇˇ
prεpϕqq1 ´
´
rAε pϕq
¯1 ˇˇˇˇp
dmε ď Crpε
ż
|epϕq|p dmε. (6.58)
The following equations are derived from (6.13), (6.14), and (6.17):
θ
A
ε pprεpϕqq1 ´ prAε pϕqq1q “ θεpϕq ´ θAε pϕq,
vAε pprεpϕqq1 ´ prAε pϕqq1q “ pvεpϕq ´ vAε pϕqq1.
(6.59)
By (6.24), the following holds:ż ˇˇˇ
θ
A
ε
´
prεpϕqq1 ´ prAε pϕqq1
¯ˇˇˇp` ˇˇˇvAε ´prεpϕqq1 ´ prAε pϕqq1¯ˇˇˇp dmε
ď C
ż ˇˇˇ
prεpϕqq1 ´ prAε pϕqq1
ˇˇˇp
dmε.
Combining this with (6.58) and (6.59), we obtain (6.40). By making suitable
changes of variables in the following inequality (which can be proved by contra-
diction)ż
T
ˇˇˇˇż´
T
fpzqdL3pzq ´
ż´
A
fps, x3qdH2psq
ˇˇˇˇp
dx ď C
ż
T
|∇f |pdx @f PW 1,ppT q,
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taking (6.14) and (6.17) into account, we inferż
T ijrε
ˇˇˇ
vε3ppϕq ´ vAε3ppϕqˇˇˇp dx “ ż
T ijrε
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż´
T ijrε
pϕ3dL3 ´ ż´
Airε
pϕ3ps, x3qdH2psq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p
dx
ď Crpε
ż
T ijrε
|∇pϕ|p dx @ϕ PW 1,p `Ω;R3˘ , @pi, jqP Iε ˆ Lε.
Summing with respect to pi, jq over Iε ˆ Lε, taking (6.2) and (6.18) into account,
we deduce (6.41). Proof of (6.42). By (6.4), Byε1Bx2 “ Byε2Bx1 “ 0 in each T irε and yεrε
coincides on each set BDirε ˆ tx3u with the outward normal to BDirε , hence for all
ϕ PW 1,ppΩ;R3q and a. e. x3 P p0, Lq,
ş´
Dirε
´ yε2rε Bϕ3Bx1 p., x3q ` yε1rε Bϕ3Bx2 p., x3qdH2 “ 0.
Thus, by (6.14),
2
ş´
D
|y|2dy
diamS
B
Bx3 θ
D
ε pϕqpxq “
ż´
Dirε
´ yε2
rε
Bϕ1
Bx3 ps, x3q `
yε1
rε
Bϕ2
Bx3 ps, x3qdH
2psq
“ 2
ż´
Dirε
´ yε2
rε
e13pϕqps, x3q ` yε1
rε
e23pϕqps, x3qdH2psq in T irε .
We deduce that
ş ˇˇˇ B
Bx3 θ
D
ε pϕq
ˇˇˇp
dmε ď C
ş |epϕq|pdmε for all ϕ PW 1,ppΩ;R3q. If ϕ P
W 1,pb pΩ;R3q, then by (6.14) we have θ
D
ε pϕq P LppΩ1;W 1,pb p0, Lqq, whereW 1,pb p0, Lq :“tη PW 1,pp0, Lq, ηp0q “ 0u, therefore, by (6.2) and Jensen’s inequality,ż ˇˇˇ
θ
D
ε pϕq
ˇˇˇp
dmε “ ε
2
r2ε |S|
ż
Srε
dx1
ż L
0
dx3
ˇˇˇˇż x3
0
B
Bx3 θ
D
ε pϕqpx1, s3qds3
ˇˇˇˇp
ď C
ż ˇˇˇˇ B
Bx3 θ
D
ε pϕq
ˇˇˇˇp
dmε ď C
ż
|epϕq|pdmε @ϕ PW 1,pb pΩ;R3q.
Taking (6.40) into account, the assertion (6.42) is proved. 
Proof of (6.43). The Banach space V :“ tψ P W 1,ppS ˆ p0, Lq;R3q,ψ “ 0 on S ˆ
t0uu satisfies V X R “ t0u, hence by the Poincare´ and the Korn inequalities in
W 1,ppS ˆ p0, Lq;R3q (see [39, Th. 4 p. 75]), we have:ż
Sˆp0,Lq
|ψ|pdz ď C
ż
Sˆp0,Lq
|∇ψ|pdz ď C
ż
Sˆp0,Lq
|epψq|pdz @ ψ P V. (6.60)
Let us fix ϕ P W 1,pb pΩ;R3q and i P Iε. By applying (6.60) to the field ψ defined
on S ˆ p0, Lq by ψαpz1, z2, z3q :“ ϕαprεpz1 ´ i1q, rεpz2 ´ i2q, z3q, α P t1, 2u and
ψ3pzq :“ 1rεϕ3prεpz1 ´ i1q, rεpz2 ´ i2q, z3q, and by making a suitable change of
variables, we infer
ş
T irε
|rεϕ1|p ` |rεϕ2|p ` |ϕ3|p dx ď C
ş
T irε
|epϕq|p dx and deduce
(6.43). Proof of (6.44). Computations yield, by (2.1), (6.14), and (6.57),
ż ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ´ yε2pxqrε
´
ϕ1pxq ´ vAε1pϕq
¯
` yε1pxq
rε
´
ϕ2pxq ´ vAε2pϕq
¯
´ 2
ˇˇˇ
yε
rε
ˇˇˇ2
diamS
θ
A
ε
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p
dmε
“
ż ˇˇˇˇ
yε
rε
^
´
ϕ1 ´ prAε pϕqq1
¯ˇˇˇˇp
dmε ď Crpε
ż
|epϕqpxq|p dmε.
This, combined with (6.42), implies (6.44). 
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6.4. Convergences. In the next three propositions, we establish a series of conver-
gences for a sequence puεq satisfying (6.1), the sequence of its symmetrized gradients
and the associated auxiliary sequences defined by (6.15).
Proposition 5.. Let uε be a sequence in W
1,p
b pΩ;R3q satisfying (6.1) and pRεq a
sequence of real numbers verifying (3.43). The following convergences hold, up to
a subsequence:
uε á u weakly in W 1,pb pΩ;R3q, uεpuεq Ñ u strongly in LppΩ;R3q,
vSε puεq á v weakly in LppΩ;R3q, θSε puεq á θ weakly in LppΩq,
uε
mεáv ` 2
diamS
θe3 ^ y in accordance with (6.5),
uεmε
‹á vL3tΩ weakly‹ in MpΩ;R3q,
τ´1
ˆ
´yε2
rε
uε1 ` yε1
rε
uε2
˙
mε
‹á θ weakly‹ in MpΩq,
(6.61)
where τ is defined by (4.9). If in addition κ ą 0, then
uε3
rε
mε
‹á wL3tΩ weakly‹ in MpΩq,˜
vSε3puεq
rε
,
θ
S
ε puεq
rε
¸
á pw, δq weakly in LppΩq2,
τ´1
rε
ˆ´
yε2
rε
puε1´vSε1puεqq` yε1rε puε2´v
S
ε2puεqq
˙
mε
‹á δ weakly‹ in MpΩq.
(6.62)
Besides, we have
θ “ 0 if p “ 2; θ “ v3 “ 0 if k “ `8;
θ “ 0 and v “ u if γppq “ `8; v “ 0 and w “ δ “ 0 if κ “ `8. (6.63)
Proof. Proof of (6.61). Applying Poincare´’s and Korn’s inequalities inW 1,pb pΩ;R3q,
taking (6.1) and (6.3) into account, we obtainż
Ω
|uε|pdx ď C
ż
Ω
|∇uε|pdx ď C
ż
Ω
|epuεq|pdx` Ckε
ż
|epuεq|pdmε ď C.
(6.64)
In particular, puεq is bounded in W 1,pb pΩ;R3q, thus weakly converges in W 1,pb pΩ;R3q
and strongly converges in LppΩ;R3q, up to a subsequence, to some u. Since γppq ą 0,
by (3.43) and (3.44) we have limεÑ0 γ
ppq
ε pRεq “ `8, therefore, by (6.37), the
sequence puεpuεqq strongly converges to u in LppΩ;R3q. Observing that by (6.38)
the sequence pvSε puεqq is bounded in LppΩ;R3q, we infer from (6.23), (6.35), (6.40),
(6.41), and (6.64) thatż
|uε|pdmε ď C
ż
|uε ´ vεpuεq|p `
ˇˇˇ
vεpuεq ´ vSε puεq
ˇˇˇp` ˇˇˇvSε puεqˇˇˇp dmε
ď C
˜
cε
ż
Trε
|∇uε|pdx` rpε
ż
|epuεq|pdmε `
ż
Ω
|vSε puεq|pdx
¸
ď C,
(6.65)
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hence puεq verifies (6.7). Applying Lemma 8, we deduce from (6.24) thatż
|pεpuεq|p dmε ď C @pε P tvSε ,vε,wε, rε, θε, θSε u. (6.66)
which by (6.26) implies that, up to a subsequence, each of the above sequences
ppεpuεqq, except prεpuεqq, weakly converges in LppΩ;R3q to some p and two-scale
converges with respect to pmεq to the same p. Taking (6.24), (6.28), (6.40) and
(6.64) into account, we infer
vεpuεq á v, vSε puεq á v, wεpuεq á w weakly in LppΩ;R3q,
θεpuεq “ wε3puεq á θ “ w3, θSε puεq á θ weakly in LppΩq,
rεpuεq mεá v ` 2
diamS
w ^ y,
(6.67)
for some suitable v,w, θ. It then follows from (6.34) and (6.64) that
uε
mεáv ` 2
diamS
w ^ y, (6.68)
and then from (3.2) and (6.9) that
uεmε
‹á
ż´
D
ˆ
v ` 2
diamS
w ^ y
˙
dy “ v weakly‹ in MpΩ;R3q. (6.69)
Given ψ P DpΩˆ Sq, by passing to the limit as εÑ 0 in the formula
rε
ż ˆBuε1
Bx3 `
Buε3
Bx1
˙
ψ
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙
dmε “ ´rε
ż
uε1
Bψ
Bx3
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙
dmε
´ rε
ż
uε3
Bψ
Bx1
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙
dmε ´
ż
Ω
uε3
Bψ
By1
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙
dmε.
taking (6.64) and (6.68) into account, we obtain
0 “ ´ 1|S|
ż
ΩˆS
ˆ
v3pxq ` 2
diamS
w1pxqy2 ´ 2
diamS
w2pxqy1
˙ Bψ
By1 px, yqdxdy
“ ´ 1|S|
ż
ΩˆS
2
diamS
w2pxqψpx, yqdxdy,
and infer from the arbitrariness of ψ that w2 “ 0. We likewise obtain w1 “ 0 and
deduce
w “ w3e3 “ θe3. (6.70)
By (6.8), (6.68), and (6.70), the sequence
´
´yε2rε uε1 ` yε1rε uε2
¯
two-scale converges
with respect to pmεq to ´y2v1`y1v2` 2diamS |y|2θ, therefore, by (3.2) and (6.9), the
sequence
´´
´yε2rε uε1 ` yε1rε uε2
¯
mε
¯
weakly‹ convergence inMpΩq to ş´
S
`´y2v1 ` y1v2 ` 2diamS |y|2θ˘ dy “
τθ. The assertion (6.61) is proved. Proof of (6.62). By (4.4), (6.24), (6.42),
(6.43), and (6.64), we have, if κ ą 0,ż ˇˇˇˇ
uε3
rε
ˇˇˇˇp
dmε `
ż ˇˇˇˇ
ˇvSε3puεqrε
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p
dmε `
ż ˇˇˇˇ
ˇθ
S
ε puεq
rε
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p
dmε ď C
kεr
p
ε
ď C,
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hence by Lemma 7, (6.25), and (6.26), the following convergences hold, up to a
subsequence, for some w, δ P LppΩq:
uε3
rε
mε
‹á wL3tΩ weakly‹ in MpΩq,
vSε3puεq
rε
á w weakly in LppΩq,
θ
S
ε puεq
rε
á δ weakly in LppΩq, θ
S
ε puεq
rε
mε
‹á δL3tΩ weakly‹ in MpΩq,
(6.71)
By (6.44) and (6.64), we haveż
1
rpε
ˇˇˇˇ
´yε2
rε
´
uε1 ´ vSε1puεq
¯
` yε1
rε
´
uε2 ´ vSε2puεq
¯ˇˇˇˇp
dmε ď C
rpεkε
ď C,
hence the sequence
´
1
rε
´
´yε2rε puε1´vSε1puεqq` yε1rε puε2´vSε2puεqq
¯
mε
¯
weakly‹ con-
verges in MpΩq, up to a subsequence, to gL3tΩ for some g P LppΩq. We set
ζεpxq :“
ÿ
iPIε
˜ż´
Sirε
ζps1, s2, x3qds1ds2
¸
1Y iε px1, x2q @ζ P LppΩq. (6.72)
One can check that
|ζε ´ ζ|L8pTrε q `
ˇˇˇˇ Bζε
Bx3 ´
Bζ
Bx3
ˇˇˇˇ
L8pTrε q
ď Crε @ζ P C1pΩq. (6.73)
Fixing η P DpΩq, noticing the field vSεαpuεqηε takes constant values in each set Sirεˆ
tx3u, and that, by (3.2) and (6.4),
ş
Sirε
yεpx1qdx1 “ 0, we infer that
ş
yεα
rε
vSεβpuεqηεdmε “
0 for α, β P t1, 2u. Taking (6.14) into account, we deduceż
1
rε
ˆ´
yε2
rε
´
uε1´ vSε1puεq
¯
` yε1
rε
´
uε2´ vSε2puεq¯
˙
ηεdmε“ τ
ż
1
rε
θ
S
ε puεqηεdmε,
where τ is given by (4.9). By passing to the limit as ε Ñ 0, thanks to (6.71) and
(6.73), we obtain
ş
Ω
gηdx “ τ ş
Ω
δηdx. By the arbitrary choice of η, we deduce that
g “ τδ. The assertion (6.62) is proved. Proof of (6.63). By (6.42), (6.43), and
(6.64), we have ż ˇˇˇ
θ
S
ε puεq
ˇˇˇp ` |uε3|p dmε ď C
kε
,ż
|wεpϕq|p dmε ď C
ˆ
rpε ` 1γεprεq
˙
if p ­“ 2,ż
|wεpϕq|p dmε ď C
`
r2ε ` ε2
˘
if p “ 2,
therefore, by (6.23), (6.67), and (6.69), θ “ v3 “ 0 if k “ `8, w “ 0 and θ “ 0 if
p “ 2 or γppq “ `8. By (6.61), the sequence puεpuεq´vSε puεqq weakly converges in
LppΩ;R3q to u ´ v, therefore, by (6.37) and (6.38),ż
Ω
|u ´ v|pdx ď lim inf
εÑ0
ż
Ω
ˇˇˇ
uεpuεq ´ vSε puεq
ˇˇˇp
dx ď C lim inf
εÑ0
˜
1
γ
ppq
ε prεq
` ε1´ pq
¸
,
thus u “ v if γppq “ `8. If κ “ `8, by (6.42), (6.43), and (6.64), we haveż ˇˇˇˇ
ˇθ
S
ε puεq
rε
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p
` |uε1|p ` |uε2|p `
ˇˇˇˇ
uε3
rε
ˇˇˇˇp
dmε ď C
rpεkε
“ op1q,
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hence, by (6.61) and (6.71), v “ 0 and δ “ w “ 0. The assertion (6.63) is demon-
strated. The proof of Proposition 5 is achieved. 
In the following proposition, we identify the two-scale limits with respect to pmεq
of the sequence pepuεqq in terms of the functions v3, θ given by (6.61).
Proposition 6.. Let uε be a sequence in W
1,p
b pΩ;R3q satisfying (6.1). Assume
that the convergences (6.61) hold. Then
θ, v3 P LppΩ1;W 1,pp0, Lqqq; θ “ v3 “ 0 on Ω1 ˆ t0u. (6.74)
Besides, the following convergences hold, up to a subsequence:
epuεqmεáL
ˆ
q,
Bv3
Bx3 ,
Bθ
Bx3
˙
in accordance with (6.5), (6.75)
for some q P LppΩ;W 1,ppS;R3qq, where L is defined by (4.14).
Proof. By (6.64) the sequence pepuεqq satisfies (6.7), hence, by Lemma 7, the
following holds up to a subsequence for some Ξ0 P LppΩˆ S;S3q:
epuεq mεá Ξ0. (6.76)
We fix ψ P C8pΩ;DpSqq such that ψ “ 0 on Ω1 ˆ tLu. By passing to the limit as
εÑ 0 in the equationż Buε3
Bx3 ψ
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙
dmε “ ´
ż
uε3
Bψ
Bx3
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙
dmε.
taking (6.61) and (6.76) into account, we obtainż
ΩˆS
pΞ0q33ψdxdy “ ´
ż
ΩˆS
v3
Bψ
Bx3 dxdy,
and infer, by the arbitrariness of ψ,
v3 P LppΩ1;W 1,pp0, Lqq, v3 “ 0 on Ω1 ˆ t0u, Bv3Bx3 “ pΞ0q33. (6.77)
We fix η P C8pΩq verifying η “ 0 on Ω1 ˆ tLu and ϕ such that
ϕ P DpS;R3q, ϕ3 “ 0, Bϕ1By1 `
Bϕ2
By2 “ 0. (6.78)
By integration by parts, in view of (6.72) and (6.78) into account, we have
ż
epuεq : ηεpxq
2ÿ
α“1
2ϕα
ˆ
yεpx1q
rε
˙
eα d e3dmε
“ ´
ż
uε ¨ BηεBx3 pxqϕ
ˆ
yεpx1q
rε
˙
dmε.
(6.79)
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We split the right-hand side of (6.79) into the following sum of three terms (see
(6.17)): ż
uε ¨ BηεBx3 pxqϕ
ˆ
yεpx1q
rε
˙
dmε “ K1ε `K2ε `K3ε,
K1ε :“
ż
puε ´ rεpuεqq ¨ BηεBx3 pxqϕ
ˆ
yεpx1q
rε
˙
dmε,
K2ε :“
ż
vεpuεq ¨ BηεBx3 pxqϕ
ˆ
yεpx1q
rε
˙
dmε,
K3ε :“
ż ˆ
2
diamS
wεpuεq ^ zεpxq
rε
˙
¨ BηεBx3 pxqϕ
ˆ
yεpx1q
rε
˙
dmε.
(6.80)
By Ho¨lder’s inequality, (6.34) and (6.64), we have
|K1ε|ď C
ˆż
|uε ´ rεpuεq|p dmε
˙ 1
p
ď Crε. (6.81)
By (6.78), we have
ş
S
ξ ¨ϕpyqdy “ ş´
S
pξ1y1` ξ2y2q
´
Bϕ1
By1 ` Bϕ2By2
¯
pyqdy “ 0 @ξ P R3.
We deduce from suitable changes of variables that
ş
Sirε
ξ ¨ϕ
´
yεpx1q
rε
¯
dx1 “ 0 @ξ P R3,
@i P Iε. Noticing that, by (6.17) and (6.72), the field BηεBx3vεpuεq takes constant values
in each set Sirε ˆ tx3u, we infer
K2ε “ ε
2
r2ε |S|
ÿ
iPIε
ż L
0
dx3
ż
Sirε
Bηε
Bx3vεpuεq ¨ϕ
ˆ
yεpx1q
rε
˙
dx1 “ 0. (6.82)
By (6.4) and (6.16), we have zεpxq “ yεpx1q ` zε3pxqe3. Recalling that ϕ3 “ 0 and
that wε3puεq “ θεpuεq, a straightforward computation yields
K3ε “ Kp1q3ε `Kp2q3ε ,
K
p1q
3ε :“
ż ˆ
2
diamS
θεpuεqe3 ^ yεpx
1q
rε
˙
¨ BηεBx3 pxqϕ
ˆ
yεpx1q
rε
˙
dmε,
K
p2q
3ε :“
2
diamS
ż
zε3pxq
rε
Bηε
Bx3
ˆ
´wε1puεqϕ2
ˆ
yεpx1q
rε
˙
`wε2puεqϕ1
ˆ
yεpx1q
rε
˙˙
dmε.
(6.83)
By (6.16), (6.17), and (6.72), the fields zε3, wεpuεq, and BηεBx3 take constant values
in each set Sirε ˆ tx3u, therefore, the same argument used to get (6.82), yields
K
p2q
3ε “ 0. (6.84)
By (6.26) and (6.67), we have θεpuεqmε mεáθe3^y. Taking (6.73) into account, we
infer
lim
εÑ0K
p1q
3ε “
1
|S|
ż
ΩˆS
ˆ
2
diamS
θpxqe3 ^ y
˙
¨ BηBx3 pxqϕ pyq dxdy. (6.85)
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By passing to the limit as ε Ñ 0 in (6.79), taking (6.76), (6.73), (6.80), (6.81),
(6.82), (6.83), (6.84), and (6.85) into account, we obtain
1
|S|
ż
ΩˆS
2ppΞ0q13e1 ` pΞ0q23e2q ¨ ηpxqϕpyqdxdy
“ ´ 1|S|
ż
ΩˆS
ˆ
2
diamS
θpxqe3 ^ y
˙
¨ BηBx3 pxqϕ pyq dxdy.
(6.86)
We deduce that
ˇˇˇş
Ω
θ BηBx3 dx
ˇˇˇ
ď C|η|Lp1 pΩq and infer from the arbitrariness of η that
θ P LppΩ1;W 1,pp0, Lqq, θ “ 0 on Ω1 ˆ t0u. (6.87)
By (6.77) and (6.87) the assertion (6.74) is proved. By integrating (6.86) by parts,
in view of (6.87), we findż
ΩˆS
ˆpΞ0q13 ` 12 2diamS BθBx3 pxqy2pΞ0q23 ´ 12 2diamS BθBx3 pxqy1
˙
¨ ηpxq
ˆ
ϕ1pyq
ϕ2pyq
˙
dxdy “ 0.
By the arbitrary choice of η P DpΩq and ϕ verifying (6.78), we deduce that
pΞ0q13 “ Bq3By1 ´
1
2
2
diamS
Bθ
Bx3 pxqy2, pΞ0q23 “
Bq3
By2 `
1
2
2
diamS
Bθ
Bx3 pxqy1,
(6.88)
for some q3 P LppΩ;W 1,ppSqq. We fix Ψ P DpS;S3q such that Ψi3 “ 0 @i P t1, 2, 3u
and divΨ “ 0. By (6.72), we haveż
epuεq : ηεpxqΨ
ˆ
yεpx1q
rε
˙
dmε “ 0.
Passing to the limit as εÑ 0, In view of (6.76) and (6.73), we obtainż
ΩˆS
Ξ0 : ηpxqΨpyqdxdy “ 0,
and, by the arbitrary choice of η and Ψ, deduce (see [43, Th. 1])
pΞ0qαβpx, yq “ 1
2
ˆBqα
Byβ `
Bqβ
Byα
˙
px, yq @α, β P t1, 2u in Ωˆ S, (6.89)
for some q1, q2 P LppΩ;W 1,ppSqq. Combining (4.14), (6.77), (6.88), and (6.89), we
infer Ξ0 “ L
´
q, Bv3Bx3 ,
Bθ
Bx3
¯
. Proposition 6 is proved. In the following
proposition, we identify, in the case κ ą 0, the two-scale limits with respect to pmεq
of the sequences
´
uε3
rε
¯
and p 1rεepuεqq in terms of the functions w, δ, v1, v2 given by
(6.61), (6.62).
Proposition 7.. Let uε be a sequence in W
1,p
b pΩ;R3q satisfying (6.1). If κ ą 0,
then, besides the convergences stated in Proposition 5, the following holds
uε3
rε
mεá w ´ Bv1Bx3 y1 ´
Bv2
Bx3 y2 weakly
‹ in MpΩq,
1
rε
epuεqmεáJ
ˆ
l,
B2v1
Bx23
,
B2v2
Bx23
Bw
Bx3 ,
Bδ
Bx3
˙
in accordance with (6.5),
(6.90)
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up to a subsequence, for some l P LppΩ;W 1,ppS;R3qq, where I is defined by (4.15).
Moreover,
v P LppΩ1;W 2,pp0, L;R3qq; δ, w P LppΩ1;W 1,pp0, Lqq,
vα “ BvαBx3 “ δ “ w “ 0 on Ω
1 ˆ t0u @α P t1, 2u. (6.91)
We have:
vtuple P D @pk, κq P p0,`8s ˆ r0,`8s. (6.92)
Proof. If κ ą 0, by (4.4), (6.43), and (6.64), we have ş ˇˇˇuε3rε ˇˇˇp`ˇˇˇ 1rεepuεqˇˇˇp dmε ď
C. Applying Lemma 7, taking (6.9) and (6.62) into account, we infer
uε3
rε
mεáw0; 1
rε
epuεqmεáΥ0;
ż´
S
w0px, yqdy “ wpxq, (6.93)
up to a subsequence, for some w0 P LppΩ ˆ Sq and Υ0 P LppΩ ˆ S;S3q. We fix
α P t1; 2u and ψ P C8pΩ;DpSqq such that ψ “ 0 on Ω1 ˆ tLu. By integration by
parts, we we haveż
pepuεqqα3ψ
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙
dmε “
´
ż
uε3
Bψ
Bxα
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙
` uε3
rε
Bψ
Byα
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙
` uεα BψBx3
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙
dmε.
By passing to the limit as ε Ñ 0, taking (6.93) into account and noticing that,
(6.63) and (6.61), uε
mεáv1e1 ` v2e2, we obtain
0 “ ´
ż
ΩˆS
w0px, yq BψByα px, yq ` vαpxq
Bψ
Bx3 px, yqdxdy. (6.94)
Choosing ψpx, yq “ ϕpxqηpyq with ϕ P DpΩq and η P DpSq such that ş
S
ηdy ­“ 0,
we deduceˇˇˇˇż
Ω
vαpxq BϕBx3 dx
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˆż
S
ηdy
˙´1 ż
Ω
ϕpxq
ˆż
S
w0px, yq BηByα dy
˙
dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď C|ϕ|Lp1 pΩq
and infer from the arbitrariness of ϕ that BvαBx3 P LppΩq for α P t1, 2u. Letting ψ
vary in DpΩ ˆ Sq, we then deduce from (6.94) that Bw0Byα P LppΩ ˆ Sq. Choosing
ψ P C8pΩ;DpSqq such that ψ “ 0 on Ω1 ˆ tLu, by integrating (6.94) by parts with
respect to both yα and x3, we infer from the arbitrariness of ψ that
Bw0Byα px, yq “
´ BvαBx3 pxq a. e. in Ω ˆ S and vα “ 0 a. e. in Ω1 ˆ t0u for α P t1, 2u. We deduce
that ∇y
´
w0px, yq ` Bv1Bx3 pxqy1 ` Bv2Bx3 pxqy2
¯
“ 0 and then, taking (3.2) and (6.93)
into account, that
w0 ` Bv1Bx3 pxqy1 `
Bv2
Bx3 pxqy2 “
ż
S
ˆ
w0px, yq ` Bv1Bx3 pxqy1 `
Bv2
Bx3 pxqy2
˙
dy “ wpxq.
Passing to the limit as ε Ñ 0 in the equation ş 1rε Buε3Bx3 ψdmε “ ´ ş uε3rε BψBx3 dmε, we
obtain
ş
ΩˆS Υ033ψdxdy “ ´
ş
ΩˆS
´
´ Bv1Bx3 y1 ´ Bv2Bx3 y2 ` w
¯
Bψ
Bx3 dxdy, and infer from
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the arbitrariness of ψ that
vα P LppΩ1;W 2,pp0, Lqq; w P LppΩ1;W 1,pp0, Lqq; BvαBx3 “ w “ 0 on Ω
1 ˆ t0u,
Υ033px, yq “ ´B
2v1
Bx23
pxqy1 ´ B
2v2
Bx23
pxqy2 ` BwBx3 pxq.
Substituting
´
θεpuεq
rε
¯
for pθεpuεqq, and 1rεepuεq for epuεq in the argument employed
to establish (6.87), (6.88) and (6.89), we find
pΥ0qαβpx, yq “ 1
2
ˆ Blα
Byβ `
Blβ
Byα
˙
px, yq in Ωˆ S @α, β P t1, 2u,
δ P LppΩ1;W 1,pp0, Lqq, δ “ 0 on Ω1 ˆ t0u,
pΥ0q13 “ 1
2
Bl3
By1 ´
1
2
2
diamS
Bδ
Bx3 y2, pΥ0q23 “
1
2
Bl3
By2 `
1
2
2
diamS
Bδ
Bx3 y1,
for some l P LppΩ;W 1,ppS;R2qq. We deduce that Υ0 “ J
´
l, B
2v1
Bx23 ,
B2v2
Bx23 ,
Bw
Bx3 ,
Bδ
Bx3
¯
,
where J is defined by (4.15). The proof of (6.90) and (6.91) is achieved. The
assertion (6.92) follows from (4.16), (6.63), (6.74), and (6.91). 
7. Proofs of the main results
7.1. Proof of Theorem 1. The following two propositions are respectively proved
in Sections 7.3 and 7.4:
Proposition 8 (lower bound).. Let puεq be a sequence in W 1,pb pΩ;R3q satisfying
(6.1). Let puεkqkPN be a subsequence satisfying the convergences stated in Proposi-
tions 5, 6 and 7 hold. Then
lim inf
kÑ`8 Fεkpuεkq ě Φpu,v
tupleq. (7.1)
Proposition 9 (upper bound).. Let pϕ,ψ, ζ, a, bq be such that
pϕ,ψ, ζ, a, bq P pC8pΩ;R3q2 ˆ pC8pΩqq3q,
pϕ,ψtupleq PW 1,pb pΩ;R3q ˆD, Φpϕ,ψtupleq ă `8,
(7.2)
where D is defined by (4.16) and
ψtuple :“ pψ, ζq if κ “ 0; ψtuple :“ pψ, ζ, a, bq if 0 ă κ ď `8, (7.3)
and let α ą 0. There exists a sequence pϕεq in W 1,pb pΩ;R3q satisfying
ϕε á ϕ weakly in W 1,ppΩ;R3q,
vSε pϕεq á ψ weakly in LppΩ;R3q, θSε pϕεq á ζ weakly in LppΩq,
1
rε
´
vSε3pϕεq, θSε pϕεq
¯
á pa, bq weakly in LppΩq2 if 0 ă κ ă `8,
(7.4)
and such that
lim sup
εÑ0
Fεpϕεq ď Φpϕ,ψtupleq ` α. (7.5)
Let puεqεą0 be the sequence of the solutions to (1.2). Noticing that Fεpuεq ´ş
Ω
f .uεdx ď Fεp0q “ 0, we deduce that Fεpuεq ď C|uε|LppΩ;R3q ď C|∇uε|LppΩ;R3q
ď pFεpuεqq 1p , thus puεqεą0 satisfies (6.1). Accordingly, there exists a subsequence
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puεkqkPN satisfying the convergences stated in Propositions 5, 6 and 7 for some
pu,vtupleq PW 1,pb pΩ;R3q ˆD. By (6.92) and Proposition 8, the following holds:
lim inf
kÑ`8 Fεkpuεkq ´
ż
Ω
f ¨ uεkdx ě Φpu,vtupleq ´
ż
Ω
f ¨ udx ě infpPhomq. (7.6)
Let us fix α ą 0. By the convexity of f and g, and by (3.45), (4.14), (4.15), (4.16),
and Lemma 2, the functional Φ is convex and bounded on the unit ball of the
Banach space W 1,pb pΩ;R3qˆD, hence strongly continuous. Therefore, by a density
argument, there exists a couple pϕ,ψtupleq satisfying the assumptions of Proposition
9 and such that
Φpϕ,ψtupleq ´
ż
Ω
f ¨ϕdx ď infpPhomq ` α.
By Proposition 9, there exists a sequence pϕεq in W 1,pb pΩ;R3q verifying (7.4) and
(7.5). Since uε is the solution to (1.2), we have
lim sup
εÑ0
Fεpuεq ´
ż
Ω
f ¨ uεdx ď lim sup
εÑ0
Fεpϕεq´
ż
Ω
f ¨ϕεdx
ď Φpϕ,ψtupleq ` α´
ż
Ω
f ¨ϕdx ď infpPhomq ` 2α.
(7.7)
Combining (7.6) and (7.7) we deduce, by the arbitrariness of α, that pu,vtupleq is
a solution to (4.11), hence u is a solution to (4.12). By the strict convexity of F ,
this solution is unique, hence the whole sequence puεq weakly converges to u in
W 1,ppΩ;R3q. Theorem 1 is proved. 
Remark 10.. Proposition 8 and (4.12) imply that, for every u PW 1,pb pΩ;R3q and
every sequence puεq weakly converging in W 1,pb pΩ;R3q to u, we have lim infεÑ0 Fεpuεq ě
F puq. By using density and diagonalisation arguments, we deduce from Proposition
9 that for every u PW 1,pb pΩ;R3q, there exists a sequence puεq weakly converging to
u in W 1,pb pΩ;R3q such that lim supεÑ0 Fεpuεq ď F puq. Therefore, the sequence
pFεqεą0 Γ-converges to F in the weak topology of W 1,pb pΩ;R3q (see [28]).
7.2. Sketch of the proof of Theorem 5. Assume that 0 ă κ ă `8. By (5.11)
and (6.14), we haveż
Ω
f ε ¨ uεdx “
ż
Ω
f ¨ uεdx`
ż
g0
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙
¨ uεdmε ` 1
rε
ż
hε ¨ uεdmε,
1
rε
ż
hε ¨ uεdmε “
ż
uε3
rε
a0
ˆ
x,
yεpxq
rε
˙
dmε
`
ż
1
rε
ˆ´
yε2pxq
rε
puε1´ vSε1puεqq ` yε1pxqrε puε2 ´ v
S
ε2puεqq
˙
β0
ˆ
x,
yεpxq
rε
˙
dmε.
(7.8)
Taking (6.43) and (6.44) into account, we infer that
ˇˇş
Ω
f ε ¨ uεdx
ˇˇ ď C pFεpuεqq 1p
and then, noticing that Fεpuεq´
ş
Ω
f ε ¨uεdx ď Fεp0q “ 0, deduce that the solution
uε to (5.12) satisfies the assumption (6.1). Therefore, up to a subsequence, the
convergences stated in Propositions 5, 6 and 7 hold. In particular, we deduce from
(6.61), (6.62), (6.63), (6.90), and (7.8), that
lim
εÑ0
ż
f ε ¨ uεdmε “
ż
Ω
f ¨ udx` Lpvtupleq
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where L is defined by (5.14). Applying the same argument to the sequence pϕεq
exhibited in Proposition 9, which by (7.5) satisfies supεą0 Fεpϕεq ă `8, taking
(7.4) into account, we obtain
lim
εÑ0
ż
f ε ¨ϕεdmε “
ż
Ω
f ¨ϕdx` Lpψtupleq.
Then, repeating the argument of the proof of Theorem 1, we infer that the couple
pu,vtupleq is a solution to (5.13). The case κ “ 0 can be proved in a similar
manner, by using the weak‹ convergence in MpΩq, stated in (6.61), of the sequence´´
´yε2rε uε1 ` yε1rε uε2
¯
mε
¯
to τθ. 
7.3. Proof of Proposition 8 (lower bound). We consider a sequence puεq in
W 1,pb pΩ;R3q satisfying (6.1), and a subsequence, still denoted puεq for notational
simplicity, satisfying the convergences stated in Propositions 5, 6 and 7. Fixing a
sequence pRεq verifying (3.43) and (6.22) (see Lemma 10), we split the energy into
a sum of three terms:
Fεpuεq “ Iε1 ` Iε2 ` Iε3; Iε1 :“
ż
Ω
f
`
epuεq1ΩzpDRεˆp0,Lqq
˘
dx;
Iε2 :“
ż
pDRεˆp0,LqqzTrε
fpepuεqqdx; Iε3 :“ kε
ż
gpepuεqqdmε.
(7.9)
Since |DRε | ! 1 and pepuεqq is bounded in LppΩ; S3q, the sequence pepuεq1DRεˆp0,Lqqq
weakly converges to 0 in LppΩ;S3q, hence, by (6.61), `epuεq1ΩzpDRεˆp0,Lqq˘ weakly
converges to epuq. Therefore, by the weak lower-semicontinuity on LppΩ;S3q of the
mapping Ψ Ñ ş
Ω
fpΨqdx, which results from (3.1) and the convexity of f , we have
lim inf
εÑ0 Iε1 ě
ż
Ω
fpepuqqdx. (7.10)
Let us check that
lim inf
εÑ0 Iε3 ě
ż
Ω
ghompDpvtupleqqdx. (7.11)
If pk, κq P tp`8, 0q, p`8,`8qu, by (4.14), (4.15), (4.16) and (6.92), we have
Dpvtupleq “ 0, thus there is nothing to prove. If 0 ă k ă `8, by (6.75) we
have epuεqmεáL
´
q, Bv3Bx3 ,
Bθ
Bx3
¯
for some q P LppΩ;W 1,ppS;R3qq. Applying (6.10),
taking (4.4) and (4.14) into account, we obtain
lim inf
εÑ0 Iε3 ě
k
|S|
ż
ΩˆS
g
ˆ
L
ˆ
q,
Bv3
Bx3 ,
Bθ
Bx3
˙˙
dxdy ě
ż
Ω
ghompDpvtupleqqdx.
If 0 ă κ ă `8, by (4.4), (4.7), (6.64), and Ho¨lder’s inequality, we have:
ˇˇˇˇ
Iε3´ rpεkε
ż
g0,p
ˆ
epuεq
rε
˙
dmε
ˇˇˇˇ
ď rpεkε
ż ˇˇˇˇˇˇg
´
rε
epuεq
rε
¯
rpε
´ g0,p
ˆ
epuεq
rε
˙ˇˇˇˇˇˇ dmε
ď C$prεq
ż ˇˇˇˇ
epuεq
rε
ˇˇˇˇp
dmε ď C$prεq.
(7.12)
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By (6.90) we have 1rεepuεq
mεáJ
´
l, B
2v1
Bx23 ,
B2v2
Bx23 ,
Bw
Bx3 ,
Bδ
Bx3
¯
with respect to pmεq for some
l P LppΩ;W 1,ppS;R3qq, hence, by (4.4), (4.15) and (6.10),
lim inf
εÑ0 r
p
εkε
ż
g0,p
ˆ
epuεq
rε
˙
dmε ě κ|S|
ż
ΩˆS
g0,p
ˆ
J lˆ ,
B2v1
Bx23
,
B2v2
Bx23
,
Bw
Bx3 ,
Bδ
Bx3
˙˙
dxdy
ě
ż
Ω
ghompDpvtupleqqdx.
Taking (4.8) and (7.12) into account, the assertion (7.11) is proved. By (4.13),
(6.92), (7.9), (7.10), and (7.11), the demonstration of Proposition 8 is achieved
provided we show that
lim inf
εÑ0 Iε2 ě
ż
Ω
cf
8,ppv ´ u, θqdx. (7.13)
If γppq “ 0, by (3.46) we have ş
Ω
cf
8,ppv ´ u, θqdx “ 0, hence there is nothing to
prove. Likewise, if γppq “ `8, by (6.63) there holds u “ v and θ “ 0, hence, by
(3.46),
ş
Ω
cf
8,ppv ´ u, θqdx “ 0. From now on, we assume that 0 ă γppq ă `8,
thus p P p1, 2s. Fixing c0 P p0, 1q and a Lipschitz domain S1 such that
c0S Ă S1 ĂĂ S, yS1 “ 0, (7.14)
we establish in the appendix (see Lemmas 9 and 11) the existence of two sequences
pÊuεq and puεq in Lpp0, L;W 1,ppΩ1;R3qq satisfying
uεpÊuεq á u, vSε pÊuεq á v, θSε pÊuεqe3 á θe3 weakly in LppΩ;R3q, (7.15)
lim inf
εÑ0 Iε2 ě lim infεÑ0
ż
pDRε zS1rε qˆp0,Lq
f8,ppex1puεqqdx,
uε “ uεpÊuεq on BDRε ˆ p0, Lq; uε “ rSε pÊuεq on BS1rε ˆ p0, Lq
,/./- if p ă 2,
(7.16)
lim inf
εÑ0 Iε2 ě lim infεÑ0
ż
pDRε zS1rε qˆp0,Lq
f8,2pex1puεqqdx´ C |SzS1||S| ,uε “ uεpÊuεq on BDRε ˆ p0, Lq; uε “ vSε pÊuεq on BS1rε ˆ p0, Lq
,/./- if p “ 2.
(7.17)
In what follows we set, for notational conciseness,
aε :“ vSε pÊuεq ´ uεpÊuεq, αε :“ diamS1diamS θSε pÊuεqe3, (7.18)
and respectively denote by aiεpx3q, αiεpx3q, and uεpÊuεqipx3q the constant values taken
by aε, αε, and uεpÊuεq in Y iε ˆ tx3u for each i P Iε and for a. e. x3 P p0, Lq.
Case 1 ă p ă 2, 0 ă γpp ă `8. For each i P Iε and for a. e. x3 P p0, Lq, the
field uεp., x3q belongs to W 1,p `DiRε ;R3˘, satisfies ey puεp., x3qq “ ex1 puεq p., x3q (see
(2.1)) and, by (3.3), (6.14), (7.16) and (7.18), the following holds
uεp., x3q ´ uεpÊuεqipx3q PWp `aiεpx3q,αiεpx3q; pS1qirε , DiRε˘ .
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Thus, by (3.3), (3.17), (3.19), (3.30), (3.44), (4.2), (7.14), and (7.18), we have, for
a. e. x3 P p0, Lq,ż
Di
Rε
zpS1qirε
f8,ppex1puεqpx1, x3qqdx1 ě capf8,p´aiεpx3q,αiεpx3q; pS1qirε , DiRε¯
“ r
2´p
ε
ε2
ż
Y iε
capf
8,p´
aiεpx3q,αiεpx3q;S1, Rεrε D
¯
dx1
ě γppqε prεq
ż
Y iε
capf
8,p´
aiεpx3q,αiεpx3q;S1,R2
¯
dx1.
(7.19)
After summation over i P Iε and integration with respect to x3, we obtainż
pDRε zS1rε qˆp0,Lq
f8,ppex1puεqqdx ě γppqε prεq ż
Ω
capf
8,p `
aε,αε;S
1,R2
˘
dx, (7.20)
and deduce from (3.44), (7.15), (7.16), (7.18), and Lemma 2 that
lim inf
εÑ0 Iε2 ě γ
ppq
ż
Ω
capf
8,p ´
v ´ u, diamS1diamS θe3;S1,R2
¯
dx.
Substituting S1n for S1 in the above argument, where pS1nqnPN is an increasing se-
quence of Lipschitz domains such that
Ť
nPN Ò S1n “ S, S1n ĂĂ S, yS1n “ 0, we
infer
lim inf
εÑ0 Iε2 ě lim supnÑ`8
ż
Ω
cnpxqdx; cn:“ γppqcapf8,p
´
v ´ u, diamS1ndiamS θe3;S1n,R2¯ .
By (3.17), (3.25), and (3.46), the sequence pcnqnPN introduced above is positive,
increasing, and pointwise converges to γppqcapf8,p
`
v ´ u, θe3;S,R2
˘ “ cf8,ppv ´
u, θq. Applying the monotone convergence theorem, we obtain (7.13).
Case p “ 2, 0 ă γp2q ă `8. By (3.3), (6.14), (7.17) and (7.18), we have, for each
i P Iε and a. e. x3 P p0, Lq,uεp., x3q ´ uεpÊuεqipx3q PW2 `aiεpx3q, 0; pS1qirε , DiRε˘ ,
and ey puεp., x3qq “ ex1 puεq p., x3q. We deduce from (3.3), (3.37), and (3.44) thatż
Di
Rε
zpS1qirε
f8,2pex1puεqpx1, x3qqdx1 ě 1
ε2
ż
Y iε
capf
8,2´
aiεpx3q, 0; rεS1, RεD
¯
dx1
“ γp2qε prεq
ż
Y iε
cf
8,2,S1
rε,Rε
paiεpx3qqdx1.
Summing with respect to i over Iε and integrating with respect to x3 over p0, Lq,
taking (7.14) and (8.26) into account, we inferż
pDRε zS1rε qˆp0,Lq
f8,2pex1puεqqdx ě γp2qε prεq ż
Ω
cf
8,2,S1
rε,Rε
paεqdx
ě γp2qε prεq
ż
Ω
cf
8,2,c0S
rε,Rε
paεqdx “ γp2qε prεq
ż
Ω
cf
8,2,S
rε,Rε{c0paεqdx.
(7.21)
After possibly extracting a subsequence, we can assume that
lim inf
εÑ0 γ
p2q
ε prεq
ż
Ω
cf
8,2,S
rε,Rε{c0paεqdx “ limεÑ0 γ
p2q
ε prεq
ż
Ω
cf
8,2,S
rε,Rε{c0paεqdx. (7.22)
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By (7.15) and (7.18), the sequence paεq weakly converges in L2pΩ;R3q to v´u. For
each N P N, we set
aNε :“ aε if |aε| ď N ; aNε :“ N aε|aε| if |aε| ą N. (7.23)
Noticing that, by (3.29) and (3.37), cf
8,2,S
rε,Rε{c0ptaq “ t2cf
8,2,S
rε,Rε{c0paq, we inferż
Ω
cf
8,2,S
rε,Rε{c0paεqdx ě
ż
Ω
cf
8,2,S
rε,Rε{c0paNε qdx. (7.24)
Since |aNε |L2pΩ;R3q ď |aε|L2pΩ;R3q, by the metrizability of the weak topology on the
bounded subsets of L2pΩ;R3q and by a diagonalization argument, after possibly
extracting a further subsequence we can assume that, for each N P N, the sequence
paNε q weakly converges in L2pΩ;R3q as ε Ñ 0 to some aN . Let us fix N P N
and α ą 0. By Proposition 2, the sequence pcf8,2,Srε,Rε{c0qεą0 uniformly converges on
BR3p0, Nq to cf
8,2
0 , therefore there exists ε0 ą 0 such that
cf
8,2,S
rε,Rε{c0paq ě cf
8,2
0 paq ´
α
γp2q|Ω| @a P BR3p0, Nq, @ε ă ε0. (7.25)
Taking the weak lower semicontinuity on L2pΩ;R3q of the convex continuous func-
tional ψ Ñ ş
Ω
cf
8,2
0 pψqdx into account, we infer that
lim inf
εÑ0 γ
p2q
ε prεq
ż
Ω
cf
8,2,S
rε,Rε{c0paNε qdx ě lim infεÑ0 γ
p2q
ε prεq
ż
Ω
cf
8,2
0 paNε qdx´ α
ě γp2q
ż
Ω
cf
8,2
0 paN qdx´ α.
We deduce from (7.17), (7.21), (7.22), (7.24), (7.25), the above inequality, and the
arbitrariness of α, that
lim inf
εÑ0 Iε2 ě lim infNÑ`8 γ
p2q
ż
Ω
cf
8,2
0 paN qdx´ C
|SzS1|
|S| . (7.26)
By (7.23) and the weak lower-semicontinuity of the norm, we have |aN |L2pΩ;R3q ď
lim infεÑ0 |aNε |L2pΩ;R3q ď lim infεÑ0 |aε|L2pΩ;R3q ď C, therefore the sequence paN qNPN
weakly converges in L2pΩ;R3q, up to a subsequence, to some a˜. Let us fix ϕ P
DpΩ;R3q. By (7.23), we haveˇˇˇˇż
Ω
paε ´ aNε q ¨ϕdx
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
|aε|ąN
aε
ˆ
1´ N|aε|
˙
¨ϕdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď C
ż
|aε|ąN
|aε|dx.
By passing to the limit as εÑ 0, we inferˇˇˇˇż
Ω
pv ´ u ´ aN q ¨ϕdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C sup
εą0
ż
|aε|ąN
|aε|dx. (7.27)
Since paεqεą0 is bounded in L2pΩ;R3q, by the de La Valle´e Poussin criterion, it
is uniformly integrable, therefore limNÑ`8 supεą0
ş
|aε|ąN |aε|dx “ 0 (see [4, Prop.
1.27]). By passing to the limit in (7.27) as N Ñ `8, we infer that ş
Ω
pv ´ u ´ a˜q ¨
ϕdx “ 0 and deduce, by the arbitrariness of ϕ, that a˜ “ v ´u. It then follows from
(7.26) that
lim inf
εÑ0 Iε2 ě γ
p2q
ż
Ω
cf
8,2
0 pv ´ uqdx´ C
|SzS1|
|S| . (7.28)
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By (3.46) and the arbitrariness of S1 verifying (7.14), noticing that by (6.63) we
have θ “ 0, the assertion (7.13) is proved in the case p “ 2, γp2q ă `8. The
demonstration of Proposition 8 is achieved. 
7.4. Proof of Proposition 9 (upper bound). Assume that pϕ,ψ, ζ, a, bq satisfies
(7.2) and (7.3), and let α be a positive real number. We distinguish three cases:
Case p ă 2, γppq ă `8. By (3.23) and (3.46), there exists a positive real number
R and a bounded Lipschitz domain S1 of R2 such that
S ĂĂ S1, yS1 “ 0,
γppq
ż
Ω
capf
8,p ´
ψ ´ϕ, diamS1diamS ζe3;S1, RD
¯
dx ď
ż
Ω
cf
8,ppψ ´ϕ, ζqdx` α
4
,
and, by Lemma 5, a field η satisfying
η P Wpb
´
ψ ´ϕ, diamS1diamS ζe3;S1, RD
¯
,
γppq
ż
ΩˆRD
f8,ppeypηpx, yqqdxdy ď
ż
Ω
cf
8,ppψ ´ϕ, ζqdx` α
2
.
(7.29)
We fix a function ξ such that
ξ P DpR2q, 0 ď ξ ď 1, ξ “ 1 in S, ξ “ 0 in R2zS1, (7.30)
and, extending η by 0 to Ωˆ R2, consider the field ϕε given by
ϕεpxq :“ p1´ ξεpxqq pϕpxq ` ηεpxqq ` ξεpxqχεpxq,
ηεpxq :“ η
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙
, ξεpxq :“ ξ
ˆ
yεpx1q
rε
˙
,
(7.31)
in terms of χε defined below either by (7.41), or (7.43), or (7.46), in accordance
with the values taken by k and κ. One can check that ϕε belongs to W
1,p
b pΩ;R3q
and satisfies (7.4). Noticing that
Suppηε Ă DRrε ˆ p0, Lq, ηε “ ψ ´ϕ ` 2diamS ζe3 ^
yεpx1q
rε
in S1rε ˆ p0, Lq,
Supp ξε Ă S1rε ˆ p0, Lq, 0 ď ξε ď 1, ξε “ 1 in Srε ˆ p0, Lq,
(7.32)
we split the energy into the following sum of four terms:
Fεpϕεq “ Iε1 ` Iε2 ` Iε3 ` Iε4; Iε1 :“
ż
ΩzpDRrεˆp0,Lqq
fpepϕqqdx;
Iε2 :“
ż
pDRrε zS1rε qˆp0,Lq
f pe pϕ ` ηεqq dx; Iε3 :“ kε
ż
g pe pχεqq dmε;
Iε4 :“
ż
S1rε zSrεˆp0,Lq
f
ˆ
e
ˆ
p1´ ξεq
ˆ
ψ ` 2
diamS
ζe3 ^ yε
rε
˙
` ξεχε
˙˙
dx.
(7.33)
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By (4.13) and (7.29), the proof of Proposition 9 is achieved provided we establish
that
lim
εÑ0 Iε1 “
ż
Ω
fpepϕqqdx, (7.34)
lim
εÑ0 Iε4 “ 0, (7.35)
lim
εÑ0 Iε2 “ γ
ppq
ż
ΩˆRD
f8,ppeypηpx, yqqqdxdy, (7.36)
lim sup
εÑ0
Iε3 ď
ż
Ω
ghompDpψtupleqq ` α
2
. (7.37)
The assertion (7.34) is straightforward. The assertion (7.35) results from the facts
that |S1rεzSrε ˆ p0, Lq| Ñ 0 and (see (7.31), (7.41), (7.43), (7.46))ˇˇˇˇ
e
ˆ
p1´ ξεq
ˆ
ψ ` 2
diamS
ζe3 ^ yε
rε
˙
` ξεχε
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ď C. (7.38)
Proof of (7.36). Applying the inequality (3.20) to
h :“ f, M εpxq :“ e pϕ ` ηεq pxq, M 1εpxq :“ 1rεeypηq
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙
, (7.39)
integrating over DRrεzS1rεˆp0, Lq, noticing that |M ε´M 1ε| ď C, |M ε|`|M 1ε| ď Crε ,
and |DRrεzS1rεˆp0,Lq| ď C
r2ε
ε2 , we inferˇˇˇˇ
ˇIε2 ´
ż
pDRrε zS1rε qˆp0,Lq
f
`
M 1εpxq
˘
dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď C r2εε2
ˆ
1` 1
rp´1ε
˙
ď Crεγεprεq ď Crε.
Likewise, we deduce from (4.7) thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
pDRrε zS1rε qˆp0,Lq
pf ´ f8,pq `M 1εpxq˘ dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď C
ż
pDRrε zS1rε qˆp0,Lq
1` |M 1εpxq|p´ςdx
ď C r
2
ε
ε2
ˆ
1` 1
rp´ςε
˙
ď Crςεγεprεq ď Crςε.
By (7.29), we have eypηq
´
x, yεpx
1q
rε
¯
“ 0 in S1rε ˆ p0, Lq, hence, by (7.39) and the
fact that f8,pp0q “ 0, the following holdsż
pDRrε zS1rε qˆp0,Lq
f8,p
`
M 1εpxq
˘
dx “ γppqε prεq|RD|
ż
f8,p
ˆ
eypηq
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙˙
dνε,
where νε :“ ε2r2ε |RD|1pRDqrεˆp0,LqL3tΩ. The measure νε is the same as mε when
S “ RD (see (6.2)), hence we can apply (6.6) to pνε, eypηqq in place of pmε,ψq.
Taking the above estimates into account, we obtain
lim
εÑ0 Iε2 “ limεÑ0 γ
ppq
ε prεq|RD|
ż
f8,p
ˆ
eypηq
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙˙
dνε
“ γppq
ż
ΩˆRD
f8,p peypηq px, yqq dxdy.
The assertion (7.36) is proved.
Proof of (7.37). The choice of the field χε introduced in (7.31) will depend on the
magnitude of k and κ.
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If 0 ă k ă `8, there exists q P C1c pΩ;C8pS;R3qq such that (see (4.14) and Remark
11)
k
ż
Ω
ż´
S
g
ˆ
L
ˆ
q,
Bψ3
Bx3 ,
Bζ
Bx3
˙˙
dxdy ď
ż
Ω
ghom
´
Dpψtupleq
¯
dx` α
2
. (7.40)
We set (see (6.72))
χε:“ ψε` 2diamS ζεe3 ^
yε
rε
´ rε
ˆBψε1
Bx3
yε1
rε
`Bψε2Bx3
yε2
rε
˙
e3 ` rεq
ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
.˙ (7.41)
By (4.14), (6.73), and (7.41), the following estimate holdsˇˇˇˇ
e pχεq ´ L
ˆ
q,
Bψ3
Bx3 ,
Bζ
Bx3
˙ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ď Crε in Trε .
Applying (3.20), we deduceˇˇˇˇ
g pe pχεqq ´ g
ˆ
L
ˆ
q,
Bψ3
Bx3 ,
Bζ
Bx3
˙ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙˙ˇˇˇˇ
ď Crε in Trε .
Taking (6.6), (7.33), and (7.40) into account, infer
lim
εÑ0 Iε3 “ limεÑ0 kε
ż
g
˜
L
ˆ
q,
Bψ3
Bx3 ,
Bζ
Bx3
˙ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙¸
dmε
“ k
ż
Ω
ż´
S
g
ˆ
L
ˆ
q,
Bψ3
Bx3 ,
Bζ
Bx3
˙˙
dxdy ď
ż
Ω
ghom
´
Dpψtupleq
¯
dx` α
2
.
The assertion (7.37) is proved in the case 0 ă k ă `8.
If 0 ă κ ă `8, we fix q P C1c pΩ;C8pS;R3qq such that (see (4.15), Remark 11)
κ
ż
Ω
ż´
S
g0,p
ˆ
J
ˆ
q,
B2ψ1
Bx23
,
B2ψ2
Bx23
,
Ba
Bx3 ,
Bb
Bx3
˙˙
dxdy
ď
ż
Ω
ghom
´
Dpψtupleq
¯
dx` α
2
,
(7.42)
and set
χεpxq:“ ψεpxq ` rε
¨˝ ´2 2diamSaε yε2rε
2 2diamSaε
yε1
rε
bεpxq ´ yε1rε BBx3ψε1 ´ yε2rε BBx3ψε2
‚˛` r2εq ˆx, yεrε
˙
. (7.43)
Noticing that ψ3 “ 0 (see (4.16), (7.2)), a straightforward computation yields
epχεq “ rε 4diamS
Baε
Bx3
ˆ
´yε2
rε
e1 d e3 ` yε1
rε
e2 d e3
˙
` rεeyq
ˆ
x,
yε
rε
˙
` rεˆ BbεBx3´
B2ψε1
Bx23
yε1
rε
´B
2ψε2
Bx23
yε2
rε
˙
e3de3 ` r2εexq
ˆ
x,
yε
rε
˙
.
(7.44)
Substituting χε for uε in the estimate (7.12), we inferˇˇˇˇ
Iε3 ´ rpεkε
ż
g0,p
ˆ
epχεq
rε
˙
dmε
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C$prεq
ż ˇˇˇˇ
epχεq
rε
ˇˇˇˇp
dmε ď C$prεq. (7.45)
We deduce from (4.15), (6.73) and (7.44) thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇe pχεqrε ´ J
ˆ
q,
B2ψ1
Bx23
,
B2ψ2
Bx23
,
Ba
Bx3 ,
Bb
Bx3
˙ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙ ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Crε in Trε ,
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and then from (3.20) thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇg0,p eˆ pχεqrε
˙
´ g0,pˆ J
ˆ
q,
B2ψ1
Bx23
,
B2ψ2
Bx23
,
Ba
Bx3 ,
Bb
Bx3
˙ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙˙ ˇˇˇˇ
ˇď Crε in Trε .
It follows from (4.8), (6.6), (7.45), and the abobe inequality, that
lim
εÑ0 Iε3 “ limεÑ0 r
p
εkε
ż
g0,p˜ J
ˆ
q,
B2ψ1
Bx23
,
B2ψ2
Bx23
,
Ba
Bx3 ,
Bb
Bx3
˙ˆ
x,
yεpx1q
rε
˙¸
dmε
“ κ
ż
Ω
ż´
S
g0,p
ˆ
J
ˆ
q,
B2ψ1
Bx23
,
B2ψ2
Bx23
,
Ba
Bx3 ,
Bb
Bx3
˙˙
dxdy.
By (7.42), the assertion (7.37) is proved in the case 0 ă κ ă `8.
In the other cases, we set
χε “ ψε ´ rε
ˆBψε1
Bx3
yε1
rε
` Bψε1Bx3
yε2
rε
˙
e3 if k “ `8 and κ “ 0,
χε “ 0 if k “ κ “ `8.
(7.46)
By (4.16) and (7.2) we have ψ3 “ 0 if k “ `8 and κ “ 0. We deduce
|epχεq| ď Crε in Trε if k “ `8 and κ “ 0; |epχεq| “ 0 if k “ κ “ `8,
yielding, by (4.4), limεÑ0 Iε3 “ 0 in both cases. The assertion (7.37) is proved. The
proof of Proposition 9 in the case p ă 2, γppq ă `8 is achieved. 
Case γppq “ `8. Since Φpϕ,ψtupleq ă `8 (see (7.2)), by (3.46) and (4.13) we
have ϕ “ ψ and ζ “ 0, hence η :“ 0 satisfies (7.29). Replacing ηε by 0 in (7.31),
repeating the argument of the case γppq ă `8, p ă 2, we obtain (7.34), (7.35),
(7.37), and limεÑ0 Iε2 “ 0, yielding (7.5), which completes the proof of Proposition
9 in the case γppq “ `8. 
Case p “ 2, γp2q ă `8. Since Φpϕ,ψtupleq ă `8, by (3.46) and (4.13), we have
ζ “ 0. We fix an arbitrary bounded Lipschitz domain S1 of R2 such that yS1 “ 0,
S ĂĂ S1, a sequence of positive real numbers pRεq satisfying (3.43), and two
sequences of positive real numbers paεq and pbεq such that
0 ă bε ! aε ! 1, r
2
ε
ε2
`R2ε ! aεbε. (7.47)
Setting
lk,ε :“ kaε, nε :“
„
L
aε
´ 1

, Ikε :“ pkaε, pk ` 1qaεq,
where rss denotes the integer part of s, we choose a sequence pρεq verifying
ρε P C8pr0, Lsq; ρε “ 1 in p0, Lqz
nεď
k“1
ˆ
lk,ε ´ 1
2
bε; lk,ε ` 1
2
bε
˙
,
ρε “ 0 on
nεď
k“1
tlk,εu, 0 ď ρε ď 1, |ρ1ε| ă Cbε .
(7.48)
Notice that ż L
0
|ρ1ε|2dx3 ď C 1aεbε . (7.49)
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We set
qζεpxq :“ ÿ
iPIε
nεÿ
k“1
˜ż´
Y iεˆIkε
ζpsqdL3psq
¸
1Y iεˆIkε pxq @ζ P L2pΩq. (7.50)
For every a P R3, we denote by ηaε PW2pa, 0; rεS1, RεDq the solution, extended by
0 to R2, to the infimum problem (3.3) associated with capf8,2pa, 0; rεS1, RεDq. By
(3.37) and (3.44) we have, for every pi,aq P Iε ˆ R3,ż
Di
Rε
f8,2
`
eypηaεqpyεpx1qq
˘
dx1 “ capf8,2pa, 0; rεS1, RεDq
“ 1| log rε|c
f8,2,S1
rε,Rε
paq “ γεprεq
ż
Y iε
cf
8,2,S1
rε,Rε
paqdx.
(7.51)
Setting
ηεpxq :“ ρεpx3qη qφεpxqε pyεpx1qq, φ :“ ψ ´ϕ, (7.52)
we consider the field ϕε defined by
ϕεpxq :“ p1´ ξεpxqq pϕpxq ` ηεpxqq ` ξεpxqχεpxq, (7.53)
where ξε is given by (7.31), and χε is defined, in accordance with the magnitude of
k and κ, either by (7.41), (7.43), or (7.46). We prove below thatż
Ω
|ηε|2dx ď CR2ε. (7.54)
Taking (7.41), (7.43), (7.46), and (7.54) into account, one can check that ϕε belongs
to W 1,2b pΩ;R3q and satisfies the convergences (7.4). Observing that
Suppηε Ă DRε ˆ p0, Lq, ηε “ ρεpx3qqφεpxq in S1rε ˆ p0, Lq, (7.55)
we split the energy into the following sum of four terms:
Fεpϕεq “ Iε1 ` Iε2 ` Iε3 ` Iε4; Iε3 :“ kε
ż
g pe pχεqq dmε;
Iε1 :“
ż
ΩzpDRεˆp0,Lqq
fpepϕqqdx; Iε2 :“
ż
Cε
f pe pϕ ` ηεqq dx;
Iε4 :“
ż
S1rε zSrεˆp0,Lq
f
´
e
´
p1´ ξεq pρεpx3qqφεpxq `ϕq ` ξεχε¯¯ dx;
Cε :“ pDRεzS1rεq ˆ p0, Lq.
(7.56)
Repeating the argument of the case p ă 2, γppq ă `8, we obtain (7.34), (7.37).
Noticing that
ˇˇˇ
e
´
p1´ ξεq pρεpx3qqφεpxq `ϕq ` ξεχε¯ˇˇˇ2 ď Cp1`|ρ1px3q|2q, we deduce
from (7.49) that
Iε4 ď C r
2
ε
ε2
ˆ
1` 1
aεbε
˙
, (7.57)
and, taking (7.47) into account, infer (7.35). By (3.46), the proof of Proposition 9
is achieved provided we establish that
lim sup
εÑ0
Iε2 ď γp2q
ż
Ω
cf
8,2
0 pψ ´ϕqdx. (7.58)
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By (7.50), the field qφε takes constant values on each set Y iε ˆ Ikε , hence, by (7.52)
and (7.55),
epϕ ` ηεqpxq “ eypη qφεpxqε qpyεpx1qq `Eεpxq, (7.59)
where
Eεpxq “ epϕq`pρεpx3q ´ 1qeypη qφεpxqε qpyεpx1qq ` ρ1px3qη qφεpxqε d e3.
We prove below thatż
Cε
|Eεpxq|2dx “ op1q,
ż
Cε
|eypη qφεpxqε qpyεpx1qq|2dx ď C. (7.60)
Applying (3.20), we inferˇˇˇˇ
Iε2 ´
ż
Cε
fpeypη qφεpxqε qpyεpx1qqqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
“ op1q. (7.61)
We deduce from (4.7) and (7.60) thatˇˇˇˇż
Cε
pf ´ f8,2q
´
eypη qφεpxqε qpyεpx1qqq
¯
dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C
ż
pDRrε zS1rε qˆp0,Lq
1` |eypη qφεpxqε qpyεpx1qqq|2´ςdx ď C|Cε| ς2 ď CRςεες .
(7.62)
Since qφε takes constant values in each set Y iε ˆ tx3u, by (7.51) we haveż
Cε
f8,2
´
eypη qφεpxqε qpyεpx1qq
¯
dx “
ż L
0
dx3
ÿ
iPIε
ż
Di
Rε
f8,2
´
eypη qφεpxqε qpyεpx1qq
¯
dx1
“ γp2qε prεq
ż L
0
dx3
ÿ
iPIε
ż
Y iε
cf
8,2,S1
rε,Rε
pqφεqdx “ γp2qε prεq ż
Ω
cf
8,2,S1
rε,Rε
pqφεqdx.
(7.63)
By Proposition 2 and (7.50), the sequence pcf8,2,S1rε,Rε pqφεqqεą0 is uniformly bounded on
Ω and uniformly converges as εÑ 0, on each compact subset of Ω, to cf8,20 pψ ´ϕq,
therefore
lim
εÑ0 γ
p2q
ε prεq
ż
Ω
cf
8,2,S1
rε,Rε
pqφεpxqqdx “ γp2q ż
Ω
cf
8,2
0 pψ ´ϕqdx.
Combining this with (7.61), (7.62), and (7.63), the assertion (7.58) is proved. The
proof of Proposition 9 is achieved. Proof of (7.54). By (3.7) we
have
ş
D
|θ|2 dy ď C ş
D
|eypθq|2dy @θ P H10 pD;R3q. By making a suitable change of
variables, we deduce that
ş
RεD
|θ|2 dy ď CR2ε
ş
RεD
|eypθq|2dy @θ P H10 pRεD;R3q.
Taking (3.1) and (3.36) into account, we inferż
Di
Rε
ˇˇ
ηaεpyεpx1qq
ˇˇ2
dx1 “
ż
RεD
|ηaε |2 dy ď CR2ε
ż
RεD
|eypηaεq|2dy
ď CR2ε
ż
RεD
f8,2peypηaεqqdy “ CR2εcapf
8,2pa, 0; rεS1, RεDq ď CR2ε |a|
2
| log rε| .
(7.64)
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We deduce from (7.48), (7.52), and the finiteness of γp2q, thatż
Ω
|ηε|2dx ď
ż L
0
dx3
ÿ
iPIε
ż
Di
Rε
|η qφεpεi,x3qε pyεpx1qq|2dx1
ď C R
2
ε
| log rε|
ż L
0
dx3
ÿ
iPIε
|qφεpεi, x3q|2dx1 ď C R2εε2| log rε| |φ|2L8
“ CR2εγp2qε prεq|φ|2L8 ď CR2ε.
(7.65)
The estimate (7.54) is proved. 
Proof of (7.60). By (3.1), (3.36), and (7.50) we have, for every pi, x3q P Iεˆ p0, Lq,ż
Di
Rε
|eypη qφεpx1,x3qε qpyεpx1qq|2dx1 ď C
ż
Di
Rε
f8,2peypη qφεpεi,x3qε qpyεpx1qqqdx1
“ Ccapf8,2pqφεpεi, x3q, 0; rεS1, RεDq ď C| log rε| |φ|2L8 “ Cε2γp2qε prεq ď Cε2.
We deduceż
Ω
|eypη qφεpxqε qpyεpx1qq|2dx “
ż L
0
dx3
ÿ
iPIε
ż
Di
Rε
|eypη qφεpxqε qpyεpx1qq|2dx1 ď C,
(7.66)
and, taking (7.48) into account,ż
Ω
|pρεpx3q ´ 1qeypη qφεpxqε qpyεpx1qq|2dx
ď
nεÿ
k“1
ż lk,ε`bε{2
lk,ε´bε{2
dx3
ÿ
iPIε
ż
Di
Rε
|eypη qφεpxqε qpyεpx1qq|2dx1 ď C bεaε .
(7.67)
By (7.48) and (7.64), we haveż
Ω
|ρ1px3qη qφεpxqε d e3|2dx
ď C
b2ε
nεÿ
k“1
ż lk,ε`bε{2
lk,ε´bε{2
dx3
ÿ
iPIε
ż
Di
Rε
|η qφεpxqε pyεpx1qq|2dx1
ď C
b2ε
bε
aε
R2ε
ε2| log rε| |φ|
2
L8 ď C R
2
ε
aεbε
.
(7.68)
Combining (7.47), (7.66), (7.67), (7.68), the estimates (7.60) are proved. 
Remark 11.. If 0 ă k ă `8, by applying the argument of the proof of Lemma 5,
one can check that
inf
qPC1c pΩ;C8pS;R3qq
k
ż
Ω
ż´
S
g
ˆ
L
ˆ
q,
Bψ3
Bx3 ,
Bζ
Bx3
˙˙
dxdy “
ż
Ω
ghom
´
Dpψtupleq
¯
dx,
where ghom is given by (4.14). An analogous statement holds in the case 1 ă κ ă
`8. The first equation in (6.12) can be justified in the same manner.
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8. Appendix
8.1. Technical lemmas related to the lower bound. In this section, given a
sequence puεq satisfying (6.1), we establish the existence of sequences pÊuεq and puεq
verifying (7.15), (7.16) and (7.17).
Lemma 9.. Assume (4.7), let puεq be a sequence in W 1,pb pΩ;R3q satisfying (6.1)
and the convergences stated in Proposition 5. Let pRεq be verifying (3.43) and pIε2q
defined by (7.9). Then, there exists a sequence pÊuεq in Lpp0, L;W 1,ppΩ1;R3qq such
that
uεpÊuεq á u, vSε pÊuεq á v, θSε pÊuεqe3 á θe3 weakly in LppΩ;R3q,
lim inf
εÑ0 Iε2 ě lim infεÑ0
ż
pDRε zSrε qˆp0,Lq
f8,ppex1pÊuεqq dx,ż
Eεˆp0,Lq
|ex1pÊuεq|p dx ď ż
Eεˆp0,Lq
|epuεq|p dx` op1q @Eε Ă BpDRεq.
(8.1)
Proof.. To construct Êuε, we fix two sequences of positive real numbers paεq and pbεq
such that
1 " aε " bε, aεb2ε " R
2
ε
ε2
, (8.2)
and, applying De Giorgi’s slicing method, exhibit a family plk,εqεą0, kPt1,...,nεu of
positive real numbers verifying
nε :“
„
L
aε

´ 1, 3
4
aε ď l1,ε ď 5
4
aε, L´ 9
4
aε ă lnε,ε ă L´ 34aε,
lk,ε ´ lk´1,ε “ aε @k P t2, .., nεu,
(8.3)
where rss denotes the integer part of s, and such that, setting
Hε :“ DRε ˆ
nεď
k“1
ˆ
lk,ε ´ bε
2
; lk,ε ` bε
2
˙
, (8.4)
the following holds:ż
Hε
|epuεq|pdx`
ż
Hε
|vSε puεq|p ` |uεpuεq|p ` |θSε puεq|pdmε
ď C bε
aε
ˆż
Ω
|epuεq|pdx`
ż
|vSε puεq|p ` |uεpuεq|p ` |θSε puεq|pdmε
˙
.
(8.5)
To that aim, we set, for every m P
!
0, ...,
”
aε
2bε
ı)
Hmε :“ DRε ˆ
«
nεď
k“1
ˆ
lmk,ε ´ 12bε; l
m
k,ε ` 12bε
˙ff
, lmk,ε :“
ˆ
k ´ 1
4
˙
aε `mbε.
One can check that Hmε XHnε “ H if m ­“ n, therefore
r aε2bε sÿ
m“0
ż
Hmε
|epuεq|pdx`
ż
Hmε
|vSε puεq|p ` |uεpuεq|p ` |θSε puεq|pdmε
ď
ż
Ω
|epuεq|pdx`
ż
|vSε puεq|p ` |uεpuεq|p ` |θSε puεq|pdmε.
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Accordingly, for each ε ą 0, there exists mˇε P
!
0, ...,
”
aε
2bε
ı)
such thatż
Hmˇεε
|epuεq|pdx`
ż
Hmˇεε
|vSε puεq|p ` |uεpuεq|p ` |θSε puεq|pdmε
ď 1”
aε
2bε
ı
` 1
ˆż
Ω
|epuεq|pdx`
ż
|vSε puεq|p ` |uεpuεq|p ` |θSε puεq|pdmε
˙
.
(8.6)
The finite sequence plk,εqkPt1,...,nεu defined by lk,ε :“ lmˇεk,ε satisfies (8.3), and the
set Hε given in terms of plk,εqkPt1,...,nεu by (8.4) (that is Hε “ Hmˇεε ) verifies (8.5).
Next, fixing a sequence pϕεq such that
ϕε P C8pr0, Lsq; ϕε “ 1 in p0, Lqz
nεď
k“1
ˆ
lk,ε ´ 1
2
bε; lk,ε ` 1
2
bε
˙
,
ϕε “ 0 on
nεď
k“1
tlk,εu, 0 ď ϕε ď 1, |ϕ1ε| ă Cbε ,
(8.7)
we set, for every sequence pψεq in LppΩ;R3q,Êψεpxq :“ nεÿ
k“2
˜ż´
Ikε
ϕεps3qψεpx1, s3qds3
¸
1Ikε px3q; Ikε :“ plk´1,ε; lk,εq. (8.8)
By (8.7) and Jensen’s inequality, for every Borel subset E of Ω1, we haveż
Eˆp0,Lq
|Êψε|pdx “ nεÿ
k“2
ż
E
dx1
ż
Ikε
dx3
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż´
Ikε
ϕεps3qψεpx1, s3qds3
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
p
ď
ż
Eˆp0,Lq
|ψε|p dx.
(8.9)
We deduce from (6.21) and (8.8) that
uε
´Êψε¯ pxq “ ÿ
iPIε
˜ż´
Di
Rε
zDi
Rε{2
Êψεps1, x3qds1¸1Y iε px1q
“
ÿ
iPIε
nεÿ
k“2
˜ż´
Di
Rε
zDi
Rε{2
˜ż´
Ikε
ϕεps3qψεps1, s3qds3
¸
ds1
¸
1Y iεˆIkε pxq
“
nεÿ
k“2
ż´˜
Ikε
ϕεps3q˜
ÿ
iPIε
ż´
Di
Rε
zDi
Rε{2
ψεps1, s3qds11Y iε px1q¸ ds3¸ 1Ikε px3q“ Ìuεpψεqpxq.
Applying the same argument to vSε and θ
S
ε , we obtain
uε
´Êψε¯ “Ìuεpψεq; vSε ´Êψε¯ “ ÌvSε pψεq; θSε ´Êψε¯ “ ÌθSε pψεq. (8.10)
We infer from (6.24), (8.9), and (8.10), thatż
|vSε pÊψεq|pdmε“ż ˇˇˇˇÌvSε pψεqˇˇˇˇp dmεďż |vSε pψεq|pdmεďż |ψε|pdmε,ż
|uε
´Êψε¯ |pdmε ď C ż |ψε|pdmε; ż |θSε ´Êψε¯ |pdmε ď C ż |ψε|pdmε. (8.11)
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Since
ş |uε|pdmε ď C (see (6.65)), by (8.11) and Lemma 7 the following holds, up
to a subsequence, for some pg,h, ηq P pLppΩ;R3qq2 ˆ LppΩq:
uεpÊuεqmε ‹á gL3tΩ, vSε pÊuεqmε ‹á hL3tΩ weakly‹ in MpΩ;R3q,
θ
S
ε pÊuεqmε ‹á ηL3tΩ weakly‹ in MpΩq. (8.12)
Taking (6.26) into account, the convergences stated in (8.1) are proved provided
we establish that pg,h, ηq “ pu,v, θq. To that aim, we fix ξ P DpΩ;R3q and set
ξεpxq :“
řnε
k“2
´ş´
Ikε
ξpx1, s3qds3
¯
1Ikε px3q. By (6.14) and (8.8), we haveż
ξε ¨ ϕεvSε puεqdmε
“ ε
2
r2ε |S|
ÿ
iPIε
nεÿ
k“2
ż
SirεˆIkε
ϕεpx3q
˜ż´
Ikε
ξpx1, s3qds3
¸
¨
˜ż´
Sirε
uεps1, x3qds1
¸
dx
“ ε
2
r2ε |S|
ÿ
iPIε
nεÿ
k“2
ż
SirεˆIkε
ξpx1, s3q ¨
˜ż´
Sirε
˜ż´
Ikε
ϕεpx3quεps1, x3qdx3¸ ds1¸ dx1ds3
“
ż
ξ ¨ vSε pÊuεqdmε.
(8.13)
By (6.26) and (6.61), the sequence
´
vSε puεqmε
¯
weakly‹ converges to v in MpΩ;R3q
and, by (6.66), (8.2), (8.4), (8.5), and (8.7), the following holds,ż
|p1´ ϕεqvSε puεq|pdmε ď
ż
Hε
|vSε puεq|pdmε ď C bεaε “ op1q,
therefore
´
ϕεv
S
ε puεqmε
¯
weakly‹ converges to v in MpΩ;R3q. Observing that |ξ ´
ξε|L8pΩ;R3q ď Caε ! 1, we deduce from (8.12) and (8.13) thatż
Ω
ξ ¨ vdx “ lim
εÑ0
ż
ξε ¨ ϕεvSε puεqdmε “ lim
εÑ0
ż
ξ ¨ vSε pÊuεqdmε “ ż
Ω
ξ ¨ hdx,
and infer from the arbitrariness of ξ that h “ v. We likewise obtain η “ θ and
g “ u. The convergences stated in (8.1) are proved. Let Eε be a Borel subset of
DRε . By (4.7), (6.64), and the estimate |DRε | ď C R
2
ε
ε2 , we haveż
Eεˆp0,Lq
|f8,ppepuεqq ´ fpepuεqq| dx ď C
ż
Eεˆp0,Lq
`
1` |epuεq|p´ς
˘
dx
ď C
˜
R2ε
ε2
`
ˆ
R2ε
ε2
˙ ς
p
|epuεq|
p´ς
p
LppΩ;S3q
¸
ď C
ˆ
R2ε
ε2
˙ ς
p
.
(8.14)
By (8.4) and (8.7), ϕεpx3quεpxq “ uεpxq in pEεˆp0, LqqzHε, hence by (3.1), (6.64),
(8.2), (8.5), and (8.7), the following holds:ż
Eεˆp0,Lq
|f8,ppepuεqq ´ f8,ppepϕεpx3quεpxqqq|dx
ď
ż
Hε
f8,ppepuεqq ` f8,ppepϕεpx3quεpxqqqdx
ď C
ż
Hε
|epuεq|p `
ˇˇˇˇ
uεpxq
bε
ˇˇˇˇp
dx ď C
ż
Hε
ˇˇˇˇ
uεpxq
bε
ˇˇˇˇp
dx` op1q.
(8.15)
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It follows (6.64), Ho¨lder’s inequality, (8.2), (8.4), and the continuous embedding of
W 1,ppΩ;R3q into L 3p3´p pΩ;R3q (see [20, Corollary 9.14]) thatż
Hε
ˇˇˇˇ
uεpxq
bε
ˇˇˇˇp
dx ď 1
bpε
ˆż
Hε
|uεpxq|
3p
3´p dx
˙ 3´p
3
L3pHεq p3
ď C
bpε
|uε|pW 1,ppΩ;R3q
ˆ
R2ε
ε2
bε
aε
˙ p3
ď C
ˆ
R2ε
ε2
1
aεb2ε
˙ p
3
“ op1q.
(8.16)
Since ϕε “ 0 on Ťnεk“1tlk,εu (see (8.7)), we have ş´Ikε BBs3 pϕεps3quεpx1, s3qq ds3 “ 0 a.
e. x1 P Ω1, @k P t2, ..., nεu. Hence, for a. e. x P Ω1 ˆ Ikε , there holds (see (2.1),
(8.8))ż´
Ikε
epϕεps3quεpx1, s3qq ds3 “
ż´
Ikε
ex1
`
ϕεps3quεpx1, s3qq
˘
ds3
“ex1
˜ż´
Ikε
ϕεps3quεpx1, s3qqds3
¸
“ ex1pÊuεqpxq.
Applying Jensen’s inequality, we inferż
Eεˆp0,Lq
f8,ppepϕεps3quεpx1, s3qqq dx1ds3 “
nεÿ
k“2
ż
Eε
dx1
ż
Ikε
f8,ppepϕεps3quεpx1, s3qqq ds3
ě
nεÿ
k“2
ż
Eε
dx1plk,ε ´ lk´1,εqf8,p
˜ż´
Ikε
epϕεpx3quεpx1, s3qq ds3
¸
“
nεÿ
k“2
ż
Eε
dx1
ż
Ikε
f8,ppex1pÊuεqpxqqdx3 “ ż
Eεˆp0,Lq
f8,ppex1pÊuεqq dx,
which, combined with (8.14), (8.15), and (8.16), yieldsż
Eεˆp0,Lq
f8,ppex1pÊuεqq dx ď ż
Eεˆp0,Lq
fpepuεqq dx` op1q.
Choosing first Eε “ DRεzSrε , taking (7.9) into account, we deduce the lower bound
stated in the second line of (8.1). Next, substituting |.|p for f in the above argument,
we obtain the third line of (8.1).  
We check below the existence of a sequence pRεq verifying (3.43) and (6.22).
Lemma 10. Let puεq be a sequence in W 1,pb pΩ;R3q verifying (6.1). For any se-
quence pR1εq satisfying (3.43), there exists a sequence of positive real numbers pRεq
verifying (3.43) and (6.22), and such that 0 ă Rε ď R1ε @ε ą 0.
Proof. Let pR1εq be a sequence satisfying (3.43). There exists a sequence of
positive integers pnεq such that limεÑ0 nε “ `8 and the sequence p2´nεR1εq verifies
(3.43). By (6.1), we have
nε´1ÿ
m“0
ż
D2´mR1ε zD2´m´1R1εˆp0,Lq
|∇uε|pdx ď
ż
Ω
|∇uε|pdx ď C,
hence there exists mε P t0, .., nε ´ 1u such that
ş
D
2´mεR1ε zD2´mε´1R1εˆp0,Lq
|∇uε|pdx
ď Cnε . The sequence pRεq :“ p2´mεR1εq verifies (3.43), (6.22) and 0 ă Rε ď R1ε
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@ε ą 0. We are in a position to construct a sequence puεq satisfying (7.16) and
(7.17).
Lemma 11.. Under the assumptions of Lemma 9, let pRεq be a sequence verifying
(3.43) and (6.22), pÊuεq a sequence in Lpp0, L;W 1,ppΩ1;R3qq satisfying (8.1), and S1
a Lipschitz subdomain of S verifying (7.14). Then, there exists a sequence puεq in
Lpp0, L;W 1,ppΩ1;R3qq satisfying (7.16) and (7.17).
Proof. We fix ψε, ζε P DpΩ1q, such that
Suppψε Ă D2RεzD 12Rε ; ψε “ 1 on BDRε ; 0 ď ψε ď 1; |∇ψε| ď
C
Rε
,
Supp ζε Ă Srε ; ζε “ 1 in S1rε ; 0 ď ζε ď 1; |∇ζε| ď
C
rε
,
(8.17)
and set (see (6.14), (8.8))
uε :“ Êuε ` ψεpuεpÊuεq ´ Êuεq ` ζε ´rSε pÊuεq ´ Êuε¯ if p ­“ 2,
uε :“ Êuε ` ψεpuεpÊuεq ´ Êuεq ` ζε ´vSε pÊuεq ´ Êuε¯ if p “ 2. (8.18)
Notice that the field uε satisfies the boundary conditions stated in (7.16) if 1 ă p ă 2
and in (7.17) if p “ 2. By (3.20) applied to h :“ f8,p, we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
pDRε zSrε qˆp0,Lq
f8,ppex1pÊuεqq dx´ ż
pDRε zS1rε qˆp0,Lq
f8,ppex1puεqqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď C
ż
pDRε zSrε qˆp0,Lq
|ex1pÊuε ´ uεq| `1` |ex1pÊuεq|p´1 ` |ex1puεq|p´1˘ dx
`
ż
pSrε zS1rε qˆp0,Lq
f8,ppex1puεqqdx.
We prove below thatż
pDRε zSrε qˆp0,Lq
|ex1pÊuε ´ uεq| `1` |ex1pÊuεq|p´1` |ex1puεq|p´1˘ dx “ op1q, (8.19)ż
pSrε zS1rε qˆp0,Lq
f8,ppex1puεqqdx “ op1q if 1 ă p ă 2, (8.20)ż
pSrε zS1rε qˆp0,Lq
f8,ppex1puεqqdx ď C |SzS1||S| if p “ 2. (8.21)
Taking (8.1) into account, Lemma 11 is proved. 
Proof of (8.19). By (6.64) and the last line of (8.1), the following holdsż
pDRε zSrε qˆp0,Lq
|ex1pÊuεq|pdx ď C ż
pDRε zSrε qˆp0,Lq
|epuεq|pdx` op1q ď C. (8.22)
We deduceż
pDRε zSrε qˆp0,Lq
|ex1pÊuε ´ uεq| `1` |ex1pÊuεq|p´1 ` |ex1puεq|p´1˘ dx
ď C
ż
pDRε zSrε qˆp0,Lq
p1` |ex1pÊuε ´ uεq|pqdx. (8.23)
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By (2.1) and (6.21) we have ex1puεpÊuεqq “ 0 in DRε ˆ p0, Lq and, by (8.10), (8.17)
and (8.18), Êuε ´ uε “ ψεpÊuε ´ uεpÊuεqq “ ψε ´Ú uε ´ uεpuεq¯ in pDRεzSrεq ˆ p0, Lq.
Applying the last line of (8.1) to Eε :“ DRεzDRε
2
, taking (8.9), (8.17) and (8.22)
into account, we inferż
pDRε zSrε qˆp0,Lq
|ex1pÊuε ´ uεq|pdx “ ż
pDRε zDRε
2
qˆp0,Lq
|ex1 pψεpÊuε ´ uεpÊuεqqq|p dx
ď C
ż
pDRε zDRε
2
qˆp0,Lq
|ex1pÊuεq|p ` 1
Rpε
ˇˇˇÚ uεpuεq ´ uε ˇˇˇp dx
ď C
żˆ
DRε zDRε
2
˙
ˆp0,Lq
|epuεq|p ` 1
Rpε
|uεpuεq ´ uε|p dx` op1q,
yielding, by (6.22),ż
pDRε zSrε qˆp0,Lq
|ex1pÊuε ´ uεq|pdx ď C
Rpε
żˆ
DRε zDRε
2
˙
ˆp0,Lq
|uεpuεq ´ uε|pdx` op1q. (8.24)
Let E be a bounded Lipschitz domain of R2. One can check that
ş
E
ˇˇ
ψ ´ ş´
E
ψdL2 ˇˇp dL2
ď C ş
E
|∇ψ|p dL2 @ψ PW 1,ppEq. By making suitable changes of variables, we inferż
Ei
Rε
ˇˇˇ
ψ ´
ż´
Ei
Rε
ψdL2
ˇˇˇp
dL2 ď CRpε
ż
Ei
Rε
|∇ψ|p dL2 @i P Iε, @ψ PW 1,p
´
EiRε
¯
.
Applying this to pE,ψp.qq “ pDz 12D,uεp., x3qq, summing with respect to i over Iε
and integrating with respect to x3 over p0, Lq, taking (6.21) and (6.22) into account,
we deduceżˆ
DRε zDRε
2
˙
ˆp0,Lq
|uε ´ uεpuεq|pdx ď CRpε
żˆ
DRε zDRε
2
˙
ˆp0,Lq
|∇uε|pdx “ opRpεq.
Combining this with (8.23) and (8.24) the proof of (8.19) is achieved. Proof of
(8.20). By (3.1), (8.17) and (8.18), we haveż
pSrε zS1rε qˆp0,Lq
f8,ppex1puεqqdx ď C ż
Trε
ˇˇˇ
ex1
´Êuε ` ζε ´rSε pÊuεq ´ Êuε¯¯ˇˇˇp dx.
Noticing that, by (6.14), ex1prSε pÊuεqq “ 0 in Trε , we deduce from (6.2), (6.39), (6.64),
and the last line of (8.1) applied to Eε “ Srε , thatż
Trε
ˇˇˇ
ex1
´Êuε ` ζε ´rSε pÊuεq ´ Êuε¯¯ˇˇˇp dx
ď C
ż
Trε
|ex1 pÊuεq|p dx` C ż
Trε
1
rpε
ˇˇˇ
rSε pÊuεq ´ Êuε ˇˇˇp dx
ď C
ż
Trε
|ex1 pÊuεq|p dx ď C r2ε
ε2
ż
|epuεq|p dmε ` op1q “ op1q.
(8.25)
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The estimate (8.20) is proved. Proof of (8.21). Setting
Grε :“ pSrεzS1rεq ˆ p0, Lq, we infer from (6.14), (8.17), (8.18), and (8.25) thatż
pSrε zS1rε qˆp0,Lq
f8,2pex1puεqqdx ď C ż
Grε
ˇˇˇ
ex1
´Êuε ` ζε ´vSε pÊuεq ´ Êuε¯¯ˇˇˇ2 dx
ď C
ż
Grε
ˇˇˇ
ex1
´Êuε ` ζε ´rSε pÊuεq ´ Êuε¯¯ˇˇˇ2 ` ˇˇˇˇex1 ˆζε 2diamS θSε pÊuεqe3 ^ yεpx1qrε ˙ˇˇˇˇ2 dx
ď C
ż
Grε
ˇˇˇˇ
ex1
ˆ
ζε
2
diamS
θ
S
ε pÊuεqe3 ^ yεpx1qrε ˙ˇˇˇˇ2 dx` op1q.
Noticing that ex1
´
θ
S
ε pÊuεqe3 ^ yεpx1qrε ¯ “ 0 in Grε , θSε pÊuεq takes constant values in
each set Sirε ˆ tx3u, and |Grε ||Trε | “
|SzS1|
|S| , taking (6.2) and (8.17) into account, we
deduce ż
Grε
ˇˇˇˇ
ex1
ˆ
ζε
2
diamS
θ
S
ε pÊuεqe3 ^ yεpx1qrε ˙ˇˇˇˇ2 dx ď C 1r2ε żGrε ˇˇˇθSε pÊuεqˇˇˇ2 dx
ď C 1
r2ε
|Grε |
|Trε |
ż
Trε
ˇˇˇ
θ
S
ε pÊuεqˇˇˇ2 dx ď C 1ε2 |SzS1||S| ż ˇˇˇθSε pÊuεqˇˇˇ2 dmε.
By (6.36), (6.40), (6.64), (8.9), and (8.10), we have (recall that θεpuεq “ wε3puεq)ż ˇˇˇ
θ
S
ε pÊuεqˇˇˇ2 dmε “ ż ˇˇˇˇÌθSε puεqˇˇˇˇ2 dmε ď C ż ˇˇˇθSε puεqˇˇˇ2 dmε
ď C
ż
|θεpuεq|2 dmε ` Cr2ε
ż
|epuεq|2 dmε
ď Cr2ε
ż
|epuεq|2dmε ` Cε2
ż
Trε
|∇uε|2dx ď Cε2.
Combining the above estimates, we obtain (8.21). 
8.2. Proof of Proposition 2. In the following lemma, we establish the relative
compactness of the sequence pcf,Sr,Rr qrą0 defined by (3.37).
Lemma 12. Assume that p “ 2, let pRrqrą0 be a sequence satisfying (3.31), and
f : S3 Ñ r0,`8q a positively homogeneous function of degree 2 satisfying (3.1).
Then the sequence pcf,Sr,Rr qrą0 is sequentially relatively compact in CpR3q with respect
to the topology of the uniform convergence on the compact subsets of R3.
Proof. By (3.17), (3.30) and (3.37), for all r,R, t ą 0 and all bounded Lipschitz
domains S1, S2 of R2 such that S1 Ă S2 Ă RD, tS Ă RD, and S Ă RD, we have
cf,S1r,R ď cf,S2r,R ; cf,tSr,R “ cf,Sr,R{t; cf,Str,tR “ logprtqlog r cf,Sr,R. (8.26)
A straightforward computation gives
inf
ψPH1p0,Rrq
#ż Rr
r
|ψ1pρq|2ρdρ, ψ “ 1 in p0, rq, ψpRrq “ 0
+
“ 1
log Rrr
.
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The function ϕr defined on RrD in polar coordinates by ϕrpρ, θq :“ ψrpρq, where
ψr is the solution to the above problem, satisfies
ϕr P H10 pRrDq, ϕr “ 1 in rD,
ż
RrD
|∇ϕr|2dx ď C| log r| ,ż
RrD
|ephϕrq|dx ď C |h|Rra| log r| ,
ż
RrD
|ephϕrq|2dx ď C |h|
2
| log r| @h P R
3.
(8.27)
Let ψa,r denote the solution to (3.3) associated with cap
f pa, 0; rS,RrDq. Noticing
that ψa,r ` hϕr P W2pa ` h, 0, rS,RrDq, taking (3.1), (3.20), (3.31), (3.36), and
(8.27) into account, we infer that, if |h| ď C,
cf,Sr,Rr pa ` hq ´ cf,Sr,Rr paq ď | log r|
ż
RrD
fpepψa,r ` hϕrqq ´ fpepψa,rqqdy
ď C| log r|
ż
RrD
|ephϕrq| ` |ephϕrq||epψa,rq| ` |ephϕrq|2dy
ď C| log r|
˜
|h|a| log r|
˜
Rr `
dż
RrD
fpepψa,rqqdy
¸
` |h|
2
| log r|
¸
ď C|h|
ˆ
1`
b
| log r|capf pa, 0; rS,RrDq ` |h|
˙
ď C|h| p1` |a|q .
Applying the same argument to pa1,h1q :“ pa`h,´hq, we deduce that |cf,Sr,Rr pa`hq´
cf,Sr,Rr paq| ď C|h| p1` |a|q, hence the sequence pcf,Sr,Rr qrą0 is uniformly equicontinuous
on the compact subsets of R3. By a generalization of the Ascoli-Arzela` theorem
(see [38, (d) p. 81]), Lemma 12 is proved. We consider the functional Fε given
by (1.2), where
rε :“ exp
ˆ
´ 1
ε2
˙
, lε :“ ε
2
r5ε
@ε ą 0. (8.28)
By (3.44) and (4.4), the following holds
κ “ `8 and γp2qε prεq “ 1 @ε ą 0. (8.29)
We denote by If the functional on DpΩ;R3q defined by
If pϕq :“ inf
pϕεqεą0PCϕ
lim inf
εÑ0 Fεpϕεq,
Cϕ :“
$&%pϕεqεą0 ĂW 1,pb pΩ;R3q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇϕε á ϕ weakly in W 1,pb pΩ;R3q as εÑ 0sup
εą0
Fεpϕεq ă `8
,.- .
(8.30)
The functional If is the restriction to DpΩ;R3q of the Γ-lower limit of the sequence
pFεqεą0 with respect to the weak topology on W 1,2b pΩ;R3q (see [28]). The following
lemma is proved below.
Lemma 13.. Let prkqkPN be a sequence of positive real numbers converging to 0,
and such that the sequence pcf,Srk,Rrk qkPN uniformly converges as k Ñ `8, on every
compact subset of R3, to some c P CpR3q. Thenż
Ω
cpϕqdx “ If pϕq ´
ż
Ω
fpepϕqqdx @ϕ P DpΩ;R3q. (8.31)
We deduce:
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Corollary 3. Let f : S3 Ñ r0,`8q be a positively homogeneous function of degree
2 satisfying (3.1). There exists a unique cf0 P CpR3q satisfyingż
Ω
cf0 pϕqdx “ If pϕq ´
ż
Ω
fpepϕqqdx @ϕ P DpΩ;R3q. (8.32)
For every sequence pRrqrą0 verifying (3.31), the sequence pcf,Sr,Rr qrą0 defined by
(3.37) uniformly converges to cf0 as r Ñ 0 on every compact subsets of R3. The
function cf0 is convex, independent of S, and satisfies the growth condition (3.1).
Proposition 2 is proved. Proof of Corollary 3. The
existence and the continuity of cf0 result from Lemmas 12 and 13. Its uniqueness
is a consequence of its continuity and of the arbitrary choice of ϕ in (8.32). The
convergence of pcf,Sr,Rqrą0 follows from the last mentioned uniqueness and Lemma
13. By (3.36) and Lemma 2, the function cf0 is convex and satisfies (3.1). Let us fix
λ ą 1 such that D Ă S Ă λD. The above argument applied to S “ D shows that
the sequences pcf,Dr,Rr{λq and pcf,Dr,Rr q both converge to some cf,D0 P CpR3q as r Ñ 0.
By passing to the limit in the inequalities cf,Dr,Rr ď cf,Sr,Rr ď cf,λDr,Rr “ cf,Dr,Rr{λ, deduced
from (8.26), we infer that cf0 “ cf,D0 , thus cf0 is independent of S. Corollary 3 is
proved. The proof of of Lemma 13 takes advantage of some technical steps of
the proof of Theorem 1 in the relatively simple case κ “ 0.
Proof of Lemma 13. After possibly extracting a subsequence, we can assume
that prkqkPN is decreasing. By (8.28) we have
rk “ rεk , where εk :“ 1a| log rk| . (8.33)
Let us fix ϕ P DpΩ;R3q. We prove below the existence of a sequence pϕεqεą0 P Cϕ
verifying
lim sup
kÑ`8
Fεkpϕεkq ď
ż
Ω
fpepϕqq ` cpϕqdx. (8.34)
We infer from (8.30) and the above inequality that If pϕq ď ş
Ω
fpepϕqq ` cpϕqdx.
Next, we establish that
If pϕq ě
ż
Ω
fpepϕqq ` cpϕqdx. (8.35)
By the arbitrary choice of ϕ, Lemma 13 is proved. Construction
of a sequence pϕεq P Cϕ satisfying (8.34). Since prkqkPN is decreasing, by (8.33) the
sequence pεkqkPN is decreasing. We set
Rp1qε :“ rεrkRrk @k P N, @ε Psεk`1, εks, (8.36)
where rε is given by (8.28). We check below that
the sequence pε, rε, Rp1qε q verifies (3.43) as εÑ 0,
cf,Srk,Rrk
ď cf,S
rε,R
p1q
ε
@k P N, @ε Psεk`1, εks.
(8.37)
Let S1 be an arbitrary bounded Lipschitz domain of R2 such that yS1 “ 0 and
S ĂĂ S1, and let λ ą 1 be such that S1 Ă λS. We set Rp2qε :“ λRp1qε . By (8.26),
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(8.33), and (8.36), we have
cf,S
1
rk,R
p2q
εk
ď cf,λS
rk,R
p2q
εk
“ cf,S
rk,R
p2q
εk
{λ “ c
f,S
rk,R
p1q
εk
“ cf,Srk,Rrk @k P N. (8.38)
We consider the sequence pϕεq and the decomposition
Fεpϕεq “ Iε1 ` Iε2 ` Iε3 ` Iε4, (8.39)
defined by substituting R
p2q
ε for Rε in (7.53) and (7.56). By (4.16), (7.2), (7.46)
and (8.29) we have χε “ 0 and the field φ defined by (7.52) verifies φ “ ´ϕ. By
(7.56), (7.57), (7.59) and (7.60), the sequences pIε1q, pIε2q, and pIε4q are bounded
and Iε3 “ 0, therefore supεą0 Fεpϕεq ă `8. As pϕεq weakly converges as εÑ 0 in
W 1,2b pΩ;R3q to ϕ, we deduce that pϕεq P Cϕ . Since Iε3 “ 0, by (7.47), (7.56) and
(7.57), we have
lim
εÑ0 Iε1 ` Iε3 ` Iε4 “
ż
Ω
fpepϕqqdx. (8.40)
Since f is positively homogeneous of degree 2 and φ “ ´ϕ, we have f “ f8,2 andqφε “ ´qϕε, hence, by (7.61), (7.63), and (8.29), the following holds
Iε2 “
ż
Ω
cf,S
1
rε,R
p2q
ε
pqϕεqdx` op1q. (8.41)
By (7.50) and the uniform convergence of pcf,S1rk,Rrk q to c on the compact subsets of
R3 as k Ñ `8, the sequence pcf,S1rk,Rrk pqϕεkqqkPN is bounded in L8pΩq and uniformly
converges as k Ñ `8, on each compact subset of Ω, to cpϕq, therefore, by (8.38)
and (8.41),
lim sup
kÑ`8
Iεk2 ď lim
kÑ`8
ż
Ω
cf,S
1
rk,Rrk
pqϕεkqdx “ ż
Ω
cpϕqdx.
Taking (8.39) and (8.40) into account, the assertion (8.34) is proved. Proof
of (8.35). Let us fix a sequence puεq P Cϕ . There exists a subsequence puεlqnPN
verifying
lim inf
εÑ0 Fεpuεq “ limlÑ`8Fεlpuεlq, (8.42)
and, since supεą0 Fεpuεq ă `8, a further subsequence, denoted the same way,
satisfying the convergences stated in Propositions 5 and 7 in the case p “ 2, γp2q “ 1,
κ “ `8 with u “ ϕ and vtuple “ pv, θ, w, δq “ p0, 0, 0, 0q (see (4.16), (6.92),
(8.29)). We fix c0 P p0, 1q and a Lipschitz domain S1 satisfying (7.14). By Lemma
10 and (8.37), there exists a sequence pRp3qε q verifying (3.43), (6.22) and such that
Rp3qε
c0
ď Rp1qε , where Rp1qε is defined by (8.36). By (3.17), (3.37), and (8.37), we have
cf,Srk,Rrk
ď cf,S
rε,R
p1q
ε
ď cf,S
rε,R
p3q
ε {c0
@k P N, @ε Psεk`1, εks. (8.43)
The sequence
ˆ
cf,S
rεl ,R
p3q
εl
{c0
˙
is uniformly equicontinuous on the bounded subsets of
R3, hence, after possibly extracting a further subsequence, it uniformly converges as
lÑ `8 on each compact subset of R3 to some rc P CpR3q. By (8.43), the following
holds rc ě c. (8.44)
We consider the decomposition
Fεpuεq “ Iε1 ` Iε2 ` Iε3, (8.45)
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obtained by substituting R
p3q
ε for Rε in (7.9). The argument leading to (7.10) yields
lim inf
εÑ0 Iε1 ` Iε3 ě lim infεÑ0 Iε1 ě
ż
Ω
fpepϕqqdx. (8.46)
By Lemmas 9 and 11, there exists two sequences pÊuεlqlPN and puεlqlPN in L2p0, L;W 1,2pΩ1;R3qq
satisfying
uεlpÊuεlq á ϕ, vSεlpÊuεlq á 0, θSεlpÊuεlqe3 á 0 weakly in L2pΩ;R3q,
lim inf
lÑ`8 Iεl2 ě lim inflÑ`8
ż
pD
R
p3q
εl
zS1rεl qˆp0,Lq
fpex1puεlqqdx´ C |SzS1||S| ,
uεl “ uεlpÊuεlq on BDRp3qεl ˆ p0, Lq; uεl “ vSεlpÊuεlq on BS1rεl ˆ p0, Lq. (8.47)
Repeating the argument leading to (7.21), taking (8.29) into account and recalling
that f “ f8,2, we obtainż
pD
R
p3q
εl
zS1rεl qˆp0,Lq
fpex1puεlqqdx ě ż
Ω
cf,S
rεl ,R
p3q
εl
{c0paεlqdx, (8.48)
where paεlq, defined by (7.18), weakly converges to ´ϕ in L2pΩ;R3q. Following the
line of reasoning used to derive (7.28), we infer
lim inf
lÑ`8 Iεl2 ě
ż
Ω
c˜pϕqdx´ C |SzS
1|
|S| ,
and deduce from (8.42), (8.44), (8.45), (8.46), and the arbitrariness of S1, that
lim infεÑ0 Fεpuεq “ limlÑ`8 Fεpuεlq ě
ş
Ω
fpepϕqq ` cpϕqdx. The assertion (8.35)
is proved. 
Verification of (8.37). By (3.31) we have rk ! Rrk as k Ñ `8, and rεrkRrk “ R
p1q
ε
for ε Psεk`1, εks, therefore rε ! Rp1qε as ε Ñ 0. By (8.28), the mapping ε Ñ εrε “
ε exp
`
1
ε2
˘
is decreasing on
`
0,
?
2
˘
, hence, by (8.33) and (8.36), R
p1q
ε “ rεrkRrk “
rε
rεk
Rrk ď εεkRrk for all ε Psεk`1, εks and all k P N such that εk ă
?
2. Noticing that,
by (3.31) and (8.33), Rrk ! 1?| log rk| “ εk as k Ñ `8, we deduce that R
p1q
ε ! ε
as εÑ 0 and then, by (8.28), that Rp1qε ! 1?| log rε| , thus pε, rε, R
p1q
ε q verifies (3.43).
By (8.26), (8.33), (8.36), and the fact that, by (8.28), the function ε Ñ | log rε| is
decreasing, we have
cf,S
rε,R
p1q
ε
“ cf,Srε
rk
rk,
rε
rk
Rrk
“ | log rε|| log rk|c
f,S
rk,Rrk
“ | log rε|| log rεk |
cf,Srk,Rrk
ě cf,Srk,Rrk
@k P N, @ε Psεk`1, εks.
The assertion (8.37) is proved. 
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